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-- CHAPTER 1 -

GENERALL INTRODUCTION 

1.. Introduction 

Thee semi-arid Central Andes comprises environments, which range from arctic/alpine to 

desertt and Mediterranean. These environments are known to be fragile geo-ecosystems and 

consequentlyy are highly sensitive to environmental change and human impact (Vis, 1991; 

Hofstede,, 1995; Bergkamp, 1996; Miles et al., 2001). Therefore, the Central Andes offers a 

perfectt opportunity for studying landscape sensitivity to erosion in mountainous 

environments.. For this purpose, a study area in Tarija, south Bolivia, was chosen which 

includess three geo-ecosystems representative for the Central Andes. The Mediterranean type 

sub-Andeann valleys are characterized by extensive badlands and which have undergone severe 

changess in vegetation since the arrival of the Spaniards and the introduction of cattle (Beck et 

al.,, 2001). Grazing by sheep has altered the (semi) natural conditions on the arctic desert 

highlandd Andean plateaux (Altiplano) where vegetation types changed and vegetation density 

andd biodiversity decreased (Beck et al., 2001). Within the inter-Andean valleys, plant growth 

iss limited by the (semi) arid conditions and the presence of very poorly developed soils. An 

overvieww of the location of the three geo-ecosystems is given in Figure 1.1. 

1.1.Natural1.1.Natural and human induced environmental change 

Thee Central Andes has been subject to several environmental changes since the late 

Pleistocenee and early Holocene. Both climatic change (alternating wet and dry conditions) and 

humann development and population increase have caused a change in vegetation composition 

andd pattern (Baied and Wheeler, 1993; Lauer, 1993; Messerli et al., 1993). Given the tectonic 

activityy and the presence of easily eroded parent material, erosion processes and 

environmentall  degradation play an important role in the semi-arid geo-ecosystems of the 

Centrall  Andes. Gully erosion, badland development, debris and mud flows and flash floods 

aree common erosion features in the Andean part of southern Peru, Bolivia and northern 

Argentinaa and Chile acting as major disturbances to the fragile geo-ecosystems and 

threateningg agricultural production (Gerold, 1981; Gerold, 1983; Bastian, 1985; Gerold, 1985; 

Beckk et al., 1992; Salm, 1997; Warburton et al., 1998; Maas et al., 2000). To understand the 

impactt of these disturbances in different geo-ecosystems, it is useful to investigate how 

sensitivee these landscapes are to present day erosion processes. Improper management of 

naturall  resources forms another -man induced- source of disturbance. Evidence of overgrazing 
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Figuree 1.1: Overview of the study area. The X on the national map marks the location of the 

studyy area 

datess back 4000 yr B.P. and during the Inca empire (between A.D. 1430 and 1532) lama and 

alpacaa livestock levels reached a maximum (Baied and Wheeler, 1993; Lauer, 1993). By the 

beginningg of the Littl e Ice Age (A.D. 1300), land degradation already was a serious problem 

duee to an intensification of agricultural production (Lauer, 1993; Chepstow-Lusty et al, 

1998).. In Mexico, a similar situation existed where prior to the arrival of the Spaniards 

deforestationn and other disturbances already had altered vegetation types and patterns (Butzer 

andd Butzer, 1997). Nevertheless, the introduction of European livestock by the Spaniards, 

increasedd the stress on the mountain geo-ecosystems due to their more destructive grazing 

practicee (Baied and Wheeler, 1993; Trimble and Mendel, 1995). However, grazing intensity 

hass decreased since the land reforms in the 50's and 60's and therefore it is questionable 

whetherr it can be held responsible for the present high rates of erosion (Molinillo , 1993; 
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GeneralGeneral Introduction 

Prestonn et al., 1997). Moreover, Fairbairn et al. (2001) state that vegetation type and pattern 

havee changed very littl e during the last century, thereby raising doubts about the effects of 

grazingg on erosion. This is supported by Washington-Allen et al. (1998) who detected no 

changee in vegetation cover in a grazed Altiplano over a 15-year time span which included a 

severee drought. 

Althoughh interpretations of the paleoclimate records differ somewhat, depending on the 

techniquess used and the location of the sampling area, the changes can be summarised as 

followw (Clapperton et al., 1997; Thompson et al, 1998; Abbott et al., 2000; Argollo and 

Mourguiart,, 2000; Baker et al., 2001; Fornari et al., 2001; Wolfe et al., 2001; Rowe et al., 

2002):: From before 25,000 to 15,000 calibrated years before the present (cal yr B.P.) the 

Altiplanoo was characterized by a cold and wet climate. From 15,000 to 13,000 cal yr B.P. the 

climatee became warmer and drier, followed by a colder and wetter climate between 13,000 

andd 11,500 cal yr B.P. The Altiplano warmed up between 11,500 and 10,000 cal yr B.P. and 

fromm the onset of the Holocene the climate was characterized by alternating cycles of wetter 

andd drier periods that lasted until 4500 cal yr B.P. Since then, the Altiplano became wetter 

withh the most humid phase at 2000 cal yr B.P. At this point, the Tiwanaku civilization 

emergedd around the shores of the lake Titicaca at the border of Peru and Bolivia indicating a 

directt link between climatic conditions and human development, and its impact on the 

environmentt (Binford et al., 1997). An abrupt climate change leading to a prolonged drier 

periodd caused a decline in agricultural productions and consequently the collapse of the 

Tiwanakuu civilization (Binford et al., 1997). The last 500 cal yr B.P. have been wetter as well 

(Bakeretal.,, 2001). 

1.2.1.2. Landscape sensitivity 

Thee concept of landscape sensitivity was first introduced by Brunsden (1979) and recently 

elaboratedd by Miles (2001), Usher (2001), Brunsden (2001) and Thomas (2001) The term 

originatedd in the context of trying to understand alternations of erosion and sedimentation 

processess in the landscape and hence was mainly applicable to geomorphological and 

pedologicall  studies. However, within the scope of climatic and environmental change this 

notionn can be extended to a large spectrum of environmental studies and has the advantage of 

providingg a framework for interdisciplinary research. As environmental change comprises 

bothh natural changes and human induced changes, these do not need to be separated when 

studyingg landscape sensitivity (Usher, 2001). 
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Accordingg to Thomas (2001), landscape sensitivity may be interpreted as being the 

responsee of geo-ecosystems to perturbations at different temporal and spatial scales. The 

spatiall  scale of a study has implications for the differences in lithology or parent material that 

aree encountered in the research. The landscape must be considered at different hierarchical 

levelss to allow for its hierarchical organisation at various scale levels (O'Neill et al., 1986; 

Bergkamp,, 1996; Usher, 2001). 

Inn general, changes at the temporal scale are driven by climate or human activity as 

mentionedd above. The magnitude of the response of an ecosystem to change is directly related 

too the stability and resilience of the geo-ecosystem. There is a consensus that in semi-arid 

environments,, extreme rainfall events and the consequent flash floods are the main landscape 

formingg processes (Wolman and Miller, 1961; Harvey, 1984; Bull et al., 1999; Hooke and 

Mant,, 2000; Maas et al., 2000; Nogueras et al., 2000; Camarasa Belmonte and Segura Beltran, 

2001;; Coppus and Imeson, in press). However, the influence of tectonic uplift is an important 

complicatingg factor that greatly influences processes at different scales (van der Meer, 1995; 

Schoorl,, 2002). 

Whenn certain thresholds are crossed, instability can be propagated at both the spatial and 

temporall  scale by means of positive feedback mechanisms (Thomas, 2001). Gully-head 

recessionn or slumping can be regarded as such positive feedback mechanisms. Brunsden 

(2001)) describes this movement of unstable locations as waves of aggression in the landscape. 

Althoughh studying the sensitivity of a landscape to environmental change is very complex, 

aa fundamental starting point is the past (Thomas, 2001; Usher, 2001). For example, many 

studiess have shown that with respect to land use, former conditions were significantly more 

importantt factors for environmental change than present land use (Hofstede et al., 2000; 

Hofstedee et al., 2002; Coppus et al., in press). 

Bothh Thomas (2001) and Usher (2001) stress the possibilities that soils offer in studying 

landscapee sensitivity. According to Usher (2001), the soil is where the physical system 

overlapss the biological system and Thomas (2001) states that soils are the end result of 

weatheringg and erosion and hence must be regarded as markers of stability and incremental 

change. . 

2.. From theory to practice: the southern Bolivian case 

Thee sub-Andean valley of Tarija, South-Bolivia, is situated between the eastern range of 

thee Andes and the Chaco lowlands. Due to this geographic position, it was an area of trading 

andd cultural exchange between highland and lowland communities. The valley lay on the 
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peripheryy of the Inca and Spanish territory but the existence of pre-Inca settlements in the 

valleyy suggests a long history of human population in these valleys (Preston et al., 1997; Beck 

ett al., 2001). Similar to the sub-Andean valley, the high Andean plateau (the Altiplano) also 

hass a long record of human activity. During pre-Hispanic times, traditional livestock 

managementt with alpacas and llamas is believed to have been sustainable, as these native 

grazerss gradually adapted to this environment and grazing pressure was probably low 

(Libermannn Cruz and Qayum, 1994) although relatively large numbers of wild cameloids 

(vicunaa and guanaco) grazed the same area. The introduction of cattle, goats and sheep by the 

Spaniardss led to increased grazing pressure and changed these mountainous environments 

significantlyy (Beck et al., 1992; Baied and Wheeler, 1993; Libermann Cruz and Qayum, 1994; 

Prestonetal.,, 1997). 

Littl ee is known about the environment around Tarija before and during the Spanish 

colonization.. Chronicles describe the surroundings as densely vegetated with forests, but 

manyy of these references are of poor quality and their reliability is doubtful. Whether or not 

fullyy vegetated with shrubs and trees, the soil was fertile and after the discovery of silver in 

Potosi,, the central valleys of Tarija have provided food for this booming city under the smoke 

off  Cerro Rico for a long time. Both the clearing of natural vegetation for agricultural purposes 

andd the grazing by cattle, sheep and, most of all, goats might have triggered accelerated 

erosion.. At present, large parts of the valley are eroded and the original vegetation has almost 

disappearedd completely (Gerold, 1983; Bastian, 1985; Gerold, 1987; Beck et al., 1992; Libermann 

Cruz,, 1993). 

Evenn less is known about the natural environment of the Altiplano upon the arrival of the 

Spaniards.. It may be assumed that the replacement of alpacas and llamas by sheep and 

donkeys,, which are more destructive grazers, changed the vegetation type and cover. 

Nutritiouss grazing species with a denser vegetation cover have been replaced by low 

nutritiouss and less palatable species with sparse vegetation cover (Beck et al., 1999). The 

open,, low vegetation of small tussock grasses and dwarf shrubs, and the supply of loose sand 

facilitatee wind erosion and might have lead to the formation of large dune complexes. These 

duness are highly active and cover grazing lands. 

Too what extent grazing is responsible for present erosion processes is not fully understood. 

Variouss authors believe over-grazing is the main cause (Gerold, 1981; Gerold, 1983; 

GTZ/PERTT,, 1984; Gerold, 1985; Beck et al., 1992; Libermann Cruz, 1993; Libermann Cruz 

andd Qayum, 1994). Others suggest that grazing is decreasing and that land use is sustainable 

byy attributing soil erosion to natural causes like climatic change and the high erodibility of the 
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fluvial-lacustrinee sediments (Woodward, 1994; Cerda, 1995; Harmer, 1995; Preston et al., 

1997;; Warburton et al., 1998). Whether it is natural erosion, human induced erosion or both, 

alll  authors agree that environmental change has occurred. 

3.. Objectives and aims 

Onee general aim of this thesis is to elucidate the controversy mentioned above concerning 

thee relative importance of natural and human-induced erosion. This can be translated into the 

question:: "To what extent is land use change responsible for the high erosion rates inferred for 

Southh Bolivia specifically, and the Central Andes in general?". In order to answer this 

question,, the key processes of erosion have to be understood. To achieve this goal, the 

followingg sub-objectives were determined and are presented in a decreasing hierarchical level: 

i.. To characterize and explain the major physiographical units and to identify their 

sensitivityy to erosion on a landscape scale 

ii .. To study the landscape sensitivity to erosion in relation with grazing 

iii .. To identify indicators for landscape sensitivity to erosion in the Central Andes 

iv.. To understand the linkages between hill slopes and channels during normal and extreme 

precipitationn events 

v.. To study the erosion processes acting at hill slope scale within the most sensitive erosion 

units s 

4.. Approach 

Thee geo-ecosystems in the Central Andes are characterized by high spatial variability. 

Altitudee varies from 2000 m to almost 5000 m and lithology, climate, morphology and 

vegetationn change continuously along this gradient. This results in a mosaic of different geo-

ecosystemss with specific properties (Squeo et al, 1993). To understand the dynamics of geo-

ecosystemss and to get insight in their high spatial variability, a characterization of the 

geomorphology,, soils and vegetation, at the landscape, hillslope and patch scale as well as an 

integratedd approach of process related studies was required. The hierarchical organisation of 

thee geo-ecosystem had to be included to explain patterns and processes in different spatial and 

temporall  scales (O'Neill et al., 1986). 

Ass environmental change cannot be measured directly, indicators were used for 

characterizingg geo-ecosystems and quantifying stress factors (Mouat et al., 1992). It is evident 

thatt the erosional response of soils to environmental change is governed by stable 

aggregation.. This parameter is known to depend on other soil parameters, such as texture, 
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organicc matter, lime and gypsum contents, etc. It was beyond the scope of this study to assess 

thee role of all potentially relevant parameters regarding soil aggregation which are discussed 

byy several authors {e.g. Tisdall and Oades, 1982; Oades and Waters, 1991; Oades, 1993) and 

thereforee attention was focussed on those parameters which could be expected to play an 

importantt role and were relatively easy to assess. These included among others, texture, 

organicc matter and water soluble salts. 

Inn semi-arid geo-ecosystems, water is the limiting factor and forms a major constraint 

determiningg geomorphic-soil-vegetation patterns within geo-ecosystems (Cammeraat and 

Imeson,, 1999). Therefore, hydrological and morphological processes and soil properties that 

characterizee infiltration, the water storage capacity of the soil and water availability had to be 

included. . 

Too understand the soil-water-vegetation relationships and to identify physical system 

responsess to land use changes a combined top - down, bottom - up approach was applied. 

Thee top - down approach focused on a landscape analysis to identify patterns down to the 

levell  of physiographical units. The bottom - up approach analysed the dynamics of the finer 

scalee processes. As good basic data were missing a field campaign was started to collect these. 

Thee selection of the areas to investigate was based on their probable sensitivity to erosion. 

Therefore,, physiographical units were selected that could elucidate the main objectives of this 

thesis.. In other words, those units where soils are still present and which can improve 

knowledgee about erosion processes in space and time scales were chosen for further 

investigation.. This implicated that riverbeds and their adjacent, relatively, young flat river 

terracess were excluded from this study for not being relevant and beyond the scope of this 

study. . 

Hence,, within the physiographical units that were affected by erosion, representative and 

relativee homogenous (regarding soils, soil surface characteristics, vegetation type and cover, 

andd geomorphological features at a landscape unit scale) plots of 30 by 30m were chosen on 

thee basis of visual interpretation. Because of the extent (80 by 20 km) and the diversity 

betweenn and within the three geo-ecosystems of the study area a geostatistical approach was 

nott feasible given the time and money available. 

Withh the help of satellite imagery and aerial photographs the major physiographical units 

inn the three ecosystems were distinguished and those suitable for further research were 

selectedd for the reconnaissance survey. The first campaign resulted in a characterisation of the 

region,, the geo-ecosystems and the physiographical units. On the basis of this characterization 

twoo catchments were selected for detailed soil, erosion and infiltration studies. 
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5.. Outlin e of this thesis 

Logically,, the outline of this thesis follows more or less the proposed approach and 

inherentlyy the objectives. Chapter 2 focuses on the variability of soils properties and profiles 

andd their pedogenesis along climatic and topographical gradients within each of the three geo-

ecosystemss and the different implications these environmental conditions have on the study 

areaa as a whole. Chapter 3 elaborates this theme combining the chemical and physical soil 

properties,, vegetation characteristics and erosion features to identify and characterize the 

distributionn of Erosive Sensitive Areas within the three geo-ecosystems. On the basis of that 

study,, two particular areas were chosen for a more detailed study on erosion processes taking 

placee on patch and slope scale. Chapter 4 describes the hydrological and geomorphological 

responsee to natural and simulated rainfall in a badlands system in the sub-Andean valley and 

discussess erosion processes such as infiltration and runoff on both patch and hill slope scale. 

Chapterr 5 tells the story of an unforgettable experience in this badlands system on a 

seeminglyy innocent Sunday morning field visit which turned out to become a life-threatening 

situationn during an extreme rain and hail storm event. During the event the actual erosion 

processess were observed and were reconstructed afterwards to quantify the impact of such an 

event.. Chapter 6 hitches into Chapter 3 and describes the soil hydrological response to rainfall 

onn the Altiplano in relation with its environmental properties. The interactions between 

hydrologicall  characteristics and vegetation soil properties along a topographical gradient in 

suchh a high altitude geo-ecosystem are evaluated. A synthesis of the combined top - down, 

bottomm - up approach is given Chapter 7. The landscape sensitivity to erosion on patch, hill 

slopee and physiographic unit scale is presented. 
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SOILL  INVENTOR Y IN THREE CENTRAL ANDEAN SEMI-ARI D GEO-ECOSYSTEMS 

Abstract t 

Soill  profiles were studied in three semi-arid mountainous geo-ecosystems in south 

Bolivia.. In each geo-ecosystem, representative physiographic units were selected for soil 

samplingg and soil profile description. This region still offers excellent possibilities for the 

studyy of intact and mature mountain soils, and of early degradation stages. In the sub-Andean 

valley,, the soils range from Cambisols in the sub-humid part to Regosols the drier parts. On 

thee Altiplano, both argic B and (petro) calcic horizons are present. In the inter-Andean valley, 

gypsumm crusts were found. The results suggest that even under semi-arid conditions soil 

degradationn is limited and soil development still reflects climatic conditions. It can be 

concludedd that the soil forming processes in the sub-Andean valley are mainly erosion 

controlled.. Near the mountain front, vegetation cover is high enough to protect the soil from 

erosionn and here well-developed Cambisols are found. In the drier parts of the catchment and 

wheree the slopes are steep, erosion limits and thus controls the soil development. On the 

Altiplano,, the (petro) calcic and the firm B(t) horizon stabilizes the soil profile and prevents 

thee soil from further erosion. In the inter-Andean valley, the slopes are mainly protected by 

thee gypsum crusts or the regolith. Therefore, regarding soils, it can be said that landscape 

stabilityy is highest in the Altiplano, lesser in the sub-Andean valley and far least in the inter-

Andeann valley 

1.. Introductio n 

Pedogenesiss takes place where environmental conditions and landscape stability allow for 

chemicall  weathering and soil forming processes (Eash and Sandor, 1995; Huggett, 1998). 

Therefore,, soils are important indicators for the susceptibility of a landscape to erosion and 

degradationn and the extent to which the specific landscape has been affected by these 

processess (Thomas, 2001). 

Manyy high mountain environments are characterised by strong soil erosion, reflected in 

limitedd soil development and the prevalence of young, shallow soils (Duchaufour, 1982; 

Driessenn and Dudal, 1991). This is especially true for major parts of the European, North-

Africann and Asian Alpine geo-ecosystems, where strong anthropogenic influences such as 

conversionn of forests into grasslands, intensive grazing by large herbivores and terracing 

startedd much earlier than in the Americas (Crosby, 1986). In the Mediterranean, for example, 
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mountainouss land has been already intensively used in Roman Times and even earlier, which 

ledd to severe land degradation. 

Consequently,, studies on the current degradation of the Mediterranean geo-ecosystems, 

e.g.e.g. caused by the recent global change, pertain to systems that were already severely 

degradedd in the past and probably achieved a new equilibrium before being subjected to 

recent,, renewed degradation. In other words, current degradation in the Mediterranean affects 

ann already severely degraded system and the nature and magnitude of the current processes 

aree not necessarily the same as during the early stages of degradation in (pre) historic times. 

Althoughh humans reached the Americas some 20,000 years ago, in the Andes intense land 

usee started only relatively recent, i.e. during the development of the Inca Empire around 1450 

A.D.. This intensification occurred mainly in the humid northern Andes of Peru, Ecuador and 

Colombiaa and in the sub-humid Central Andes of southern Peru and northern Bolivia (Bauer 

ett al., 1987; Messerli et al., 1993; Chepstow-Lusty et al., 1998). In several papers, soil 

patternss in the high Andes of Peru were described (Wilcox et al., 1988; Miller and Birkeland, 

1992;; Eash and Sandor, 1995). As could be expected, the soils have indeed been considerably 

modifiedd by terracing and intensive land use. 

Otherr parts of the Andes, such as the southern semi-arid Altiplano of Bolivia and the Puna 

off  Argentina remained relatively untouched by the Inca Empire and the population pressure 

wass much lower. Furthermore, prior to the colonisation by the Spaniards who introduced 

cattlee and other large herbivores, impacts of grazing by native animals (cameloids) were of 

veryy limited magnitude only. Consequently, with regard to the extent of degradation, the 

relativelyy untouched parts of the Andes are very likely to resemble the no longer existing non-

degradedd geo-ecosystems in the above mentioned, currently strongly degraded Old World 

mountains. . 

Thiss paper focuses on the soils and their characteristics in the eastern Andes of southern 

Bolivia,, which includes part of the above-mentioned Altiplano and exhibits a wide range in 

altitudee and climatic conditions. This region still offers excellent possibilities for the study of 

intactt and mature mountain soils, and of early degradation stages. The catena is a powerful 

conceptt in relating soil characteristics to landscape properties and physiographic units 

(Sommerr and Schlichting, 1997; Huggett, 1998). Therefore, catenas in three major geo-

ecosystemss were investigated, results of which will be described and discussed in this paper. 
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2.. Methods &  Methodology 

Generall  characteristics of the area were studied during a reconnaissance survey in which 

particularlyy information on the geology, geomorphology and soils was gathered. The first step 

wass to undertake a detailed field investigation of the major physiographic units. These were 

identifiedd by interpreting 1:50 000 black and white aerial photographs taken in 1987. Based 

onn this interpretation and field observations, 28 representative plots measuring 30m by 30m 

weree selected, distributed over 13 representative units in three geo-ecosystems and together 

constitutingg three representative catenas. The units are more or less homogenous with respect 

too climate, geology, geomorphology, soils, vegetation and land use. In this paper, data on 13 

plotss are presented. 

Inn each plot, representative soils were described and classified according to the FAO 

systemss (FAO, 1977; FAO-UNESCO, 1988). Soil samples for chemical and physical analysis 

weree taken at 5 - 10 cm depth at the four corners and in the middle of the plot. Subsequently, 

thee five samples were bulked. Soil chemical analysis followed standard procedures. pH and 

ECC were measured in a 1:5 (w/v) soil water (demineralised) suspension. Organic Carbon (C) 

wass determined with the Walkley-Black method (Walkley and Black, 1934) and multiplied by 

1.722 to obtain organic matter (OM) content. Total nitrogen (N-tot) was determined by the 

Kjeldahll  method (Bremner and Mulvaney, 1982). Available phosphorous was analysed using 

Olson'ss method (Olsen et al., 1954). Extractable sodium, potassium, calcium and magnesium 

weree analysed in a 1 M NH4OAc (pH 7.0) extract. 

Soill  water content and bulk density were determined using 100 cm3 soil cores. Samples 

weree oven dried at 105°C for 24 hours and weighed. Water saturation was measured in a 

saturatedd soil paste. A pressure plate apparatus was used to establish soil water at field 

capacityy and permanent wilting point. The sand, silt and clay fractions were determined by the 

sieving/pipettee method after the removal of organic matter and carbonates. 

3.. General description of the study area 

Thee study area comprises three catchments along a topographical gradient in the Eastern 

Cordilleraa of South Bolivia. From east to west these are: the Rio Alisos catchment between 

Antigall  and Juntas in the 'sub-Andean valley', Pampa Tajzara around Copacabana on the 

'highh Andean plateau' also known as the 'Altiplano' and the Quebrada Carretas in the dry 

'inter-Andeann valley' of the Rio San Juan del Oro (Figure 2.1). 
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Figuree 2.1: Location map of the study areas: I = sub-Andean valley, II = Altiplano and III = inter-

Andeann valley 

3.1.3.1. Geology and geomorphology 

Thee east flowing Rio Alisos lies in the sub-Andean 'Central Valley of Tarija'. The 

Cordilleraa de Sama (part of the Eastern Cordillera) and the Central Valley together constitute 

aa north-south running horst/graben system (Ahlfeld, 1972). From the horst into the graben, 

altitudess drop from about 4500 masl to 2500 masl over only a few kilometres distance. From 

thee foot of the steep mountain front to the centre of the valley, altitudes drop another 600 m. 

Rockss in the mountain front include quartzites, conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones and 

shaless of Cambrian age. At the foot of the mountain front a narrow strip of Pre-Cambrian 

schistss and quartzites occurs, while the lower hills to the east consist of Ordovician and 

Siluriann shales and siltstones. The various geological units are marked by north-south running 

reversee faults. 

Duringg the Quaternary, large volumes of sediments accumulated in the 'valley of Tarija'. 

Inn the upper and middle valley sections, these occur as large coalescing alluvial fans, 

composedd of on the whole weakly consolidated and poorly sorted sediments, which range 

fromm very coarse boulders in a gravelly, sandy matrix to loams and clays. The overall texture 

becomess increasingly finer downstream, grading into lacustrine loams and clays, deposited in 
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aa lacustrine environment in the central part of the Tarija valley. After the drainage of this lake 

byy the Rio Guadalquivir, the fluvio-lacustrine deposits and related fan deposits started to 

erodee and incise, and extensive badland systems developed. In Table 2.1 short descriptions of 

thee sites are presented. 

Thee Cordillera de Sama forms the divide between the Rio Alizos catchment and the high 

Andeann plateau (Altiplano). The gently sloping plains of the Altiplano lie between the steep 

westernn slopes of this Cordillera where altitude falls from about 4700 masl to about 3900 

masl,, and the lower and less prominent western range reaching altitudes of about 4300 masl. 

Thee plains slope towards two lakes in the centre of the Altiplano at about 3680 masl. In the 

Cordilleras,, the dominant geological formations are Cambrian quartzites and sandstones 

(Tablee 2.1). On the Altiplano, various Quaternary sediments occur covering the Palaeozoic 

rocks:: Boulders, gravels and clays in the form of large coalescing fans and moraines, 

depositedd during the Last Glacial Maximum, siliceous sands in still active dune complexes, 

presumablyy Holocene fluvio-lacustrine gravels, sands, silts and clays around the lakes and in 

fluviall  valleys and also Holocene fluvial gravels, sands, silts and clays in valleys in the 

westernn part. During the Last Glacial Maximum, the Cordillera de Sama was glaciated and 

morainess were deposited on the Altiplano, near the mountain footslopes. The terminal 

morainess have been removed by erosion but some lateral moraines are still present. In the 

Cordilleraa de Sama, typical U shaped valleys and cirques were formed. 

Thee Rio San Juan de Oro flows about 1000 m below the Altiplano level in a deeply 

entrenchedd valley. The Quebrada Carretas is a tributary of the Rio San Juan del Oro. Its valley 

representss a topographic and climatic gradient running from the Altiplano to the Rio San Juan. 

Altitudee ranges from 3600 masl to 2600 masl. The upper valley heads cut through Ordovician 

greyy shales grading into Ordovician siltstones and shales with intercalated sandstones and 

sandyy horizons. Further to the west a steep north-east/south-west trending syncline occurs 

withh a sequence of Cretaceous sedimentary rocks including basal conglomerates, quartzitic 

sandstoness and reddish sandstone, covered by calcareous sandstones, limestones, marls and 

claystones.. Here site 22 is situated (Table 2.1). In the anticline, presumably Late Quaternary 

alluviall  gravels, sands, loams and clays were deposited as fans and subsequently dissected 

(sitee 24). The geology of the lower catchment is the reverse of the upper catchment, site 25 

beingg located on Ordovician shales (Table 2.1). The valley floor is underlain with Holocene 

fluviall  sediments. 
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Tablee 2.1: General characteristics of the study sites 

Site e Altitude e Slope e 

) ) 
Physiographic c 

unit t 

1::  sub-Andea n valle y 

1 1 

3 3 

11 1 

5 5 

7 7 

2020 0 

1960 0 

2110 0 

1990 0 

2220 0 

II::  Altiplan o 

28 8 

16 6 

19 9 

13 3 

27 7 

lll: i i 

25 5 

24 4 

22 2 

3680 0 

3690 0 

3710 0 

3750 0 

4050 0 

22 2 

22 2 

19 9 

3 3 

22 2 

0 0 

0 0 

6 6 

4 4 

14 4 

bedd rock slope 

badlands s 

erodedd slopes 

alluvial l 

terraces s 

mountainn front 

slopes s 

lacustrine e 

plains s 

dunes s 

gentlyy sloping 

plains s 

fluviall valleys 

Geology y 

Ordoviciann sandstones 

Quaternaryy fluvial/lacustrine 

deposits s 

Ordoviciann shales 

Parentt material 

weatheredd sandstones 

lacustrine/fluvial l 

sediments s 

weatheredd shales 

Quaternaryy fluvial/lacustrine lacustrine/fluvial 

deposits s 

Siluriann shales 

Quaternaryy lacustrine 

deposits s 

Quaternaryy aeolian 

deposits s 

Quaternaryy glacial deposits 

Quaternaryy glacial deposits 

mountainn slope Cambrian sandstones and 

nter-Andea nn valle y 

2810 0 

3020 0 

3320 0 

29 9 

7 7 

25 5 

lowerr valley 

alluviall terrace 

upperr valley 

quartzites s 

Ordoviciann shales 

Cretaceouss sandstones 

Cretaceouss marls 

sediments s 

weatheredd shales 

clay y 

sand d 

sand d 

loam m 

colluvium m 

weatheredd shales 

colluvium m 

colluvium m 

3.2.3.2. Past and present climate 

Duringg the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) the altitude of the snowline varied from 3800 m 

inn the central valley of Tarija to 4200 m on the Altiplano west of the central valley (Messerli 

ett al., 1993; Klein et al., 1995). This implies that glacial and periglacial processes were active 

inn the LGM. During the LGM, the snowline followed a similar pattern as the present 

snowline,, going up from the eastern to the western Cordillera because of the increasing aridity 

towardss the west. In the Eastern Cordilleras, a temperature decline of approximately 7.5° C 

wouldd be sufficient to explain the snowline depression during the LGM (Klein et al., 1995). 
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Figuree 2.2: (a) Temperature, precipitation and potential evaporation in Juntas, sub-Andean Valley; (b) 

Temperature,, precipitation and potential evaporation in Copacabana, Altiplano; (c) Precipitation in 

Tojo,, inter-Andean valley 
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Thee climate in the sub-Andean valley ranges from semi-arid (700 mm yr~' in Juntas, see 

Figuress 2.1 and 2.2a) where the Rio Alisos flows into the Rio Camacho, to semi-humid (1000 

mmm yr' in Antigal) at the foot of the mountain front. Winters are very dry and most 

precipitationn falls in high intensity summer storms. Maximum daily precipitation in 

summertimee in Juntas ranges from 20 to 60 mm. 

Onn the Altiplano, climate is semi-arid with a yearly average precipitation of about 300 mm 

(2988 mm at Copacabana, see Figures 2.1 and 2.2b). Precipitation falls in the summer months 

withh daily maxima ranging from 8 mm to 25 mm. The Cordillera is slightly wetter due to 

cloudd development through ascending air under the influence of easterly winds, but for this 

partt of the region data on precipitation lack. In the inter-Andean valley, climate is semi-arid 

andd average yearly precipitation is about 300 mm (322 mm at Tojo, see Figures 2.1 and 2.2c). 

Maximumm daily precipitation ranges from 5 mm to 45 mm, falling as intense summer storms. 

3.3.3.3. Vegetation and land use 

Thee study area comprises three phytogeographical dominions: the Amazon, the Andes and 

thee Mountainous Chaco (Cabrera, 1971). 

Thee Tucumano-Bolivian province with two districts represents the Amazon dominion: 

mountainouss to sub-alpine forests with Alnus acuminata and Podocarpus parlatorei and the 

transitionn rain forests with Tipuana tipu. Both types appear in the 600 - 1200 mm year'1 

precipitationn zone. The transition rain forest has disappeared almost completely as its 

distributionn coincides with areas used for agricultural purposes, especially on the fluvio-

lacustrinee sediments along the Rio Camacho. The altitude range lies between 1900 and 2100 

mm in the 600-1100 mm year ! precipitation zone (Beck et al., 1992; Libermann Cruz, 1993). 

Thee Mountainous Chaco dominion comprises species with high wood content, which 

nowadayss have practically disappeared. Secondary species of the Chaco province like Acacia 

caven,caven, Geffroea decorticans, Schinus molles and Prosopis laevigata replaced the original 

vegetationn due to their high adaptability to various climatic conditions and resistance to 

grazingg (Gerold, 1987; Beck et al., 1992; Libermann Cruz, 1993). The dominant species is 

AcaciaAcacia caven whose cover is very low. The presence and current distribution of Acacia caven 

cann be ascribed completely to anthropogenic impacts and it frequently occurs as shrub (Beck 

ett al., 1992). The lower vegetation mainly consists of grasses. 

Thee forests of the Andean dominion consist of Polylepis tomentella whose distribution is 

limitedd to north-exposed slopes in mountainous areas. These forests form a transition between 

thee Alnus acuminata forest and Puna vegetation (Gerold, 1987; Beck et al., 1992). Other 
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vegetationn types of the puna and high Andes comprise 'pampas' (grasslands with Stipa spp., 

CalaemagrostisCalaemagrostis spp., Festuca spp., etc) and 'serranias' (mountainous terrain) with grasses and 

cactuses. . 

Vegetationn types in the dry inter-Andean valleys are a complex of dry forests, 

'chaparrales'' (coppice), 'matorales' (shrubs) and grasslands with a discontinuous vegetation 

cover.. Vegetation height and cover is slightly less in the neighbourhood of settlements but 

theree are no signs of severe degradation. In the western part of the upper catchment, open 

bushess and low trees of Acacia caven dominate while in the eastern part the vegetation 

changess from dispersed low Cersidium andicola trees to open bushes and low trees of Acacia 

cavencaven combined with sparse cactacea like Trichocereus tacaquirensis and Opuntia sulphurea. 

Inn the lower catchment, open bushes of Larrea divaricata combine with small and dispersed 

treess of Acacia caven, Cersidium andicola and Acacia feddeana and cactacea like 

TrichocereusTrichocereus tarijensisi. 

Throughoutt the region land is used for grazing by cattle, sheep and goats (Salm, 1997), 

whetherr in the Tarija Valley, the Altiplano or the inter-Andean Valley, though intensities 

vary,, being particularly low in the sparsely populated inter-Andean valley and at high altitude. 

Inn most of the region, the vegetation cannot fully regenerate during the short growing season 

duee to this grazing, leading to a gradual shift in its composition, i.e. a significant increase in 

moree resistant, often xeromorphic species (Gerold, 1983; Bastian, 1985; Gerold, 1987). These 

speciess have a lower nutritious value, which leads to a gradual decline of the quality of the 

grazingg lands. 

4,, Soils of the sub-Andean valley 

4.1.4.1. General description 

Inn the Central Valley of Tarija, four major physiographic units can be distinguished: the 

mountainn front slopes, the fluvio-lacustrine basin fill  and connected fan deposits, the largely 

strippedd slopes with exposed weathered bedrock of the lower hills, and the Holocene alluvial 

valleyy fills. 

Thee mountain front slopes (Figure 2.3) have a fairly thick regolith of weathered shales that 

iss sensitive to mass movements. Slopes often have a pronounced micro relief due to the 

presencee of 'cow steps'. On the relatively humid south facing slopes, soils have a well-

developedd silt loam Ah horizon (dark, humic, up to 25 cm thick or more) over a clear 

yellowish-brownn cambic B horizon with a texture of loam to clay loam and some evidence for 
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Figuree 2.3: the mountain front slopes Figure 2.4: the badlands 

clayy translocation in the form of illuviation cutans on ped faces. On the north facing slopes, 

soilss are often truncated and alongside paths, rill and gully erosion is common. The soils have 

relativelyy thin and weakly developed Ah horizons and also a weaker expressed cambic B 

horizonn with lesser clay cutans and a slightly coarser texture (silt loam to loam). They lack the 

distinctt textural change between the Ah and B horizons. All soils are free of lime and are 

classifiedd as Eutric Cambisols and Regosols (where shallower). The soil at site 7 is 

representativee for the soils on the south facing, more humid slopes. 

Thee fluvio-lacustrine basin (Figure 2.4) with its extensions into adjacent mountain valleys 

formss a second large unit. In the basin itself, sediments are horizontally bedded and fine 

textured,, with local gravel intercalations. Gully development is strong, with gullies having 

complexx slopes, determined by slight differences in lithology. Where non-eroded, loamy soils 

occurr with a dark Ah horizon overlying a weakly developed cambic B horizon, which is 

calcareouss and in places gypsiferous. Calcic horizons are common, but mostly consist of soft 

powderyy lime, while hard concretionary calcic horizons are rare. In places, natric B horizons 

occur,, evidenced by a clear columnar structure and dark organo-mineral coatings on ped 

faces,, but generally B horizon development is poor. The non-eroded soils probably have to be 
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largelyy classified as Kastanozems, because of their thick, dark and well-structured Ah 

horizon,, but such soils are rare and limited to the remains of the top level of the fluvio-

lacustrinee fill,  bordered by often steep guly slopes. Soils of these slopes have to be classified 

ass fine textured Calcaric or Eutric Regosols (site 3). 

Wheree precipitation becomes somewhat higher, i.e. in the valleys to the west, the fluvio-

lacustrinee deposits grade into fan deposits. Here distinct duplex soils were observed with a 

thinn Ah and prominent loamy albic E horizon over a very dark coloured, prominent clayey, 

verticc Bt horizon (Figure 2.5). These soils were classified as Albic Luvisols, of which the soil 

att site 5 is an example. Once the vertic horizon is at the surface, soils are extremely apt to 

erosionn and are transformed into Regosols with very low organic matter content. However, 

paleosoilss in the fan deposits may come to the surface and cause other soils to occur (locally 

evenn with reddish Bt-horizons). 

Furtherr west, with further increasing precipitation, duplex soils still occur, but they have a 

prominentt reddish brown, silty clay argic B horizon, which may be over 50 cm thick and 

overlyy a hydromorphic Cg horizon. The A and E horizons have a silt loam texture and may 

havee a total thickness of more than 30 cm. These soils are classified as Albic Luvisols. The 

soill  at site 11 is representative for these soils. 

Thee stripped bedrock slopes (Figure 2.6) of the lower hills are the third major 

physiographicc unit, having a distinctly drier climate than the mountain front slopes. Over 

largee areas, regolith or hard rock comes near or at the surface. The soils are shallow and 

consistt of a thin (about 10 cm) gravelly sandy to loamy Ah horizon over weathered rock. The 

erosionn that took place on these steep slopes and evidently resulted in the removal of earlier 

formedd soils and regolith is believed to have taken place under the more humid conditions that 

occurredd in the late Pleistocene. Site 1 forms an example of these shallow soils, which are 

largelyy classified as Rendzic or Lithic Leptosols. 

Thee Holocene valley fills are the fourth and smallest physiographic unit. The valleys are 

characterisedd by highly active rivers with frequent changes in morphology and course. Very 

poorlyy developed very gravelly or stony Calcaric Regosols and Fluvisols occur. 
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Tablee 2.2: Soil description and classification to the FAO (1977, 1988). 

sa.. = sandy, si. = silt(y), cl. = clay 

mod.. = moderate, str. = strong 

vf.. = very fine, f. = fine, med. = medium 

subb a.b. = sub angular blocky 

sl.stoneyy = slighty stoney, v.stoney = very stoney, sl.grav. = slighlty gravelly, v.grav = very gravelly 

v.feww = very few, com. = common, v.m. = very many, ab. = abundant 

Horizonn Depth Texture Structure e Stones s Roots s 

I::  sub-Andea n valle y 

Sitee 1: Lithic Leptosol 

Ahh 0-8 sa. loam 

RR 8+ 

Sitee 3: Calcaric Regosol 

CC 0-110+ cl. loam 

Sitee 5: Haplic Solonetz 

Ahh 0-7 sa. loam 

EE 7-30 silt 

Btnn 30-90 clay 

CRR 90+ 

Sitee 11: Albic Luvisol 

Ahh 0-5 loam 

EE 5-44 si.cl. loam 

Btt 44-63 si. clay 

Btgg 63-87 si. clay 

Cgg 87-110 si. loam 

CRR 110+ 

Sitee 7: Eutric Cambisol 

Ahh 0-14 loam 

Bww 14-28 clay loam 

Crr 28-90+ clay 

II::  Altiplan o 

Sitee 28: Gleyic Luvisol 

Ahh 0-11 sa. loam 

Bt(w)) 11-33 si.cl.loam 

1Crr 33-60 silt loam 

2Crr 60-80 silt 

3Cgkk 80-200+ clay 

weakk vf. gran. 

structureless s 

v.grav. . 

stoney y 

feww vf., f. + med. 

v.feww fine 

str.vf.subb a.b. no stones vm.fine + med. 

weakk med.sub a.b. sl.stoney v.few vf. 

str.. med. prismatic no stones no roots 

str.vf.subb a.b. sl.gravelly com. vf. + f.fine 

weakk f.sub a.b. gravelly com.f. + few med. 

mod.med.subb a.b. sl.stoney no roots 

mod.med.subb a.b. sl.stoney no roots 

structurelesss stoney no roots 

str.med.subb a.b. 

mod.f.subb a.b. 

structureless s 

v.few w 

v.few w 

few w 

com.vf.. + fine 

v.feww fine 

noo roots 

str.f.crumbb no stones ab. vf.+ f. + med. 

str.f.crumbb no stones few v.f. 

structurelesss no stones no roots 

structurelesss no stones no roots 

structurelesss no stones no roots 
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Horizon n 

Sitee 16: 

A1 1 

Ah h 

2B(t) ) 

2C C 

3Ab b 

3Cg g 

3C C 

Sitee 19: 

A1 1 

Ah h 

Ck k 

R R 

Sitee 13: 

Ah h 

Bt t 

C C 

Sitee 27: 

Ah h 

CR R 

Depthh Texture 

Haplicc Luvisol 

0-22 fine sand 

2-188 coarse sand 

18-288 sa.ci.loam 

28-388 sa.loam 

38-488 sa.loam 

48-900 loamy sand 

90-110++ sand 

Petricc Calcisol 

0-44 loam 

4-188 loamy sand 

18-300 silt loam 

30++ petro calcic 

Haplicc Luvisol 

0-144 sa. loam 

14-600 sa.cl. loam 

60++ gravel 

Lithicc Leptosol 

0-111 sa.loam 

111 + 

III::  Inter Andea n valle y 

Sitee 26: 

CR R 

R R 

Sitee 24: 

Ah h 

Ck k 

CRk k 

Sitee 22: 

Ck k 

R R 

Lithicc Leptosol 

0-300 sa. loam 

30+ + 

Haplicc Calcisol 

0-66 sa. loam 

6-344 silt loam 

34+ + 

Haplicc Calcisol 

0-800 loamy sand 

80+ + 

Structure e 

structureless s 

structureless s 

weakk med.sub a.b. 

structureless s 

structureless s 

structureless s 

structureless s 

structureless s 

mod.med.subb a.b. 

structureless s 

mod.med.subb a.b. 

weakk med.sub a.b. 

mod.str.f.subb a.b. 

structureless s 

structureless s 

structureless s 

structureless s 

Stones s 

noo stones 

noo stones 

noo stones 

noo stones 

noo stones 

noo stones 

noo stones 

si.gravelly y 

noo stones 

noo stones 

noo stones 

gravelly y 

veryy stoney 

v.grav v 

sl.grav. . 

gravelly y 

gravelly y 

Roots s 

noo roots 

noo roots 

noo roots 

noo roots 

noo roots 

noo roots 

noo roots 

fewvf.. + med. 

com.vf.. + fine 

m.vf.. + fine 

noo roots 

manyy fine 

feww fine 

v.feww f. + med. 

feww f. + v.few med. 

noo roots 
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Figuree 2.5: The erosion sensitive natric B horizon 

Figuree 2.6: The stripped bedrocks 

4.2.4.2. The plots studied 

Thee plots 1, 3, 5, 11, and 7 represent the sequence of soils with increasing precipitation 

fromm the east to the mountain front in the west (Figure 2.7). In the most humid part, clay 

translocationn is weak and cambic horizons occur (Table 2.2), while bioturbation is 

considerablee and well-developed Ah horizons with high OM content occur (Table 2.3). The 
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relativelyy high bulk density (Table 2.4) is probably due to trampling by cows and horses, as 

alsoo evidenced by the well-developed cow steps. Clay translocation increases when 

precipitationn declines, while the development and OM content of the Ah decreases and that of 

thee E horizon increases. This is associated with the development of a clear textural change 

betweenn E and B horizons, which however is not prominent enough to cause stagnogleyic 

propertiess in the B horizon. The latter also holds for the still drier area, where leaching is 

apparentlyy insufficient and a natric B horizon occurs. Apparently, this is associated with a 

changee in clay mineralogy since the argic B is not vertic, while the natric B horizon shows 

prominentt vertic properties such as slickensides and lacks free iron(hydr)oxides. This natric B 

horizonn is very susceptible to strong gully development (see Figure 2.5) 

Thiss sequence of soils, which includes Kastanozems is highly similar to the climatic sequence 

off  Holocene soils, described by many soil scientists e.g. (Miickenhausen, 1977; Duchaufour, 

1982;; Scheffer and Schachtschabel, 1998) for transects in Europe and N-America running 

fromm temperate, humid to (semi-)arid climate. 

5.. The High Andean Plateau 

5.7.. General description 

Thee major physiographic units of the Altiplano are: the steep mountain slopes of the 

Cordilleraa Oriental, the gently sloping plains and the lacustrine plains. In general, the soils of 

thee Altiplano are less developed than the soils of the sub-Andean valley and differences in soil 

formationn between physiographic units were less pronounced. 

Thee steep mountain slopes (Figure 2.8) are characterised by very shallow soils with many 

rockk outcrops and high stone contents. On the lower slopes, a discontinuous colluvio-alluvial 

coverr occurs of which the surface is often fan shaped, also composed of very coarse textured 

materiall  and probably formed during the Late Glacial Maximum, i.e. in periods with higher 

runoff.. The soils have a shallow Ah over a coarse textured C or (rarely) R horizon and are 

largelyy classified as Eutric Regosols (site 27). 

Thee gently sloping plains (Figure 2.9) are the largest unit on the Altiplano, composed of 

severall  subunits. The fluvial valleys start at the lower boundary of the mountain slopes and 

consistt of riverbeds, which carry water only a few times per year and are approximately 10 m 

wide,, and fluvial terraces ranging in width from 30 to 70 m. Downstream the various valleys 

widenn up to form large plains, which grade into the lacustrine plains. In places, large dune 

complexess as well as barchan shaped single dunes occur on the plains, in total covering about 

2%2% of the Tarijeno Altiplano. Inbetween the dune ridges the soil surface can be described as a 
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300 km 

Figuree 2.7: Cross section of sub-Andean valley and the soil profiles 

Tablee 2.3: Chemical soil properties at 5 - 10 cm depth 

Sitee Physiographic unit PH 

1::  sub-Andea n valle y 

11 bed rock slopes 

33 badlands 

55 alluvial terraces 

111 eroded slopes 

77 mountain front 

slopes s 

II::  Altiplan o 

288 lacustrine plains 

166 dunes 

133 shallow fluvial 

valleys s 

199 gently sloping 

plains s 

277 mountain slope 

III::  inter-Andea n valle y 

255 lower valley 

244 alluvial terrace 

222 upper valley 

(1:5) ) 

6.7 7 

7.5 5 

6.9 9 

7.0 0 

7.0 0 

7.6 6 

8.3 3 

9.0 0 

7.6 6 

5.7 7 

6.3 3 

8.2 2 

8.0 0 

ECC (1:5) 

(mSS cm"1 

0.14 4 

0.15 5 

0.38 8 

0.25 5 

0.15 5 

2.39 9 

0.10 0 

0.29 9 

0.12 2 

0.03 3 

2.83 3 

0.41 1 

1.09 9 

OM M 

)) (%) 

2.4 4 

0.9 9 

5.3 3 

3.0 0 

7.6 6 

4.4 4 

0.2 2 

2.3 3 

1.3 3 

2.9 9 

0.5 5 

2.0 0 

1.7 7 

N N 

0.15 5 

0.08 8 

0.42 2 

0.18 8 

0.60 0 

0.26 6 

0.04 4 

0.13 3 

0.10 0 

0.15 5 

0.07 7 

0.13 3 

0.11 1 

P P 

(ppm) ) 

0.2 2 

0.1 1 

0.3 3 

1.4 4 

0.5 5 

15.4 4 

1.6 6 

5.2 2 

9.8 8 

6.2 2 

0.3 3 

8.4 4 

11.5 5 

K K Na a Ca a 

(mmolcc 100g"1) 

0.26 6 

0.21 1 

0.35 5 

0.30 0 

0.49 9 

10.3 3 

1.00 0 

1.83 3 

1.26 6 

0.95 5 

0.53 3 

2.59 9 

3.29 9 

0.93 3 

0.87 7 

1.03 3 

0.97 7 

1.53 3 

20.20 0 

2.02 2 

2.48 8 

2.04 4 

1.17 7 

1.00 0 

3.64 4 

4.30 0 

6 6 

13 3 

6 6 

14 4 

4 4 

57 7 

35 5 

14 4 

13 3 

5 5 

22 2 

61 1 

61 1 

Mg g 

5.3 3 

5.5 5 

5.0 0 

12.6 6 

5.3 3 

7.4 4 

4.1 1 

3.1 1 

0.7 7 

0.7 7 

8.2 2 

6.8 8 

12.6 6 
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Tablee 2.4: Physical soil properties at 5 - 10 cm depth. SAT is saturation, FC is water content at field 

capacity,, WP is water content at wilting point, AW is available water. Sa is sand, Si is silt and CI is 

clay y 

Sitee Physiographic unit Bulk 

1::  sub-Andea n valle y 

11 bed rock slopes 

33 badlands 

55 alluvial terraces 

111 eroded slopes 

77 mountain front 

slopes s 

II::  Altiplan o 

288 lacustrine plains 

166 dunes 

199 gently sloping 

plains s 

133 shallow fluvial 

valleys s 

277 colluvial fan 

density y 

<99 cm3) 

n.d. . 

n.d. . 

1.7 7 

1.3 3 

1.7 7 

1.2 2 

1.5 5 

n.d. . 

1.3 3 

n.d. . 

III::  inter-Andea n valle y 

255 lower valley 

244 pediment 

222 upper valley 

n.d. . 

n.d. . 

n.d. . 

Soil l SAT T 

moisture e 

(weigthh %) 

n.d. . 

n.d. . 

16.4 4 

13.9 9 

22.7 7 

8.1 1 

3.8 8 

n.d. . 

3.7 7 

n.d. . 

n.d. . 

n.d. . 

n.d. . 

41 1 

30 0 

66 6 

46 6 

83 3 

46 6 

29 9 

33 3 

47 7 

41 1 

36 6 

41 1 

40 0 

FCC WP 

14.55 7.4 

10.55 6.8 

30.44 19.3 

20.11 10.0 

29.11 17.7 

24.44 11.8 

5.99 3.6 

7.22 3.5 

9.44 4.0 

10.88 3.8 

8.99 8.4 

11.88 8.7 

12.22 8.4 

AW W 

7.1 1 

3.7 7 

11.1 1 

10.1 1 

11.4 4 

12.5 5 

2.3 3 

3.7 7 

5.4 4 

6.9 9 

0.5 5 

3.1 1 

3.8 8 

Sa a 

70 0 

63 3 

40 0 

58 8 

60 0 

57 7 

93 3 

83 3 

85 5 

72 2 

65 5 

75 5 

82 2 

Si i 

21 1 

19 9 

39 9 

29 9 

34 4 

26 6 

3 3 

9 9 

9 9 

21 1 

21 1 

18 8 

13 3 

CI I 

9 9 

19 9 

21 1 

13 3 

6 6 

17 7 

5 5 

9 9 

7 7 

7 7 

14 4 

7 7 

6 6 

stonyy desert surface with most stones being ventrifacts and having desert varnish, in places 

coveredd with a thin eolian sand layer. In the underlying, generally poorly sorted deposits, soils 

occurr with a well-developed reddish brown Btk horizon, often containing common small soft 

carbonatee nodules, and an underlying calci/petrocalcic horizon. 

Nearr the lakes on the lacustrine plains (Figure 2.10), soils are saline and mottled Btg 

horizonss are present. These argic or natric B horizon occur in lake deposits, which were 

formedd when the lake levels were somewhat higher, differences in altitude between the 

currentt lake levels and the surface of these soils being in the order of a few meters. The plains 

aree rather flat and ground water fluctuations are common due to irregularly precipitation 

leadingg to gleyic properties in the soil profile. 
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Figuree 2.8: The mountain slopes 

Figuree 2.9: The gently sloping plains 

5.2.5.2. The plots studied 

Thee poor development of soils on the steep mountain slopes is understandable, given the 

cold,, dry climate, high wind speeds and high altitude, limiting plant production, litter 

decompositionn and animal activity (Sturm, 1978). This is exemplified by the profile studied 

(profilee 27), which has a gravelly sandy loamy Ah horizon. A cross section of the Altiplano 
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andd its soil profiles is given in Figure 2.11. Its Ah horizon had a well-developed moderate sub 

angularr blocky structure with many fine roots (Table 2.2) characteristic for high altitude 

grasslandd soils and for example described as 'pelouse alpin' by Duchaufour (1982). The OM 

contentt of this Ah horizon is high (Table 2.3) and physical soil properties are favourable 

(Tablee 2.4) 

Thee profiles studied clearly reflect the general characteristics of the soils in the various units. 

Profilee 13 has a distinct, non-calcareous argic B horizon, evidencing the absence of primary 

carbonatess in the parent material. Profile 19 has a distinct calcic over a petrocalcic horizon, 

characteristicc for the lower parts of the sloping plains, and a clear residual stone layer with 

ventrifactss and desert varnish. Site 16 exemplifies the situation in the dunes, where a recent 

eoliann deposit covers paleosol, amongst which a soil with an argic B-horizon, lacking 

secondaryy carbonates. The top soil has a very low OM content and available water is very low 

ass well (Tables 2.3 and 2.4). Lastly, profile 28 is an example of a soil in sub recent lacustrine 

depositss with a presumably natric B horizon. 

Thee presence of both an argic and a calcic/petrocalcic horizon on the plains seems a 

paradox:: Bt horizons develop where net precipitation is temporally sufficient to cause 

weatheringg and transport of fine secondary soil particles, in this case to depths of at least 50 

cm.. In semi-arid climates, such conditions may exist and in several studies the presence of Bt 

horizonss in such climates has been reported (Wilcox et al., 1988; Miller and Birkeland, 1992; 

Eashh and Sandor, 1995; Blank et al., 1996; Bockheim et al., 2000). However, presently on the 

plainss such conditions do not occur (Coppus, submitted). Other indications for currently more 

limitedd downward transport of solutes and fines are the local presence of secondary 

carbonatess in the argic horizon and shallow occurrence of calcic/petrocalcic horizons, i.e. 

generallyy in the lower part or directly underneath the argic B. Petrocalcic horizons develop 

underr the influence of upward soil water movement by precipitation of secondary carbonates 

att shallow depth, typical for truly semi-arid conditions where evaporation is higher than 

precipitationn throughout the year. Furthermore, in places the argic B is buried by the dunes, 

evidencingg its earlier genesis (see site 16). 

AA further interesting point is that the hard rocks underlying the Altiplano are most 

probablyy free of any primary calcium carbonate. Additionally, they are low to very low in 

otherr Ca-containing minerals such as plagioclase and related feldspars. However, given the 

climaticc conditions in the areas concerned, causing very limited chemical weathering, such 

silicatess are very unlikely to be a significant source for these secondary carbonates. The 

foregoingg implies that the secondary carbonates must be of eolian origin. 
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Figuree 2.10: The lacustrine plains 
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Figuree 2.11: Cross section of the Altiplano and its soil profiles 

AA further indication for formerly wetter conditions is the presence around the lakes of 

formerr beach lines at a few meters above the current level, evidencing that lake levels in the 

pastt were higher. That the soils in the lacustrine plain in apparently somewhat older sediments 
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havee a distinct argic/natric B (see site 28), whereas those near to the lakes have weaker 

developedd soils, lacking clay translocation, again illustrates the presumably more humid 

conditionss in the past and development of an argic/natric B. 

Inn summary, secondary carbonate accumulation and salinisation (where groundwater is at 

shalloww depth near the lakes) thus seem to be the present soil forming processes and the Bt is 

probablyy a remnant of soil formation under former wetter conditions. As to the dating of the 

earlierr phase, at this moment adequate information lacks. However, the climatic record might 

easilyy be established through palynological study of sediment cores from the lakes, which 

untill  yet has not been carried out. 

6.. The inter-Andean valley 

6.1.6.1. General description 

Thee climatic gradient from the Altiplano to the Rio San Juan de Oro is one of increasing 

aridityy and temperature. Descending from the Altiplano several physiographic units are 

encountered. . 

Thee upper, relatively humid catchments of the tributary rivers have steep slopes in hard 

rockk with a rubble cover. Further downstream, the tributary rivers have cut narrow gorges 

throughh the steep syncline in Mesozoic rocks (mainly red sandstones and conglomerates), but 

upstreamm from this syncline the valleys widen and are less steep. Here, dissected alluvial 

terracesterraces (Figure 2.12) occur with coarse textured and poorly sorted bouldery to stony deposits 

overr hard rock. Downstream of this syncline, the arid landscape consists of steep slopes in 

pyritiferouspyritiferous shales (Figure 2.13) with hardly any regolith or soil. The wadi-type rivers run 

throughh valleys with steep and wide riverbeds, underlain by poorly sorted very coarse textured 

deposits.. The only more or less permanent river is the Rio San Juan, all its tributaries being 

ephemerall  and frequently shifting their course. 

Mostt soils on the slopes of the upper catchments have thin A-horizons (mostly only 

presentt under shrubs) over a calcic Bk/Ck with reddish brown colour. This colour suggests 

thatt some weathering has taken place and that the horizon probably has to be identified as a 

cambicc B with secondary accumulation of carbonates, but further research (e.g. 

micromorphology)) would be required for a reliable designation of these horizons. The Bk/Ck 

horizonn may be slightly argic (some clay skins) in which case the cambic nature is evident, 

butt clay translocation is certainly not prominent. The Bk/Ck may reach a thickness of about 

800 cm, though it is generally does not extend deeper than 50 cm. The secondary carbonates 
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Figuree 2.12: The dissected alluvial terraces 

100 km 

Figuree 2.13: Stripped bedrock slopes Figure 2.14: Cross section of inter-Andean valley 

consistt of soft powdery lime and soft lime concretions and nodules. Hard nodules or 

petrocalcicc horizons lack. The soils are classified as Haplic Calcisols. 

Onn the dissected alluvial terrace surfaces, the soils are similar to those on the upper slope, 

butt they have a more distinct calcic horizon. Erosion was limited to removal of silty topsoil 

materiall  (not under larger shrubs and trees). Pedestals occurred, evidencing the former 
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existencee of an Ah horizon. On these pediments, a weakly developed light structureless Ah of 

66 cm thickness was present On the surface, fractured stones and boulders, which after being 

fracturedd have been ventrifacted and developed a distinct desert varnish, are rather common. 

Althoughh hard calcrete crusts are not present, the calcic horizon protects the soil against soil 

erosion.. Here too, soils are classified as Haplic Calcisols. Soils on the slopes of the valleys, 

incisedd into the pediments are very weakly developed and lack the secondary carbonate 

accumulation,, ventrifacts and desert varnish of the pediment surfaces. 

Onn the lower slopes, soils are virtually inexistent, the slightly weathered bedrock being 

exposedd at the surface over large areas. The slates easily fracture into angular gravel size 

fragments,, which in places accumulate as small debris fans or debris slopes. These deposits 

havee a thin superficial secondary gypsum crust, which also acts as a protection against 

erosion.. The lithological variability was small, with slates dominating, and the beds were 

steeplyy inclined. There was no evidence for calcium carbonate accumulation or remnants of 

formerr stable surfaces. Soils are classified as Lithic Leptosols. 

6.2.6.2. The plots studied 

Thee three studied profiles of the inter-Andean valley reflect the catena (Figure 2.14) from 

thee less arid upper catchments to the Rio San Juan. On the upper slope on the south facing 

sidee (site 22), the soil profile was truncated and the 80 cm deep Ck horizon was sandy loam, 

structureless,, gravelly and had many calcaric nodules. The regolith was situated at 80 cm 

depth.. Parts of these slopes were intensively grazed due to the nearby presence of a 

settlement,, but elsewhere grazing is less intensive. The topsoil had disappeared mostly and 

smalll  gullies cut into the underlying rubble. Only under the remaining scarce larger shrubs, 

partss of the non-calcic topsoil were preserved (Ah). On the north facing side of the upper 

slopes,, the vegetation was denser due to less grazing. The slope was similar to the south 

facingg slopes but with less erosion. 

Sitee 24 was representative for the well-preserved pediment surface with relatively large 

oldd trees and shrubs. A dense stone layer with many ventrifacts and moderate desert varnish, 

coveringg a well-developed calcic horizon (Ck) with a sandy loam texture, marked the surface. 

Thee calcic horizon was high in soft powdery lime but no calcrete was present. In places, some 

gypsumm occurred at the surface (Table 2.2). Its texture was slightly gravelly sandy loam. 

Thee lower slopes resembled bedrock badlands where hardly any soil was present. In the 

soill  studied, the very gravelly structureless silty CR horizon is 30 cm thick (Table 2.2). At 
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manyy places, only regolith was present. Chemical and physical soil properties were very poor 

andd much lower than the upper slopes and the pediment (Tables 2.3 and 2.4). 

Consideringg the nature of the parent materials, it is evident that here too the secondary 

carbonatess must be of eolian origin. This accumulation is probably the major soil forming 

process,, combined with slight weathering to produce a reddish B horizon in the relatively 

humidd part of this transect. The accumulation of secondary gypsum in the lowest parts can be 

easilyy explained as due to weathering of pyrites and other sulphides in the slates, the released 

sulphatee being combined with calcium of eolian origin (contained in dust) into gypsum. Such 

provenancee of calcium has to be assumed since the slates are free of carbonates. The presence 

off  these superficial gypsum crusts provides further evidence for the extreme aridity of the 

area. . 

Thee overall trend is evident: a decrease of weathering and leaching and declining 

importancee of soil organic matter accumulation going down slope towards the Rio San Juan 

dell  Oro. 

7.. Discussion 

Itt  is evident that the observed general trends in soil formation are fully in line with those 

describedd elsewhere, i.e. from well studied climosequences in developed countries 

(Duchaufour,, 1982; Birkeland, 1984). This type of soils has generally been referred to as 

zonall  soils, whereas mountain soils were described as azonal soils {e.g. Glinka, 1914; 

Scheffer,, 1998). Another question is whether our observations and preliminary conclusions 

conformm to those from studies in similar southern Andean areas. In that case, the problem is 

thatt very few studies have been carried out and such comparison is problematic. . 

Ass to the chemical soil properties of the sub-Andean valley soils, the values are more or 

lesss in agreement with those found in the few other studies that are available (Gerold, 1984; 

Salm,, 1997). However, Gerold (1987) reported relative high amounts of exchangeable Al and 

sloww mineralisation of litter, suggesting more humid conditions and acidic soils. Such 

characteristicss are not to be expected under the semi-arid conditions that we encountered. The 

pHH of our soils was slightly acid to basic, which excludes Al to be exchangeable in significant 

amountss (McBride, 1994). 

Thee argic B horizons that were described on the Altiplano have also been found by other 

authorss (Wilcox et al., 1988; Miller and Birkeland, 1992; Bockheim et al., 2000) in similar 

environments.. Nevertheless, these argic B horizons have probably developed during former 
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wetterr conditions and are not as prominent as described by them. The calcic horizons, 

however,, are very prominent and reflect the dominant recent soil forming process. 

Inn the inter-Andean valley, the calcic horizons are present in the middle and upper part but 

aree weakly developed and most commonly in the form of soft powdery carbonate concretions. 

Noo reference on local studies of these soils was found. 

Ass to changes in soil development in relation to past climate change, clear indications for 

aa decreasing net precipitation were observed, reflected in increased accumulation of soluble 

soill  components on both the Altiplano and in the inter-Andean valley. 

Forr the sub-Andean valley near Tarija, Gerold (1984; 1985) reports two alternating soil 

formationn periods namely one during which solonetz like soils were formed and one during 

whichh brown soils were formed. Both types of soils are present in the studied area in the sub-

Andeann valley but their existence is explained by present local differences in climate and 

eventuallyy catenary position, and no indication for polygenetic soil formation of that type in 

thee area concerned was found. 

Ass described above, it is on the Altiplano and in the inter-Andean valley that polygenetic 

soilss were observed, with evidence for soil development under drier conditions following on a 

wetterr or less dry period. This is in line with the observations of Baker et al. (2001). Dating of 

thesee phases or linking these phases to paleoclimatic data, based on fossil records, poses 

problems,, since climate fluctuations occurred repeatedly during the Holocene and non of 

thesee can be identified as the observed transition from wet to dry. The observed transition 

mightt correspond with the latest recorded dry phase, which dates back to about 2000 BP or, 

alternatively,, 500 BP (Baker et al., 2001). 

Calcicc or petrocalcic horizons, of which the original source of the carbonates concerned is 

eoliann dust, have been frequently reported (e.g. Birkeland, 1984). Whether carbonate fluxes 

aree rather invariable or also fluctuated in time in relation to climate change is not clear, 

thoughh the fluctuations in eolian transport of sand observed on the Altiplano suggest so. 

Thompsonn et al. (1998) found further indications for such fluctuations. Potentially, 14 C 

datingg of the calcic and petrocalcic horizons might provide further clues as to the age and 

genesiss of these horizons but these were beyond the scope of this research. Nevertheless, these 

carbonatess play an important role being largely responsible for the resistance of these soils to 

degradationn and thus to the differences in response between the various landscapes. 
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8.. Conclusions 

Thee results suggest that in the pre-Hispanic period, even under semi-arid conditions, soil 

degradationn was limited and soils could be described as rather mature, i.e. reflecting climatic 

conditionss rather than topographic position or other non-climatic soil factors. Using classic 

terms,, they should be referred to as zonal soils and not as azonal mountain soils. 

Itt can be concluded that the current soil forming processes in the sub-Andean valley are 

mainlyy erosion controlled, due to anthropogenic degradation particularly of soils, which are 

susceptiblee to erosion. Near the mountain front, vegetation cover is high enough to protect the 

soill  from erosion and here well-developed Cambisols are found. In the drier parts of the Tarija 

basinn and where the slopes are steep, erosion limits and thus controls the soil development. 

Onn the Altiplano, the (petro)calcic and the firm B(t) horizon stabilize the soil profile and 

preventt the soil from further erosion, reducing the impact of human activities. In the inter-

Andeann valley, the gypsum crusts protect the slopes or the regolith is at the surface, but on the 

wholee their stability is rather low because of the minimal protection by vegetation irrespective 

off  human impacts. 

AA comparison of the resilience to human impacts of the soils in the various landscapes 

leadss to the following conclusions: The resilience is highest on the Altiplano, where soils are 

relativelyy well developed, though lesser than in the sub-Andean valley and are less sensitive 

too erosion. In the inter-Andean valley soil development is least because of the climatic 

conditionss and resulting overall high instability of the landscape, but where soils occur they 

aree relatively stable. In the sub-Andean valley climatic conditions favour soil development, 

butt at the same time these soils are most susceptible to erosion. 
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-- CHAPTER 3 -

IDENTIFICATION,, DISTRIBUTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF EROSION SENSITIVE AREAS IN 

THREEE DIFFERENT CENTRAL ANDEAN GEO-ECOSYSTEMS* 

Abstract t 

Thee interactions between erosion processes and soil and vegetation were studied in three 

differentt geo-ecosystems in the southern Bolivian Andes. The principle objective of this study 

wass to identify and characterise physiographical units in the landscape that are sensitive to 

erosion.. To accomplish this, soil and vegetation properties were studied in order to localize 

andd characterize what are termed Erosion Sensitive Areas (ESA). This helped provide insight 

intoo the relative importance of grazing as opposed to geology and climate in explaining the 

currentt extent of active erosion features. 

Inn the areas that are most sensitive for erosion, the biomass of palatable species, organic 

matterr content and available water are low and grazing density is low or moderate. The areas 

withh high grazing density have a high biomass of palatable species and the organic matter 

contentt and available water are high. The distribution of the ESAs coincides with a semi-arid 

climate,, low biomass of short grasses and highly erodible parent material. 

Currentt putative reductions in grazing intensity do not seem to have resulted in less 

erosion.. This suggests that past grazing history has altered the sensitivity to erosion, and the 

resiliencee of certain areas, to such an extent that erosion rates are high despite current low 

grazingg intensity. This also suggests that contemporary degradation processes are not driven 

byy current grazing densities but by climatic and geomorphological factors. 

1.. Introduction 

AA major factor behind the high rates of present day environmental change in the Central 

Andess is often claimed to be the intensification of land use that has taken place since Spanish 

colonisationn (i.e. the introduction of sheep, goats and cattle) and subsequent population 

increasee (Gerold, 1981; Libermann Cruz and Qayum, 1994). Exotic ungulates have grazing 

strategiess that differ from native cameloids and may have a bigger impact on the soil and 

vegetationn (Baied and Wheeler, 1993; Trimble and Mendel, 1995). Native cameloids are low 

impactt grazers because they lack hooves that compact the soil and they are highly efficient in 

utilizingg vegetation with low protein content (Baied and Wheeler, 1993). Numerous authors 

'acceptedd for publication in Catena, with J. Sevink and A.C. Imeson 
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havee studied the effects of grazing on soil properties, biomass or erosion in many ecosystems 

(Zöbisch,, 1993; Hofstede, 1995; Trimble and Mendel, 1995; Frank and Groffman, 1998; 

Carmell  and Kadmon, 1999). Despite this research, there is no general agreement on the 

impactt of grazing on soil properties and biomass production at plant, community or ecosystem 

levell  (Bauer et al., 1987; Belsky, 1987; Hobbs, 1996; Ritchie et al., 1998; Adler and Morales, 

1999)) and littl e is known about the semi-arid central Andes (Adler and Morales, 1999). 

Unansweredd questions regarding the significance of the introduction of ungulates need to be 

addressedd in order to provide a necessary context for sustainable ecosystem management. 

Additionally,, the influence of pre-Colombian civilizations cannot be neglected and several 

authorss report local environmental change and overgrazing by domesticated alpacas and 

llamass during Inca times (Baied and Wheeler, 1993; Lauer, 1993; Messerli et al., 1993). 

Tectonicc activity and climate change have also affected the region (Warburton et al., 1998). 

Studiess of river channel sediments, for example, have shown that recent flood events have 

beenn relatively low in magnitude compared to those that occurred during the Littl e Ice Age 

Maass et al. (2000). The Central Andes is, therefore, a relatively dynamic, complex and 

geomorphologicallyy active region where the causes of environmental change are difficult to 

unravel. . 

Besidess Denevan et al. (1986) and Eash and Sandor (1995), littl e has been published 

aboutt the geomorphology of the Central Andes due to its isolation and lack of infrastructure. 

Givenn the dynamic, complex and geomorphologically active situation, three main geo-

ecosystems;; a sub-Andean valley, a high Andean plateau (Altiplano) and an inter-Andean 

valley,, were selected. Each geo-ecosystem has a distinct physiography with distinct 

degradationn processes. Erosion features such as badlands, stripped bedrock and sand dunes are 

widespreadd throughout the study area. 

Thee objective of this study was to identify and describe physiographic units, based on their 

sensitivityy to erosion, and second to assess whether patterns in degradation conform to the 

observedd differences in sensitivity. Therefore, soil and vegetation properties were studied in 

orderr to characterize Erosion Sensitive Areas (ESAs). An erosion sensitive area can be 

thoughtt of as a specific type of environmentally sensitive area. The application of the 

environmentallyy sensitive area concept in land degradation studies has recently been 

demonstratedd by Kosmas et al. (1999). The notion of sensitivity is important in 

geomorphologyy because it explicitly introduces concepts of resilience and persistence. In 

otherr words, the sensitivity depends on the relative rates of weathering, the erodibility of the 

parentt material and the depth or volume of the soil available for erosion. The rate of erosion is 
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influencedd by the ability of the vegetation to recover after disturbance or to resist the impact 

off  grazing. In analyzing ESAs, attention is given to relationships between soil properties, 

vegetationn cover, geomorphic processes and grazing pressure. This could provide insight into 

thee importance of grazing relative to geology and climate. 

2.. Methods and Methodology 

Thee research area is located in Bolivia near Tarija in the south of Bolivia (Figure 3.1) and 

consistss of three distinct geo-ecosystems representative of the central Andes. It includes the 

sub-Andeann valleys that lie at the fringe of the eastern ranges where the Andes are bounded 

byy the Amazon and Chaco basin, the extensive highland Andean plateaus (Altiplano) and the 

inter-Andeann valleys that cut through the Altiplano. 

Generall  characteristics of the study area were surveyed during a reconnaissance study and 

informationn about the geology, erosion features, soils, vegetation, grazing density and grazing 

typee was recorded. The first step in obtaining Erosion Sensitive Areas (ESAs) was to 

undertakee a detailed field investigation of physiographic units. These were distinguished using 

1:500 000 black and white aerial photographs taken 1987. Combining the aerial photograph 

interpretationn with field observations resulted in the selection of 36 representative plots, 

distributedd over 15 representative units in three geo-ecosystems. In general, the units follow a 

climaticc and altitudinal gradient. A description of the units is given in the section study area. 

Inn the field, each plot was sampled for biomass and chemical and physical soil properties. 

Generall  characteristics such as altitude, slope, erosion features and soil surface characteristics 

weree recorded for each plot and the soil profile was described and classified according to the 

FAOO systems (FAO, 1977; FAO-UNESCO, 1988). The units are more or less homogenous at 

thee landscape scale with respect to climate, geology, geomorphology, soils, vegetation and 

landd use. In most units, two or more plots were described. 

Inn the assessment of grazing pressure, it was necessary to make some assumptions and 

simplifications.. Current grazing density was estimated by visual observation in both the dry 

andd the wet season, interviews with farmers and livestock data kept by communities. 

Accordingg to Trimble and Mendel (1995), grazing densities were roughly defined as low (less 

thann 0.5 animal ha"1), moderate (between 0.5 and 1 animal ha"1) and high (more than 1 animal 

ha"1)) and can only be used for the study area. 

Forr determination of the above ground biomass of shrubs and trees in a plot, five plants 

weree selected and were clipped entirely or, in the case of big trees, partly. The volume was 

measured,, the plants were oven dried at 30°C for seven days and weighed. The volume ratio 
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betweenn the clipped part and the tree was determined to calculate the amount of biomass for 

thee tree. The volume of all plants within the 30 x 30 m" plot was calculated by measuring the 

threee dimensions of every plant separately. Since plant volume and biomass are strongly 

relatedd (Ludwig et al., 1975) total biomass of the shrubs and trees of the plot could be 

calculatedd from the volume/biomass ratio. Biomass of tussock grasses and herbaceous 

vegetationn was measured by clipping five 1 trf quadrats and biomass of short grasses was 

measuredd in eight 25 x 25 cm2 quadrats. Subsequently the samples were oven dried at 30°C 

forr seven days and weighed. 

Soill  samples for chemical and physical analysis were taken at 5 - 10 cm depth at the four 

cornerss and in the middle of a 30 x 30 m2 plot and subsequently the five samples were bulked. 

Soill  chemical analysis followed standard procedures. pH and EC were measured in a 1:1 

(w/v)) soil water (demineralised) suspension. Extractable sodium and potassium were analysed 

inn a 1 M NH4OAC extract. Organic Carbon (C) was determined with the Walkley-Black 

methodd (Walkley and Black, 1934) and multiplied by 1.72 to obtain organic matter (OM) 

content.. Available phosphorous was analysed using Olson's method (Olsen et al., 1954). Soil 

waterr content and bulk density were determined using 100 cm3 soil cores. Samples were oven 

driedd at 105°C for 24 hours and weighed. A pressure plate apparatus was used to establish soil 

waterr at field capacity and permanent wilting point. The sand, silt and clay fractions were 

determinedd by the sieving pipette method after the removal of organic matter and carbonates. 

Inn this study, both direct and indirect indicators for ESAs were recorded. Direct indicators 

aree erosion features such as sheet erosion, ril l erosion and gully erosion. The depth of the A 

horizon,, OM content of the A horizon and available water (difference between water content 

att wilting point and field capacity) serve as indirect indicators. 

3.. The Study Area 

Thee research area in Bolivia is located near Tarija in the south of Bolivia and includes the 

Vallee Alizos (area I) which is part of the sub-Andean valley, Pampa Taxara (area II) that is 

partt of the Altiplano and the Quebrada Carretas (area III ) which is a tributary of the Rio San 

Juann de Oro in the inter-Andean valley (Figure 3.1). 

Inn Table 3.1 the general characteristics of the three geo-ecosystems are summarized. 

Climatee in the sub-Andean valleys ranges from semi-arid (650-700 mm yr~') in the bed rock 

slopess and badlands to semi-humid (1000 mm yr"1) near the mountain front and most 

precipitationn falls during high intensity summer storms. The mountain front {i.e. the Eastern 
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Figuree 3.1: Location map of the study areas: I = sub-Andean valley, II = Altiplano and III = inter-

Andeann valley 

Boliviann Cordillera) and the sub-Andean valley are part of a horst/graben system with a north-

southh direction (Ahlfeld, 1972). In the sub-Andean valley, soils vary with geology and 

climate.. The original vegetation of Alnus acuminata, Podocarpus parlatorei and Tipuana tipu 

onlyy occurs in small, isolated, inaccessible patches and has been replaced by Acacia caven, a 

secondaryy thorny xeromorphic species of which the distribution is increasing (Preston et al., 

1997;; Beck et al, 1999) due to its higher resistance to grazing and its adaptability to extreme 

conditionss (Gerold, 1987; Libermann Cruz, 1993; Beck et al., 1999). 

Climaticc conditions on the highland plateau (Altiplano) are semi-arid (200-300 mm yr' ) 

andd precipitation falls in the four summer months. On the Altiplano, Holocene sediments of 

variouss origins occur. During the Last Glacial Maximum the mountains were glaciated and 

morainess were formed on the Altiplano, near the mountain foot slopes. The composition of 

thee vegetation on the Altiplano is typical for the high Andean Puna, with low shrubs and 

grasses.. Large areas have uniform vegetation types where dominating species have a low 

foragee quality (Villca and Genin, 1995). The best pastures are areas dominated by Festuca 
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hieronymihieronymi or Distichilis humilis and Muhlenbergia fastigiata. On the gentle sloping plains, the 

soilss have a Bt horizon and most of the soils have high carbonate contents and occasionally a 

petrocalcicc horizon is present at 30 cm depth. On the eastern slopes sparse open Polyiepis 

tomenteltatomentelta bushes reflect the original vegetation. 

Inn the inter-Andean valley, climate is semi-arid (200-300 mm yr"1) and the precipitation 

fallss in the summer season from October to March. The valley floor lies about 1000 m below 

thee level of the Altiplano and is surrounded by steep slopes. Tributaries that follow the 

gradientt from the Altiplano to the valley floor cut through sedimentary rocks. The soils on the 

steepp slopes are shallow and the regolith and overlying soil contain secondary carbonates, 

whichh may partly be reworked from older soils. Calcisols with a clear calcic or petrocalcic 

horizonn are common in the terraces (FAO-UNESCO, 1988). The valley is only sparsely 

populatedd and hence grazing pressure is low. 

4.. Results 

4.14.1 .Erosion features, grazing and biomass 

Tablee 3.2 shows that in the sub-Andean valley, the moderately grazed badlands and 

erodedd slopes have the severest erosion features such as gullies, rill s and sheet erosion. The 

biomasss of tall grasses and shrubs is high with 6500 kg ha"1 and 4150 kg ha"1, respectively, 

butt the biomass of soil-protecting short grasses is low in the badlands with 150 kg ha"1. On the 

bedrockk slopes the biomass of both short grasses and tall grasses/shrubs is low with 250 and 

3000 kg ha"1, respectively. Goats are restricted to these steep slopes. Cattle and sheep graze on 

thee gently sloping alluvial terraces and the moderately steep mountain front slopes where 

biomasss of short grasses (i.e. pasture) is more than 1550 kg ha"1. Erosion is negligible in these 

areass (Table 3.2). 

Apartt from the dunes there are few serious erosion features on the Altiplano. On the dunes 

thee biomass is negligible for short grasses and the biomass is 400 kg ha"1 for the tall grasses 

andd shrubs (Table 3.2). Despite the (moderately) steep slopes of both mountain slopes, there is 

littl ee erosion. The maximum biomass of short grasses is 1000 kg ha"1 on the lacustrine plains 

wheree grazing intensity is high, and the highest biomass of tall grasses and shrubs is found in 

thee mountain slopes (4300 kg ha"1) and fluvial valleys (7500 kg ha"1). The gently sloping 

plains,, the shallow fluvial valleys and the glacial valleys are moderately grazed by sheep and 

donkeyss and the biomass of short grasses is less than 250 kg ha"1 (Table 3.2). 
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Tablee 3.1: General characteristics of the three geo-ecosystems 

Unit t Altitudee Geology 

(m.a.s.l.) ) 

Soilss (FAO-

UNESCO,, 1988) 

Vegetation n 

I::  sub-Andea n Valley 

Bedd rock slopes 2000-2400 Siltstones Lithicc Leptosols 

Badlandss 1900-2000 Fluvial-lacustrine Calcic Regosols 

sediments s 

Erodedd slopes 2100-2200 Shales Albic Luvisols 

Alluviall terraces 2000-2100 Alluvial sediments Haplic Solonetz 

Mountainn front slopes 2200-2400 Shales 

II::  Altiplan o 

Mountainn east slopes 3900-4200 

Lacustrinee plains 3650 

AcaciaAcacia caven, Bacchahs 

dracunculifolie dracunculifolie 

AcaciaAcacia caven 

AcaciaAcacia caven, B. 

dracunculifolie dracunculifolie 

AcaciaAcacia caven 

Cambisols,, Regosols Bacchahs dracunculifolie 

Duness 3700 

Gentlyy sloping plains 3650-3800 

Shalloww fluvial valleys 3750-3800 

Sandstones s 

Lacustrine e 

sediments s 

Siliceouss sand 

Lacustrine e 

sediments s 

Glaciall sediments 

Lithicc Leptosols 

Gleyicc Luvisol 

Arenosols s 

Luvicc Calcisols 

PolylepisPolylepis tomentella 

D.D. humilis, Anthobryum 

triandrum triandrum 

ParastrephiaParastrephia spp. 

TetraglochinTetraglochin cristatum, A, 

triandrum,triandrum, F. dolicophylla 

Luvisols,, Arenosols Festuca orthophylla, B. 

boliviensis,boliviensis, T. cristatum 

Cambisols,, Arenosols B. boliviensis, Distichilis 

humilis,humilis, T. cristatum 

Lithicc Leptosols Bacchahs boliviensis, Stipa 

ichu ichu 

Glaciall valley 3800-4000 Glacial sediments 

Mountainn west slopes 3900-4500 Quartzites 

III::  inter-Andea n 

valle y y 

Lowerr valley bedrock 2600-2900 Shales 

hills s 

Alluviall terraces 2800-3100 Alluvial sediments Haplic Calcisol Acacia caven, Cersidium 

andicola andicola 

Upperr valley slopes 3000-3500 Sandstones Regosols, Calcisols Bacchahs boliviensis 

Lithicc Leptosol Bacchahs boliviensis, cactacea 
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Tablee 3.2: Slope, erosion features, grazing density and type and above ground biomass. N is number of 

plotss per unit, n.d. is not determined 

Unitt (N) Slopee ) Erosion features Grazing g 

Densityy Type 

Biomasss (kg ha"1) 

Shortt Tall 

grassess grasses-

shrubs s 

I::  sub-Andea n valle y 

Bedd rock slopes (2) 20-30 

Badlandss (3) 

Erodedd slopes (1) 

20-30 0 

15-20 0 

Alluviall terraces (2) 2-5 

Mountainn front slopes (2) 15-25 

II::  Altiplan o 

Mountainn east slopes (1) 20-30 

Lacustrinee plains (3) 0 

Duness (2) 1-10 

Gentlyy sloping plains (5) 1-2 

Shalloww fluvial valleys (4) 1 -2 

Glaciall valley (3) 2-5 

Mountainn west slopes (2) 10-15 

III::  inter-Andea n valle y 

Lowerr valley bedrock hills 20-30 

(2) ) 

Alluviall terraces (2) 5-10 

Upperr valley slopes (2) 20-30 

Rills,, shallow soil, sheet 

erosion n 

Gullies,, rills, sheet 

erosion n 

Gullies,, rills, sheet 

erosion n 

None e 

Slumps,, rills 

Low w 

Moderate e 

Moderate e 

High h 

High h 

Goats s 

Goats s 

Goats s 

Cows, , 

Cows, , 

sheep p 

250 250 

150 0 

700 700 

1550 0 

2000 0 

300 300 

6500 0 

4150 0 

2350 0 

700 700 

horses,, sheep 

Noo erosion 

Sheett erosion 

Windd erosion 

Sheett erosion, wind 

erosion n 

Sheett erosion 

Sheett erosion 

Rockfall l 

Bedrock,, no soil 

None e 

Rills,, sheet erosion 

Low w 

High h 

Low w 

Moderate e 

Moderate e 

Moderate e 

Low w 

Low w 

Low w 

Moderate e 

Sheep p 

Sheep p 

Donkeys s 

Sheep, , 

donkeys s 

Sheep, , 

Sheep, , 

donkeys s 

Sheep p 

Goats Goats 

Goats Goats 

Goats Goats 

n.d. . 

1000 0 

4 4 

150 0 

250 0 

n.d. . 

50 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

n.d. . 

0 0 

400 0 

1550 0 

7500 0 

1900 0 

4300 0 

650 0 

5600 0 

1000 0 

Shortt grasses are more or less absent in the inter-Andean valley but the biomass of tall 

grassess and shrubs is 5600 kg ha"1 on the alluvial terraces where erosion features are absent 

(Tablee 3.2). Rills and sheet erosion occurs in the steep upper valley slopes which are 

moderatelyy grazed by goats. The bedrock hills and alluvial terraces have a low grazing 

density. . 
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4.2.4.2. Soil properties 

Thee soil surface characteristics are shown in Table 3.3. The Ah horizons in the sub-

Andeann valley are thinner than 14 cm and vegetation cover of short grasses on the alluvial 

terracess is higher than 77%. The vegetation cover of tall grasses and/or shrubs is less than 

20%% in the sub-Andean valley. Stones and outcrops comprise at least 66% of the soil surface 

inn the bed rock slopes, and the badlands and eroded slopes have a crust cover of more than 

20%.. The crust cover in the Altiplano is high and up to 80% on the gently sloping plains and 

lacustrinee plains (Table 3.3). The lacustrine plains, the fluvial valleys and the glacial valleys 

havee areas with a relatively high short grasses cover of more than 25%. In the lower valley 

bedrockk hills and the alluvial terraces in the inter-Andean valley the stoniness is 70% or more 

(Tablee 3.3). The Ah horizon is absent or very thin. The litter cover is low in the whole study 

area. . 

Thee results of the chemical analyses are shown in Table 3.4. In the sub-Andean valley the 

alluviall  terraces and mountain front slopes have averaged values higher than 4% and 0.3% for 

organicc matter (OM) and total nitrogen (N total), respectively. However, the range of OM and 

N-totall  content is large in the mountain front slopes. The OM and N total are low in the 

bedrockk slopes and the badlands, the driest area of the sub-Andean valley. Field observations 

showedd that the fluvio-lacustrine sediments in the badlands are dispersive. The pH of the 

Altiplanoo soils is high, suggesting that there are possibly locally alkaline conditions. The pH 

inn the west and east mountain slopes is slightly lower, probably due to wetter conditions. The 

lacustrinee plains on the Altiplano have an OM content of 4.4% or higher and the mountain 

slopess of more than 3% (Table 3.4). Phosphorous (P) is high in the Altiplano, especially in the 

lacustrinee plains where values of 75 ppm are found. The inter-Andean valley has less than 2% 

OMM in all units and Ca content is high. In the alluvial terraces and upper valley slopes the pH 

iss 8 or higher. 

Thee soil water retention characteristics and the sand, silt and clay fraction of the samples 

aree presented in Table 3.5. The water retention is everywhere relatively poor. The eroded 

slopes,, the alluvial terraces and mountain front slopes in the sub-Andean valley and the 

lacustrinee plains in the Altiplano have the highest available water (AW) of the complete 

researchh area with averages of 10 or 11%. These are also the units with the lowest sand 

fraction.. The rest of the Altiplano and the inter-Andean valley has sand fractions of more than 

65%% (Table 3.5). 
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Tablee 3.3: Soil surface characteristics. N is number of plots per unit 

Unit(N) ) 

1::  sub-Andea n valle y 

Bedd rock slopes (2) 

Badlandss (3) 

Erodedd slopes (1) 

Alluviall terraces (2) 

Mountainn front slopes (2) 

II::  Altiplan o 

Mountainn east slopes (1) 

Lacustrinee plains (3) 

Duness (2) 

Gentlyy sloping plains (5) 

Fluviall valleys (4) 

Glaciall valleys (3) 

Mountainn west slopes (2) 

III::  inter-Andea n valle y 

Thicknesss Vegetat 

Ahh (cm) 

8-10 0 

0-8 8 

5 5 

6-7 7 

0-14 4 

38 8 

3-16 6 

0-21 1 

8-25 5 

2-14 4 

13 3 

6-11 1 

Lowerr valley bedrock hills (2) 0 

Alluviall terraces {2) 

Upperr valley slopes (2) 

4-6 6 

0-15 5 

Short t 

grasses s 

10 0 

5-8 8 

20 0 

77-85 5 

4-60 0 

0 0 

12-30 0 

0-1 1 

2-11 1 

3-25 5 

5-29 9 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0-1 1 

ionn cover (%) 

Talll grasses 

shrubs s 

2-3 3 

15-18 8 

20 0 

7-8 8 

6-10 0 

14 4 

0-1 1 

4 4 

7-24 4 

15-33 3 

8-40 0 

24 4 

3-6 6 

8-18 8 

9-14 4 

Soill < x>verr (%) 

>-Litterr Stones 

1 1 

1-4 4 

1 1 

2-3 3 

0-1 1 

2 2 

0-10 0 

0-1 1 

4-20 0 

3-10 0 

4-15 5 

3-7 7 

0 0 

1 1 

1-2 2 

56-57 7 

40-60 0 

20 0 

0 0 

4-40 0 

45 5 

0-25 5 

7-20 0 

0-10 0 

0-14 4 

1-7 7 

25-40 0 

77-79 9 

70 0 

20-32 2 

Outcropss Bare 

10-15 5 

0 0 

2 2 

0 0 

0-15 5 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

5-10 0 

0 0 

0-8 8 

10-15 5 

0-8 8 

0 0 

5-10 0 

0-25 5 

0 0 

0-5 5 

20-67 7 

0-60 0 

5-67 7 

10-67 7 

2-15 5 

5 5 

3-8 8 

15-54 4 

Crust t 

0 0 

20-40 0 

37 7 

0-3 3 

0-35 5 

39 9 

58-79 9 

0-70 0 

10-81 1 

45-60 0 

9-43 3 

20-47 7 

5 5 

5-20 0 

10-35 5 

5.. Discussion 

5.1.5.1. The erosion sensitivity of the physiographic units based on erosion features, soils, 

vegetationvegetation and grazing. 

Thee sub-Andean valley is partly characterised by badland systems. Deep gullies intersect 

steepp slopes in fluvio-lacustrine sediments. These sediments contain dispersive clays and are 

thereforee easily eroded. Remnants of the slopes and terraces are constantly being eroded by 

slumpingg and subsequent headward retreat of the gullies. The slopes have truncated soil 

profiles,, i.e. the A horizon is absent or very thin. The organic matter content of the A horizons 

ass well as available water are low, despite the high clay content. Nowadays, most of the 

badlandss are moderately grazed by goats, while, according to local farmers, in small parts 

grazingg has been abandoned 10 years ago. The abandonment of grazing has not led to any 

improvementt in soil properties or less erosion. A similar observation was made by Gardner 

(1950),, Dahlgren et al. (1997), Koppel et al. (1997) and Abril and Bucher (1999), who found 
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Tablee 3.4: Chemical soil characteristics at 5-10 cm depth. N is number of plots per unit 

Unit(N)) pH OM N-total P(Olsen) K Na 

(1:5)) {%) (ppm) (mmolc100g~1) 

Ca a Mg g 

I::  sub-Andea n valle y 

Bedd rock slopes (2) 6.7-7.0 2.1-2.4 0.13-0.15 0.1-0.2 0.2-0.3 0.7-0.9 6 5-6 

Badlands(3)) 7.5-8.3 0.9-1.4 0.80-0.13 0.0-0.1 0.1-0.2 0.5-1.1 11-14 76-11 

Erodedd slopes (1) 7.0 3.0 0.18 1.4 0.3 1.0 10 10 

Alluviall terraces (2) 6.8-6.9 3.3-5.3 0.25-0.42 0.2-0.3 0.3-0.4 1.0 6-9 5-7 

Mountainn front slopes (2) 5.7-7.0 2.4-7.6 0.13-0.60 0.2-0.5 0.3-0.5 1.0-1.5 4-10 5-10 

II::  Altiplan o 

Mountainn east slopes (1) 6.7 3.6 0.19 9.5 1.5 2.2 8 2 

Lacustrinee plains (3) 7.4-7.6 4.4-7.3 0.25-0.30 15.4-74.6 1.6-10.3 2.7-20.2 34-58 7-14 

Duness (2) 8.3-8.8 0.2-0.3 0.04-0.05 1.6-2.7 1.0-1.3 2.0 36-38 4 

Gentlyy sloping plains (5) 7.0-7.9 1.0-1.7 0.09-0.13 3.9-15.9 0.3-1.7 0.9-2.4 13-37 1-4 

Fluviall valleys (4) 7.0-9.0 0.9-2.3 0.08-0.17 5.2-22.7 0.2-1.8 0.8-2.5 4-20 3-8 

Glaciall valleys (3) 7.3-8.0 1.1-2.8 0.09-0.17 8.0-19.2 0.3-1.4 0.9-2.4 4-10 7-13 

Mountainn west slopes (2) 5.7-7.1 2.9-3.4 0.15-0.19 6.2-13.7 0.3-1.0 0.9-1.2 5-6 1-6 

III::  inter-Andea n valle y 

Lowerr valley bedrock hills4.7- 6.1 0.5-1.1 0.07-0.08 0.2-0.3 0.1-0.5 0.3-1.0 13-22 7-8 

(2) ) 

Alluviall terraces (2) 8.0-8.3 1.7-2 0.11-0.13 8.4-12.5 1.8-2.6 2.1-3.6 61-64 7-9 

Upperr valley slopes (2) 8.0 1.5-1.7 0.10-0.114-11.5 1.8-3.3 1.8-4.3 58-61 9-13 

veryy slow recovery after the exclusion of herbivores. This makes the badlands highly sensitive 

too erosion. 

Upslopee of the badland system in the bedrock slopes most of the soil has been eroded 

whichh has resulted in shallow soil profiles and many outcrops. In the bedrock hills in the 

inter-Andeann valley the slopes are covered with a thin layer of regolith and there is hardly any 

soill  present. These areas are low in biomass of palatable species and have a low grazing 

density.. Most weathered rock is directly removed by erosion and OM and available water 

contentt are low. The soil and water conservation function of the soils has disappeared which 

makess these areas highly sensitive to erosion. 

Physiographicc units such as the alluvial terraces and the slopes near the mountain front in 

thee sub-Andean valley and the lacustrine plains on the Altiplano have favourable soil 

conditions:: relatively deep A horizons, high OM content and available water which coincide 

withh high grazing densities. Here, the biomass of short grasses is relatively high and these 
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Tablee 3.5: Physical soil characteristics at 5 cm depth. FC is water content at Field Capacity, WP is 

waterr content at Wilting Point, AW is Available Water, Sa is Sand, Si is Silt and CI is Clay. N is 

numberr of plots per unit 

Unit(N) ) FCC {%) WP (%) AW (%) Sa {%) Si (%) CI (%) texture 

1::  sub-Andea n valle y 

Bedd rock slopes (2) 

Badlandss (3) 

Erodedd slopes (1) 

Alluviall terraces (2) 

144 7 

11-166 7-14 

200 10 

22-300 12-19 

6-7 7 

2-6 6 

10 0 

10-- 11 

Mountainn front slopes (2) 22-29 12-18 10-11 

II::  Altiplan o 

Mountainn east slopes (1) 11 5 6 

Lacustrinee plains (3) 24-28 12-20 5-13 

Duness (2) 6-8 4-5 2-3 

Gentlyy sloping plains (5) 5-11 3-6 

Fluviall valleys (4) 7-11 4-6 

1-5 5 

3-5 5 

Glaciall valleys (3) 4-122 3-9 1-4 4 

Mountainn west slopes (2) 11-13 4-6 

III::  inter-Andea n valle y 

Lowerr valley bedrock hills 9-13 8-9 

(2) ) 

Alluviall terraces (2) 12 7-9 

Upperr valley slopes (2) 10-12 6-8 

70-711 19-21 9 sandy loam 

57-633 19-21 19-25 sandy (clay) loam 

588 29 13 sandy loam 

40-433 32-39 21-26 loam 

40-600 34-40 6-20 (sandy) loam 

700 21 9 sandy loam 

45-577 26-36 17-19 sandy loam 

85-933 3-8 5-7 sand 

80-877 6-12 7-9 loamy sand 

74-877 7-18 6-8 sandy loam/loamy 

sand d 

78-877 6-13 7-10 sandy loam/loamy 

sand d 

72-766 17-21 7 sandy loam 

1-4 4 

3-5 5 

3-4 4 

65-688 21 11-144 sandy loam 

75-777 15-18 7-8 sandy loam 

79-822 13 6-8 loamy sand 

ground-coveringg grasses comprise the most palatable species. Erosion features are absent in 

thee alluvial terraces and lacustrine plains and, despite the steep slopes, limited to small rill s or 

slumpss near the mountain front. This implies that these areas are not very sensitive to erosion. 

Nevertheless,, soil properties vary largely within the mountain front slopes. North-exposed 

slopess have a lower vegetation cover and OM content and show more erosion features than 

south-exposedd slopes. 

Thee eroded slopes have intermediate values for depth of the A horizons, OM and available 

waterr content. On these slopes, remnants of intact deep soils with A-E-B-C profiles are still 

presentt and gully erosion is not as advanced as in the badland system. These currently 

moderatelyy grazed areas have soils where the soil and water conservation function is still 
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performingg but is threatened by continuous erosion. The steep slopes and erodible parent 

materiall  make these areas very susceptible to erosion. 

Thee moderately grazed areas on the Altiplano are the gently sloping plains, the fluvial 

valleyss and the glacial valleys. The slopes are less than 5° and water erosion is a minor 

problem,, but strong winds and dust devils cause (some) wind erosion. The soil organic mater 

contentt is less than 2% and available water is 3-4 %. These areas comprise the largest part of 

thee Altiplano and are moderately sensitive to wind erosion. 

Althoughh moderately grazed areas have the highest total biomass, most of this biomass 

consistss of tall grasses and shrubs which are generally unpalatable, e.g. Acacia caven, 

BaccharisBaccharis spp., Stipa ichu, Tetraglochin cristatum and Parastrephia spp. (Villca and Genin, 

1995;; Adler and Morales, 1999). Palatable species such as Festuca orthophylla and Festuca 

dolichophylladolichophylla (Villca and Genin, 1995) contribute littl e to the biomass of tall grasses and 

shrubss because of their sparse cover. The biomass of short grasses is low in moderately grazed 

areas. . 

Thee most striking erosion feature on the Altiplano is the dunes. In the flat spaces between 

thee rolling dunes, the weakly developed A horizon has a depth varying between 0 and 21, and 

thee organic matter content and available water are very low. The dunes are active and 

vegetationn growth is limited. Even on the steep slopes of the two bordering mountain ranges, 

waterr erosion is minimal and rockfall is the main erosion feature. On the east slopes, some of 

thee original vegetation is still present, and organic matter content as well as available water is 

high. . 

Thee inter-Andean valley is a mountainous desert environment. Rill and sheet erosion only 

occurr on the upper steep slopes near the Altiplano where the grazing density is the highest, 

thoughh still moderate. There is some soil but its development is very limited. The alluvial 

terracess are old, stable surfaces with littl e profile development and shallow soils. The geo-

ecosystemm is sensitive to erosion but this erosion is not human induced. 

Throughoutt the study area, biomass is low if compared to geo-ecosystems similar in 

climatee and vegetation type (Liang et al., 1989; Archibold, 1995; Zhang and Skarpe, 1996). 

5.2.5.2. Eros ion in time, magnitude and space 

Inn the study area, various types of erosion phenomena were observed; Badlands and 

strippedd bedrock slopes versus sheet, rill and gully erosion in the sub-Andean valley, dunes on 

thee Altiplano and stripped bedrock hills in the inter-Andean valley. These features represent 

differentt scales of erosion in time, magnitude and space. An example are the stripped bedrock 
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slopess and hills which, because of the magnitude of the erosion, must have been eroded over 

periodss of many of thousands years under different climatological conditions. A lowering of 

thee erosion level in the second half of the last millennium as indicated by Maas et al (2000) 

mayy have triggered the development of the badlands but unfortunately there is no information 

whichh enables the commencement of this erosion to be dated. However, the remnants of intact 

soill  profiles suggest that the development of the badlands must be more recent and it is 

believedd to be partly associated with the introduction of goats and cattle by the Spaniards five 

hundredd years ago. The original slopes in the badland systems are steep and once the 

vegetationn is removed, the parent material is very susceptible to erosion. Where vegetation 

stilll  is present, intact soil profiles are found which indicate a long period of slope stability, 

priorr to the badland development. 

6.. Conclusions 

Thee areas that are highly sensitive to erosion are the badlands, the bedrock slopes and 

thee eroded slopes in the sub-Andean valley, the dunes on the Altiplano and the bedrock hills 

inn the inter-Andean valley. Reliable quantitative information about past grazing intensities is 

scarce.. Current putative reductions in grazing intensity do not seem to have resulted in less 

erosion.. This suggests that past grazing history has altered the sensitivity to erosion and the 

resiliencee of certain areas to such an extent, that erosion rates are high despite current low 

grazingg intensity. This also suggests that the degradation processes observed nowadays are 

nott driven by current grazing densities but by climatic and geomorphological factors. 
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-CHAPTERR 4-

SUSCEPTIBILIT YY TO EROSION OF A SEMI-ARI D BADLAND S SYSTEM IN SOUTHERN BOLIVIA * 

Abstract t 

Rainfalll  simulation experiments were carried out in a badlands catchment. At each site 

experiment,, several indicators for erosion were recorded. Open erosion plots and simple rain 

gaugess were installed to measure runoff from natural rainfall events. The aim of the study was 

too increase the understanding the susceptibility to erosion within the catchment and of the 

differentt erosion processes acting on the slopes and the linkages between topographic units. 

Thee results imply that there is a large difference in susceptibility to erosion between 

topographicc units. It can be concluded that upper slopes are stable and that most erosion 

occurss on the mid-slopes and in the badlands. Lower slopes act as sedimentation zones. 

Withinn the catchment, only the badlands contribute to the loss of sediments as the gullies 

directlyy deliver sediments to the main channel. Field observations show that the down slope 

areass are former river terraces or inactive slumps, which are re-vegetated. With this 

knowledge,, combined with field evidence, a natural origin for the initiation of badlands 

developmentt seems most probable. 

1.. Introductio n 

Badlandss have been studied in many semi-arid areas such as in southern Europe (e.g. 

Boumaa and Imeson, 2000; Canton et al., 2001; Faulkner et al., 2000; Nogueras et al., 2000; 

Solé-Benett et al., 1997; Vandekerckhove et al., 2000), Africa (Imeson et al., 1982; Rienks et 

al.,, 2000), Israel (Yair et al., 1980) and North America (Bryan et al., 1978; Gonzalez, 2001). 

Althoughh erosion is widespread in the semi-arid Central Andes, only a few general studies 

aboutt erosion and runoff have been published (Braud et al., 2001; Coppus et al., in press; 

Gerold,, 1983; Gerold, 1984), whereas badlands systems have only been described by Gerold 

(1981;; 1985). 

Withinn semi-arid (badlands) catchments the variability of soil surfaces, vegetation cover, 

physicall  and chemical soil properties determine the hydrological and geomorphological 

responsee of soils to rainfall (Abrahams et al., 1995; Bochet et al., 1998; Bóhm and Gerold, 

1995;; Braud et al., 2001; Canton et al., 2001; López-Bermüdez et al., 1998; Martinez-Mena et 

al.,, 2001; Puigdefabregas et al., 1998; Snelder and Bryan, 1995; Solé-Benet et al., 1997; 
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Vandekerckhovee et al., 2000). Along hillslopes, and hence with topographic position, these 

factorss vary widely due to local conditions (Canton et al., 2001; Fitzjohn et al., 1998; 

Puigdefabregass et al., 1998; Rienks et al., 2000; Vandekerckhove et al., 2000) and control 

sourcee and sink areas for runoff (Fitzjohn et al., 1998). For example, in a discontinuous 

vegetationn cover, plants have a positive influence on the chemical and physical properties of 

theirr surrounding soil, giving rise to fertile soil islands under the canopy of the plants where 

runofff  can infiltrate (Bochet et al., 1998). Physical and chemical soil properties and sediment 

sizee distribution are important factors determining piping and dispersion (Faulkner et al., 

2000).. So when the parent material changes along a topographic gradient, so does the 

sensitivityy to erosion (Rienks et al., 2000). 

Mostt rainfall events do not have the capacity to generate runoff and transport sediments 

longg distances (Fitzjohn et al., 1998; López-Bermüdez et al., 1998; Martinez-Mena et al., 

2001;; Poesen and Hooke, 1997; Puigdefabregas et al., 1998). Therefore, the connectivity 

alongg a hillslope and between topographic positions is weak during low-magnitude, high-

frequencyy rainfall events (Canton et al., 2001; Coppus and Imeson, in press; López-Bermüdez 

ett al., 1998; Martinez-Mena et al., 2001; Puigdefabregas et al., 1998). Below a certain rainfall 

threshold,, sediments are transported at most a couple of meters and remain temporarily stored 

inn a catchment (Puigdefabregas et al., 1998; Wainwright et al, 2001). Only during high-

magnitude,, high-intensity events when the rainfall threshold is overcome, linkages between 

topographicc units may be such that sediments reach the channel and will be removed out of 

thee catchment (Canton et al., 2001). 

Thee badlands system studied in south Bolivia has a large spatial variability in both the 

vegetationn cover and soil and hydrological properties. The first objective was to evaluate the 

differentt susceptibilities to erosion in the badlandss and this was done using rainfall simulation 

andd field experiments and by analysing the chemical and physical soil properties of the soil. A 

secondd objective was to understand better the different erosion processes that were acting on 

thee slopes and to elaborate the linkages between topographic units. It was thought that this 

knowledge,, combined with field evidence, would enable a hypothesis to be developed 

regardingg the reconstruction of the evolution of the badlands. The reconstruction hypothesis 

distinguishess between natural and human causes of badlands development. 

2.. Study area 

Thee study area is situated in a second-order tributary of the Camacho River in the Central 

Valleyy of Tarija, south Bolivia (Figure 4.1). The climate is semi-arid (600 mm yr"1) with most 
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precipitationn falling during high intensity summer storms. Winters are characterised by a long 

dryy period of 8 months. 

Thee lower part of the catchment consists of fluvio-lacustrine sediments in which several 

oldd river terraces can be distinguished and in which extensive badlands have formed (Figure 

4.2).. The texture of the unconsolidated and consolidated sediments varies widely between 

clayss and pebbles. The parent material has a high erodibility due to the presence of dispersive 

clays. . 

Thee upper part of the basin is situated between 2000 and 2150 m.a.s.1. and the lower part 

liess between 1900 and 2000 m.a.s.1. This paper describes the results from a catchment in the 

lowerr part of the basin. The 110 ha sized catchment is affected by different degrees of erosion, 

varyingg from almost no erosion on stable upper and moderate slopes to very intense erosion in 

thee badlands. The main vegetation type is Acacia caven, a secondary species which has 

replacedd the original vegetation (Beck et al., 1999). It is randomly distributed and its cover 

variess from 0% to 55%. The catchment is grazed by cows, pigs and goats. The cows and pigs 

grazee on the old river terraces and the goats are restricted to the steep slopes. 

3.. Material and methods 

Erosionn features vary largely between the topographic units. Therefore, the topography 

wass divided into upper, middle and lower slopes. The badlands were treated as a separate unit 

ass they cut through all topographic positions. In all topographic units rainfall simulation 

experimentss were carried out. The Bowyer-Bower and Burt (1989) type rainfall simulator was 

used.. Figure 4.2 shows the locations of the sites where the rainfall simulation experiments 

wheree carried out. Two sites were selected on the upper slopes (site 1 and 2), three sites on the 

middlee slopes (site 3, 4 and 7), only one site in the badlands (site 6) due to the steep 

topographyy and three sites on the lower slopes (site 5, 8 and 9). At each site at least 3 different 

rainfalll  intensities were used varying from 20 mm hr"1 to 100 mm hr"1 and runoff was 

collectedd downslope in a gutter. In this way, rainfall intensity - runoff relations were 

obtained.. The duration of the rainfall simulation experiments was 30 minutes. Variation in 

surfacee characteristics was kept to a minimum and initial soil moisture conditions were more 

orr less the same. An open area of 40 by 60 cm was rained with water having an EC of less 

thann 150 jiS cm"1. For the applicability of plot scale experiments in erosion studies reference 

iss made to Wainwright et al. (2001). In all topographic units, open erosion plots and simple 

rainn gauges were installed to monitor runoff from natural rainfall events. Open erosion plots 

onn the upper slopes were installed at site 1 and 2. Differences in generated runoff between the 
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Figuree 4.1: location of the badlands catchment (after Maas et al., 2000) 
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Figuree 4.2: Cross section of badlands system. The numbers indicate the locations of the rainfall 

experiments.. 1 and 2: upper slopes. 3, 4 and 7: mid slopes. 6: badlands. 5, 8 and 9: lower slopes. 

sitess were minimal and the results were averaged. On the mid-slope areas erosion plots were 

installedd at all sites, both in the badlands (site 6) and on the lower slopes (site 5) one plot was 

installed. . 

Att each site, general characteristics such as altitude, slope, erosion features and soil 

surfacee characteristics were recorded for each plot and the soil profile was described 

accordingg to the FAO systems (1977). The sites are more or less homogenous at the hillslope 

scalee with respect to geomorphology, soils, vegetation and land use, except for the mid slopes 

wheree erosion varies from sheet erosion to ril l and gully erosion. 

Soill  samples for chemical and physical analysis were taken at 5 - 10 cm depth at the four 

cornerss and in the middle of a 30 x 30 m2 plot and subsequently the five samples were bulked. 

Soill  chemical analysis followed standard procedures. pH and EC were measured in a 1:5 soil 

waterr (demineralised) suspension. Extractable sodium, potassium, magnesium and calcium 

weree analysed in a 1 M NH4OAc extract. Organic Carbon (C) was determined with the 

Walkley-Blackk method (Walkley and Black, 1934) and multiplied by 1.72 to obtain organic 

matterr (OM) content. Total nitrogen (N-tot) was determined by the Kjeldahl method (Bremner 

andd Mulvaney, 1982). Available phosphorous was analysed using Olsen's method (Olsen et 

al.,, 1954). 
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Sampless for the determination of soil water content were taken at 1 -3 cm depths before 

andd after the rainfall experiments. Because the differences in soil water content after the 

experimentss at one site were small, the moisture content after the different intensities was 

averaged.. Samples were oven dried at 105°C for 24 hours and weighted. A pressure plate 

apparatuss was used to establish soil water at field capacity and permanent wilting point. The 

sand,, silt and clay fractions were determined by the sieving/pipette method after the removal 

off  organic matter and carbonates. Aggregate stability was measured with the water drop test 

(Imesonn and Vis, 1984) and the Jornada test (Herrick et al., 2001). Samples were taken from 

thee topsoil (the crust) and the subsoil at 5 cm depth. The water drop test determines how many 

dropss of demineralised water are needed to destroy an aggregate and is replicated for 20 

aggregatess for each soil sample. The Jornada test indicates how often an aggregate has to be 

immersedd in demineralised water before it falls apart and is replicated for 18 aggregates for 

eachh soil sample. Aggregate stability is rated on a scale from one (low) to six (high) (Herrick 

etal.,2001). . 

Too test whether the above-mentioned variables were statistically significant different for 

thee topographical positions, a non-parametric one-way ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis test) was 

carriedd out (Siegel and Castellan, 1988). As the badlands are only described in one site, this 

sitee was added to the mid slopes in order to carry out post hoc multiple comparisons. 

4.. Results 

Thee slopes towards the channel are divided into the upper slopes (the old river terraces), 

whichh are secondary water divides, with a slope of 6-7°, the mid slopes with an average slope 

off  25° and the lower slopes with a slope between 18 and 30°. The badlands have a slope of 

30°,, and cut through all topographic positions (Table 4.1). 

Thee soils on the upper slopes have a relatively thick Ah horizon of 7-8 cm and an average 

vegetationn cover of 80% composed of small grasses and 45% composed of Acacia caven 

(Tablee 4.1). The vegetation cover of small grasses is significantly higher on the old terraces 

thann on the mid slopes + badlands and the lower slopes (p = 0.046) (Table 4.2). The thickness 

off  the Ah horizon and the soil depth on the mid slopes ranges from 0 to 3 cm and 3 to 13 cm, 

respectively,, for site 3 and 7. On the other hand, the thickness of the Ah horizon and the soil 

depthh of site 4 are 8 and 46 cm, respectively (Table 4.1). The vegetation cover is 8-10% for 

grassess and 12-18% for Acacia caven for site 3 and 7, whereas site 4 has a grass cover of 20% 

andd an Acacia caven cover of 5%. Soil surface characteristics are more or less homogenous on 

thee mid slopes: 60 to 65% stones, 5 to 10% bare and 10 to 20% crust. The badlands have no 
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Tablee 4.1: Slope, depth of Ah and solum, and soil surface characteristics 

Topographicc Site Slope Depth (cm) Vegetation cover (%) Soil cover (%) 

position n 

Upperr slope 

Upperr slope 

Midd slope 

Midd slope 

Midd slope 

Badlands s 

Lowerr slope 

Lowerr slope 

Lowerr slope 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

7 7 

6 6 

5 5 

8 8 

9 9 

) ) 
7 7 

6 6 

28 8 

22 2 

28 8 

30 0 

26 6 

18 8 

30 0 

Ah h 

8 8 

7 7 

0 0 

8 8 

3 3 

0 0 

6 6 

4 4 

8 8 

Solumm Small 

14 4 

29 9 

13 3 

46 6 

3 3 

0 0 

30 0 

50 0 

27 7 

72 2 

91 1 

8 8 

20 0 

10 0 

0 0 

15 5 

50 0 

48 8 

grassess Acacia caven 

55 5 

35 5 

18 8 

5 5 

12 2 

0 0 

0 0 

45 5 

30 0 

Litterr Stone 

7 7 

6 6 

4 4 

2 2 

2 2 

0 0 

2 2 

5 5 

5 5 

5 5 

2 2 

60 0 

65 5 

60 0 

65 5 

50 0 

10 0 

15 5 

Baree Cn 

55 15 

44 2 

88 20 

55 10 

100 20 

00 35 

200 15 

100 30 

155 30 

soill  and no vegetation cover. Stones and crusts cover the surface (Table 4.1). The mid slopes 

++ badlands have significantly higher values for stones than the upper slopes and lower slopes 

(pp = 0.028) (Table 4.2). The lower slopes have relatively deep soils of 27 to 50 cm and the 

thicknesss of the Ah horizon varies between 4 and 8 cm. Site 5 of the lower slopes has the 

lowestt vegetation cover of the lower slopes with 15% small grass and no Acacia caven. The 

soill  surface cover is similar to that of the mid slopes and badlands. Sites 8 and 9 of the lower 

slopess have a vegetation cover of small grasses of approximately 50% and the cover of Acacia 

cavencaven ranges between 30 and 45% (Table 4.1). 

Thee results of the chemical soil analysis are shown in Table 4.3. The upper slopes have much 

higherr values for OM, N-tot, available P and extractable K than the other topographic units. 

OMM and P are significantly higher (p = 0.46 for both) than on the mid slopes + badlands and 

lowerr slopes (Table 4.2). Ca and Mg do not vary very much between the units. OM varies 

betweenn 1.4 and 3.2% on the mid slopes, N varies between 0.11 and 0.21% and P varies 

betweenn 1 and 8 ppm. Site 4 has the highest values and site 3 and 7 have the lowest values on 

thee mid slopes. As could be expected, the badlands have a low OM percentage of 0.6 and N-

tott is as low as 0.07%. In the badlands the EC is as high as 2.48 mS cm"1. The lower slopes 

havee an OM content of 2.3 to 5% and a P content of 6 to 16 ppm. The lowest values 

correspondd with site 5. 
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Tablee 4.2: Non-parametric one-way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test for topographical position. The 

meanss of the significantly different variables are shown. The letters in brackets specify the different 

groups. . 

Variable e 

Smalll grasses (%) 

Stoness (%) 

OMM (%) 

PP (ppm) 

Aggregatee Stability 

(Jornadaa -subb soil) 

Tablee 4.3: Chemical 

Topographic c 

position n 

Upperr slope 

Upperr slope 

Midd slope 

Midd slope 

Midd slope 

Badlands s 

Lowerr slope 

Lowerr slope 

Lowerr slope 

Site e 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

7 7 

6 6 

5 5 

8 8 

9 9 

Topographicc position 

Upperr slope 

82 2 

4 ( ( 

9.8 8 

(b) ) 

a) ) 

(b) ) 

117(b) ) 

5.7 7 (b) ) 

soill properties at 5 

PHH 15 EC 15 

7.3 3 

8.2 2 

8.3 3 

8.6 6 

9.0 0 

7.7 7 

8.5 5 

8.2 2 

8.4 4 

{mSS cm 

0.22 2 

0.24 4 

0.19 9 

0.18 8 

0.22 2 

2.48 8 

0.11 1 

0.20 0 

0.17 7 

Midd slope + badlands 

10(a) ) 

63(b) ) 

1.7(a) ) 

4(a) ) 

4.11 (a) 

-100 depth 

OM M 

1)) (%) 

9.3 3 

10.2 2 

1.4 4 

3.2 2 

1.7 7 

0.6 6 

2.3 3 

5.0 0 

3.8 8 

N N 

0.72 2 

0.82 2 

0.13 3 

0.21 1 

0.11 1 

0.07 7 

0.13 3 

0.28 8 

0.21 1 

P P 

(ppm) ) 

120 0 

104 4 

1 1 

8 8 

5 5 

2 2 

6 6 

16 6 

16 6 

Lowerr slopes 

38(a) ) 

25(a) ) 

3.77 (a) 

13(a) ) 

5.77 (b) 

K K 

(mmolc c 

5.72 2 

5.40 0 

0.13 3 

0.17 7 

0.17 7 

0.20 0 

0.11 1 

0.34 4 

0.24 4 

Na a 

100g-1) ) 

1.91 1 

0.63 3 

0.49 9 

0.82 2 

0.66 6 

1.00 0 

0.38 8 

1.60 0 

0.91 1 

P P 

0.046 6 

0.028 8 

0.046 6 

0.046 6 

0.043 3 

Ca a 

15 5 

13 3 

11 1 

7 7 

11 1 

12 2 

9 9 

11 1 

10 0 

Mg g 

13 3 

10 0 

11 1 

5 5 

7 7 

13 3 

7 7 

11 1 

10 0 

Althoughh water content at Field Capacity (FC) and Wilting Point (WP) varies between the 

sitess and topographic positions, there is little difference in Available Water (AW) within the 

catchmentt and all values are very low (Table 4.4). The upper slopes have a slightly higher 

AWW with values between 3 and 5% and site 4 on the mid slopes has 4% of AW. The AW of 

thee other sites varies between 2 and 3%. The upper and lower slopes have a sandy loam 

texture,, the mid slopes have sandy loam to sandy clay loam texture and the badlands have a 

sandyy clay texture. 

Figuree 4.3 shows that the rainfall intensity of the rainfall simulation experiments is 

positivelyy correlated with the runoff rate except for the upper slopes where all rainfall 

infiltratess regardless of the rainfall intensity. On the lower slopes littl e runoff is produced with 

aa runoff rate of 15 mm hr"1 at an intensity of 60 mm hr"1 and a runoff rate of 37 mm hr"1 at an 
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Tablee 4.4: Physical soil properties at 5-10 cm depth. FC is soil water content at field capacity, WP is 

soill  water content at wilting point and AW is available water 

Topographic c 

position n 

Upperr slope 

Upperr slope 

Midd slope 

Midd slope 

Midd slope 

Badlands s 

Lowerr slope 

Lowerr slope 

Lowerr slope 

Site e 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

7 7 

6 6 

5 5 

8 8 

9 9 

FC C 

(we e 

26 6 

28 8 

16 6 

15 5 

17 7 

17 7 

12 2 

19 9 

16 6 

WP P 

ghtt %) 

23 3 

23 3 

14 4 

11 1 

14 4 

14 4 

9 9 

17 7 

13 3 

AW W 

3 3 

5 5 

2 2 

4 4 

3 3 

3 3 

3 3 

2 2 

3 3 

Sand d 

60 0 

66 6 

57 7 

65 5 

56 6 

44 4 

73 3 

67 7 

68 8 

Silt t 

27 7 

26 6 

19 9 

22 2 

18 8 

25 5 

17 7 

20 0 

21 1 

Clay y 

13 3 

8 8 

25 5 

13 3 

26 6 

31 1 

10 0 

14 4 

11 1 

Texture e 

Sandyy loam 

Sandyy loam 

Sandyy clay loam 

Sandyy loam 

Sandyy clay loam 

Sandyy clay 

Sandyy loam 

Sandyy loam 

Sandyy loam 

intensityy of 75 mm hr"1. Mid slopes have a moderate runoff production with runoff rates of 29 

andd 49 mm hr"1 at intensities of 60 and 74 mm hr"1, respectively.. The badlands have high 

runofff  rates with 39 mm hr"1 at an intensity of 50 mm hr'1 and 47 mm hr"1 at an intensity of 70 

mmm hr"1. 

Thee soil water content varies between and within the topographic units, before and after 

thee experiments (Table 4.5). The badlands, the mid slopes at site 4 and the lower slopes at site 

55 have the lowest water content before, less than 8%, and after, between 12 and 15% the 

experiments.. The upper slopes have high values of 12% to 15% before and 30 to 31% after 

thee experiments. The remaining sites of the lower slopes have reasonably high values after the 

experiments,, 18 and 23%. The remaining sites of the mid slopes have intermediate values. 

Thee relation between daily natural rainfall and runoff, obtained from open erosion plots, is 

shownn in Figure 4.4. The upper slopes have no runoff and all rainfall infiltrates. In the mid 

slopes,, runoff production in site 4 is low with almost complete infiltration during the low 

intensityy storms. Unfortunately, there are no data available for the 15 mm event. However, 

sitee 3 and 7, produce 0.3 and 0.8 mm of runoff, respectively, during a rainfall event of 6.6 

mm.. And 0.9 and 1.1 mm of runoff, respectively, is produced during a rainfall event with 15 

mm.. Runoff in the badlands is generated at events with small amounts of rainfall. A 3.5 mm 

eventt produced 0.4 mm runoff, a 6.6 mm event produced 0.9 mm runoff and during the 15 

mmm event, 1.6 mm of runoff was produced. On the lower slopes, significant runoff was only 

producedd during the 15 mm event. 
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Figuree 4.3: relation between rainfall intensity during 30 minutes and runoff rate (obtained from rainfall 

simulationn experiments) 
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Figuree 4.4: relation between daily natural rainfall and runoff 

Thee Jornada test showed that the aggregate stability of the top and sub soil of the upper 

andd lower slopes is good and that there is no difference between the two topographic units 

(Tablee 4.6). The topsoils have an average value of 5 and the sub soils have an average value 

off  5. The aggregate stability of the mid slopes varies between 2.2 and 5.5 for the topsoils and 

betweenn 3.9 and 5.4 for the sub soils. Site 4 has the highest aggregate stability. The badlands 

havee a low value of 2.4 for both the topsoil and the sub soil. Table 4.2 shows that the mid 

slopess + badlands have a significantly lower aggregate stability for the sub soil than the upper 

slopess and the lower slopes. According to the Water-drop test, site 4 has the highest aggregate 
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Tablee 4.5: Soil water content before and after the rainfall simulation experiments 

Topographicc position Site Soil water content (weight %) 

Beforee experiment After experiment 

Upperr slope 

Upperr slope 

Midd slope 

Midd slope 

Midd slope 

Badlands s 

Lowerr slope 

Lowerr slope 

Lowerr slope 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

7 7 

6 6 

5 5 

8 8 

9 9 

12 2 

15 5 

7 7 

11 1 

11 1 

4 4 

8 8 

12 2 

12 2 

30 0 

31 1 

12 2 

18 8 

15 5 

15 5 

13 3 

18 8 

23 3 

Tablee 4.6: Soil aggregate stability 

Topographicc position Site Jornada test Waterdrop test - average 

Topp soil (0-2 cm) Sub soil (5-10 cm) drops needed (5-10 cm) 

5 5 

5.0 0 

2.2 2 

5.5 5 

3.8 8 

2.4 4 

4.5 5 

5.0 0 

5 5 

5.5 5 

5.8 8 

4.7 7 

5.4 4 

3.9 9 

2.4 4 

5.5 5 

5.8 8 

5.8 8 

16 6 

18 8 

23 3 

25 5 

17 7 

13 3 

22 2 

23 3 

21 1 

stabilityy and the upper slopes have only a moderate aggregate stability. The lower slopes have 

aa good aggregate stability and the badlands have the lowest aggregate stability. The results of 

thee Jornada test demonstrate that the subsoil has a higher aggregate stability than the topsoil. 

5.. Discussion 

Thee positive effect of grasses in semi-arid areas on increasing the infiltration capacity of 

thee soil is well shown on the old river terraces (the upper slopes) where the grass cover is high 

andd all water infiltrates. This is in accordance with results from Abrahams et al. (1995) and 

Wainwrightt et al. (2001). On the older terraces, runoff did not occur due to the low soil 

surfacee cover of crust, bare and (embedded) stones. Other factors that prevent the soil from 

Upperr slope 

Upperr slope 

Midd slope 

Midd slope 

Midd slope 

Badlands s 

Lowerr slope 

Lowerr slope 

Lowerr slooe 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

7 7 

6 6 

5 5 

8 8 

9 9 
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beingg eroded are the smooth slope, the high OM content and the high aggregate stability of 

thee soil. 

Thee runoff rate on the mid slopes ranges from moderate to high with site 4 having the 

lowestt rate. The runoff rate increases at higher rainfall intensities. The mid slopes have a large 

variabilityy in runoff production. At site 4 runoff production is very low but at site 7, runoff is 

generatedd at low amounts of rainfall but increases littl e with increasing rainfall. At site 3, 

runofff  increases steadily with increasing rainfall. The steepness of the slopes and soil surface 

characteristicss are more or less homogenous on the mid slopes but the thickness of the Ah 

horizonn and the depth of the soil vary largely, so does the vegetation cover, OM and N-tot 

content,, available P, available water and aggregate stability. This might indicate that certain 

partss of the mid slopes are less susceptible to erosion than other parts which is reflected in the 

degreee of soil truncation. 

Inn the badlands, runoff rate is the highest for the whole catchment and runoff is easily 

generated.. The steep slopes, the absence of a soil profile and a vegetation cover and the low 

aggregatee stability make the badlands very susceptible for erosion. 

Although,, in general, sites 8 and 9 of the lower slopes have a lower runoff rate than site 5, 

runofff  production at site 5 is still relatively low and only a large storm event of 15 mm of rain 

cann generate runoff. There is some variability in surface characteristics and soil properties on 

thee lower slopes but the relatively deep soils and the presence of Ah horizons, combined with 

thee high OM and high aggregate stability indicate that these slopes are more or less stable and 

nott very susceptible to erosion. 

Thee results show that the type of soil surface, vegetation and litter cover and aggregate 

stabilityy vary largely between, and to some extent within, the topographic units. According to 

Martinez-Menaa et al. (2001), Vandekerckhove et al. (2000), Solé-Benet et al. (1997), Böhm 

andd Gerold (1995), Canton et al. (2001) and López-Bermüdez et al. (1998) these are key 

factorss in determining runoff. The soil moisture also varies between the topographic positions. 

Thee upper slopes and lower slopes have the highest soil moisture, both before and after the 

rainfalll  simulations, suggesting higher water retention capacities and better infiltration 

capacitiess (Canton et al, 2001; Fitzjohn et al., 1998). As a consequence, the sensitivity to 

erosionn along the topographic gradient from upper slopes to lower slopes differs considerably, 

whichh is similar to findings of Rienks et al. (2000). 

Thee connectivity of runoff and sediment transport is closely related to the sensitivity to 

erosion.. Puigdefabregas et al. (1998) found that upper slopes act as runoff sources and lower 

slopess act as sinks during the majority of events. The spatial distribution of the type of soil 
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surfacee and vegetation cover controls the connectivity on hillslopes (Canton et al., 2001) and 

thee hydraulic properties, and thus soil moisture, are controlled by local factors that determine 

thee distribution of source and sink areas (Fitzjohn et al., 1998). Given the high variability of 

soill  surface type, vegetation cover and soil moisture in the badlands system, the connectivity 

changess along the topographic gradient and the linkages between slopes and channels are 

weak.. The upper slopes are stable and do not produce runoff. The midslopes are sensitive to 

erosionn and produce runoff and sediments. At the lower slopes runoff infiltrates and sediments 

aree deposited. So the connectivity between upper slopes on the one hand and mid slopes and 

lowerr slopes on the other hand is weak. The badlands cut through all topographic positions 

andd are linked directly with the channels thereby providing the channel with sediments and 

transportingg them out of the catchment. 

Althoughh most low magnitude - high frequency rainfall events produce some runoff and 

erosionn they do not have enough energy to transport sediments over large distances 

(Wainwrightt et al., 2001). The sediments are temporarily stored in the catchment and will be 

removedd during high intensity storms when erosivity thresholds are overcome (Canton et al., 

2001).. During such an event, the connectivity between topographic positions is well 

establishedd and all slopes produce runoff and sediments and are linked to the channel. This 

hass been observed in the badlands catchment during an extreme event (Coppus and Imeson, in 

press)) and has also been reported by many other authors in the Mediterranean (López-

Bermüdezz et al., 1998; Martinez-Mena et al., 2001). 

Otherr characteristics that affect erosivity thresholds are vegetation cover (Snelder and 

Bryan,, 1995) and topographic properties (Vandekerckhove et al., 2000). Snelder and Bryan 

(1995)) reported that below a vegetation cover of 25% erosion rates increased rapidly on 

rangelandss in Kenya. The local soil surface slope and the drainage-basin area at the point of 

infiltrationn of ephemeral gullies are the topographical thresholds mentioned by 

Vandekerckhovee et al. (2000). In the badlands system, runoff increases when the grass 

vegetationn cover is less than 15% and the Acacia caven is less than 30%. The effect of the 

slopee on runoff appears to be minimal. When the grass cover is high enough, runoff on slopes 

of30°islow. . 

Fieldd evidence shows that the present river channel has cut in its former floodplain. Maas 

ett al. (2000) found a similar incision in the adjoining Rio Alizos catchment and attributed it to 

ann increase in flood erosivity during relatively dry periods. The intensification of floods and 

itss relation to badlands initiation during dry periods resulting from a lower vegetation cover 

andd higher runoff coefficients is also discussed by Nogueras et al. (2000) and Gonzalez 
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(2001).. The lower slopes are former river terraces or inactive slumps, which are stabilised and 

revegetated.. It is believed by the authors that slumping followed after the incision and 

initiatedd the formation of gullies. This is supported by Kirkby and Bull (2000) and 

Vandekerckhovee et al. (2000) who stress the importance of slumping for gully erosion on 

steepp slopes. Evidence of pipe erosion is found in the catchment and this has probably 

enhancedd gully formation. In the field it was observed that the headward retreat of the gullies 

iss accompanied with slumping and piping at the gully head. Another observation in the field 

showss that the erosion started at and has followed previous existing (buried) channels and 

gullies.. This was also reported by Rienks et al. (2000), whereas Gonzalez (2001) described a 

moree or less similar evolution of the formation of arroyos in North Dakota. 

6.. Conclusions 

Thee susceptibility to erosion in the badlands system varies between the topographical 

positions.. The upper and lower slopes are not very sensitive, the mid slopes are moderately 

sensitivee and the badlands are highly sensitive. Several indicators for sensitivity for erosion 

weree found namely: percentage cover of small grasses, the stone cover, OM, available P and 

aggregatee stability of the sub soil. These indicators differ significantly for the topographic 

positions. . 

Onn the midslopes and lower slopes, a rainfall event of about 5 mm of is needed to generate 

connectedd runoff and for the badlands 3 mm of rainfall is sufficient. On the upper slopes even 

aa 15 mm event is not enough to produces runoff. 

Thee connectivity between the topographic positions and the channel is low. Only the 

badlandss are directly linked with the channel. Heavy rainstorms as described in Chapter 5 are 

neededd to establish linkages between all topographic positions and the channel. 

Thee field evidence suggests that the erosion is triggered by the incision of the channel and 

nott by the introduction of cattle and goats. Hence, a natural event would have been the trigger 

off  badlands formation rather than human interference. This is in accordance with findings of 

López-Bermüdezz et al. (1998), Nogueras et al. (2000) and Rienks et al. (2000). However, the 

introductionn of cattle and goats led to a decrease in vegetation cover and a change in 

vegetationn type. This has probably increased the erosion on the slopes to the present dramatic 

level. . 
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EXTREMEE EVENTS CONTROLLING EROSION AND SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN A SEMI-ARID SUB 

ANDEANN VALLEY * 

Abstract t 

Thee importance of extreme events in controlling erosion and sediment transport in semi-

aridd areas has long been appreciated but in practice being by definition rare and episodic they 

aree difficult to study. When they are observed this is frequently in catchments for which littl e 

dataa is available. Another difficulty is that even when catchments are being monitored the 

instrumentss that record discharge; sediment load and hillslope sediment fluxes perform 

inaccuratelyy or unpredictably during extreme weather conditions. This paper describes slope 

andd channel processes that were actually observed by the authors during a (at least) 1:30 year 

300 minute event with a rainfall intensity of 240 mm hr' in a second order tributary of the Rio 

Camachoo near Tarija in Southern Bolivia. During the event, it could be observed how 

differentt tributary streams and slope sections contributed sediments and flow to the main 

channel.. Evidence for these contributions did not survive the event; something that has 

implicationss for both modelling and monitoring. 

Thee ephemeral channel rapidly filled up with runoff and erosion by hailstones was 

considerable.. It was concluded that extreme events largely contribute to erosion and sediment 

transportt and that the majority of the rainstorms probably play a minor role. 

1.. Introduction 

Inn semi-arid environments high magnitude low frequency events are assumed to be 

dominantt with respect to both river channel processes and soil erosion (Hooke and Mant, 

2000;; Mulligan, 1998; Osterkamp and Friedman, 2000; Poesen and Hooke, 1997; White and 

Garcia-Ruiz,, 1998; Wolman and Miller, 1961). Consequently, it is during such events that the 

linkagess between hill slopes and channels are very important. However, although various 

studiess of impacts of high intensity rainfall events in semi arid areas on ephemeral channels 

havee been published (Conesa Garcia, 1995; Harvey, 1984; Hooke and Mant, 2000; White and 

Garcia-Ruiz,, 1998), knowledge about the actual erosion processes taking place during such 

eventss is very limited and based upon logical assumptions concerning what took place, rather 

thann upon first-hand experience. 

**  Accepted for publication in Earth Surface Processes and Landforms, with A.C. Imeson, 
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Almostt by definition, extreme events in semi-arid regions have a high spatial and temporal 

variability,, as they are quite often the result of local intense storms (Bull et al., 1999; 

Camarasaa Belmonte and Segura Beltran, 2001; Hooke and Mant, 2000). The geomorphologic 

impactss of an extreme event are closely related to factors such as the parent material 

erodibility,, topography, vegetation cover and (historic) land use (Bull et al., 1999; Camarasa 

Belmontee and Segura Beltran, 2001). Nevertheless, as in humid areas, linkages between hill 

slopee and river channel processes might be expected to be important. These linkages, not 

oftenn witnessed, could change greatly during the course of a storm. Quantitative data and 

informationn that describe the functioning of slope-channel systems during extreme conditions 

iss often scarce simply because the events themselves are rare and episodic (Bull et al., 1999; 

Harvey,, 1984; Hooke and Mant, 2000). A technical problem is that instruments that record 

discharge,, sediment loads as well as hill slope sediment fluxes perform inaccurately or 

unpredictablyy during extreme conditions. 

Thiss paper will describe slope and channel linkages and processes that were actually 

observedd by the authors during a 30 minute event with a rainfall intensity of 240 mm hr"1 in a 

secondd order tributary of the Rio Camacho near Tarija in Southern Bolivia. Rainfall data from 

thee very nearby village of Juntas are available since 1974 and have never recorded such an 

amountt of rainfall in one day so it was at least a 1: 30 year event. The erosive impact of hail 

duringg the storm was observed and will be discussed. Some background information on the 

catchmentt conditions and soil erosion related measurements that were being made is also 

presented.. The objective is also to point out that evidence of linkages between slopes and 

channelss seen along the river during the first part of an event can disappear later during 

successivee hydrograph stages. Further, erosion processes and mechanisms that were actually 

observedd did not correspond exactly with what was expected beforehand. 

2.. Study area 

Thee study area is situated in a second-order tributary of the Camacho River near Tarija, 

southh Bolivia (Figure 5.1). The climate is semi-arid (600 mm yr"1) with most precipitation 

duringg high intensity summer storms. Winters are characterized by a long dry period of 8 

months. . 

Thee lower part of the catchment consists of fluvio-lacustrine sediments in which several 

oldd river terraces can be distinguished and in which extensive badlands have formed. The 

texturee of the unconsolidated and consolidated sediments varies widely between clays and 

pebbles.. The parent material has a high erodibility due to the presence of dispersive clays. 
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Figuree 5.1: Location of the catchment (after Maas et al., 2000) 
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Thee upper part of the catchment is situated between 2000 and 2150 m.a.s.1. and the lower 

partt lies between 1900 and 2000 m.a.s.1. This paper describes the observations made in the 

ephemerall  channel in the lower part of the catchment. The slopes towards the channel are 

dividedd into: the upper slopes (the old river terraces), which are secondary water divides, with 

aa slope of 7°, the mid-slopes with a slope of 26° and the lower slopes with a slope of 25°. The 

badlandss have a slope of 30°, and cut through all topographic positions. In general, the upper 

slopess have a length between 50 and 100m, the mid slopes have a length between 20 to 70m 

andd the lower slopes have a length varying between 5 to 30m. The badlands have a length of 

att least 50m. The 110 ha sized catchment is affected by different degrees of erosion, varying 

fromm almost no erosion on stable upper and moderate slopes to heavy erosion in the badlands. 

Thee catchment is grazed by cows, pigs and goats. The cows and pigs graze on the old river 

terracess and the goats are restricted to the steep slopes. The main vegetation species is Acacia 

caven.caven. The cover of Acacia caven varies between 50% on the upper slopes (the old river 

terraces)) and lower slopes and 0% in the badlands, mid slopes have around 12% cover. The 

totall  vegetation cover is higher than 75% on the divide and on the lower slopes along the 

ephemerall  channel. Here, soils have a thin A horizon and organic matter contents of 4% or 

more.. Mid slopes have a total vegetation cover between 0 and 26% and an organic matter 

contentt of less than 3%. 

Inn the upper part of the catchments Leptosols prevail whereas on the old river terraces 

Cambisolss are formed. The slopes of the lower part of the catchment are characterised by 

Regosolss (FAO-UNESCO, 1988). Total amount of runoff during natural rain events varies 

betweenn the topographic position within the catchment. The upper and lower slopes have the 

lowestt values for runoff while the mid slopes and the badlands produce the largest amounts of 

runoff.. During a 3.5 mm rainfall event the mid slopes produce 0.03 mm runoff and the 

badlandss produce 0.35 mm. The lower slopes and the upper slopes do not produce runoff. A 

155 mm rainfall event produced 0 mm, 0.6 mm, 1.6 mm and 0.5 mm for the upper slopes, the 

midd slopes, the badlands and the lower slopes respectively. Rainfall experiments showed that 

att an intensity of 60 mm hr"1, the badlands have an infiltration rate of 17 mm hr" while the 

dividess have an infiltration rate of 59 mm hr"1. The mid and lower slopes have intermediate 

valuess of 31 mm hr"1 and 38 mm hr"1, respectively. Mid slopes are characterized with rill s and 

gulliess and act as transportation zone for sediments. 
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3.. Methods and Methodology 

Thee storm event began unexpectedly when the authors were located in the ephemeral 

channel.. The discharge at that time was about 50 litres per second. The very heavy, rainfall 

andd hail caused poor visibility and made photography difficult. It was not possible to safely 

movee during the most critical thirty-minutes period. Much vegetation was destroyed by hail 

andd shelter was needed at times for protection. 

Beforee the onset of the event, open erosion plots were functioning on the slopes where 

rainfalll  and runoff was being measured. Rainfall simulation experiments were being used to 

obtainn infiltration rates. During the event visual observations were made by the authors with 

respectt to runoff, erosion processes and linkages between hill slopes and channel. Parameters 

neededd to calculated the peak discharge were obtained a day after the event. During a 

precedingg minor event, sediment samples of runoff rill s and the ephemeral stream were taken 

too estimated to total amount of suspended sediment load transported during the event. This 

wass extrapolated to total soil loss in the catchment. Bed load was not included in the 

calculations. . 

4.. Results 

4.1.Field4.1.Field Observations 

Thee river was observed from the site shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. The storm 

resultedd in the reach being aggraded with by at least a meter with relatively uniform gravel 

bothh in the horizontal and the vertical direction. It was possible to observe how during the 

event,, the banks of the river channel, the lower slopes and the tributary streams were 

contributingg sediments and water to the main channel. Evidence of these contributions, which 

hass implications for linkages, did not survive the event. During the next paragraphs, a 

summaryy is made of observations made during successive stages of the storm. 

Successivee stages of main sediment supply during the extreme event 

1.. After 2 minutes of heavy rainfall: Sediment and runoff started to enter the river, 

exclusivelyy from rill s and pipes on the riverbanks. These were the only sediment sources until 

aboutt four minutes. The sediment was dispersed and rich in clay but it also contained silt and 

sand. . 

2.. From 3 to 8 minutes: Rainfall intensity increased. Water arrived from the first and 

secondd order tributaries on the adjacent slopes and these are soon contributing most sediment 
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Figuree 5.2 (left): Peak discharge as seen from the observation point. The white areas are hail 

Figuree 5.3 (right): Mudflows occurring opposite to observation point during the rising stage 

too the river channel. Nearly all of the water in the channel came from these tributaries, not 

fromm the slopes along the river. 

3.. From 8 to 15 minutes: Al l of the slopes above the riverbank started to contribute 

sedimentt and Hortonian overland flow; discharge increased rapidly and there was 

considerablee scouring and erosion of the channel. Water from the main tributary became more 

importantt than that from first and second order tributaries. 

4.. From 15 to 30 minutes: Rainfall intensity increased to a maximum. Mass movements, 

mostlyy shallow mud and small debris flows started to contribute sediment all along the 

channell  (Figure 5.3). The velocity of the river reached a peak. The impact of flow at bends of 

thee river where hard rock was present was significant. In the absence of rock and trees, 

channell  erosion was ubiquitous. At 20 minutes, hail stones had a major impact on slope 
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Figuree 5.4: Erosion of deposited gravel by channel flow directly after the peak 

Figuree 5.5: Dry riverbed after the event 

erosion.. However, so much hail fell that the slopes were white and the hail offered some 

protectionn (Figure 5.2). The hail obliterated the leaves of most of the plants not protected by 

thorns. . 
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Figuree 5.6: Riverbank erosion during the event was on a massive scale 

5.. From 30 to 40 minutes. Rain stopped and flow decreased rapidly and considerable 

aggradationn of gravel was observed in the channel. Large amounts of gravel deposited during 

thee first part of the recession were later eroded again as flow cut channels into the new bed 

(Figuree 5.4). Furtheraggradation occurred locally as water infiltrated into the gravel bed, 

leavingg the suspended sediment it was carrying on the surface. This resulted in the 

developmentt of gravel banks. 

Erosionn processes during the extreme event 

Severall  photographs are shown to illustrate both the field situation and the observations 

summarisedd above. The main tributary river at about peak discharge is shown in Figure 5.2. 

Thee white flecks on the slope are accumulations of hail. Figure 5.3, taken looking across the 

stream,, shows the more or less continuous movement of shallow mudslides and overland flow 

thatt input sediment directly into the channel. Figure 5.4, one hour after the event, shows the 

moree or less 1 meter thick accumulation of aggrading gravel that was deposited during the 
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Figuree 5.7: Bank erosion: even tree roots did not protect the banks from erosion during the peak 

fallingg stage. The braided channel developed during the recession. The normal dry river 

coursee (Figure 5.5) is at the same site as in Figure 5.3. Particularly important was the massive 

amountt of bank erosion that had occurred at bends where the bank material had deflected the 

floww of the river. An extreme example of bank erosion is shown in Figure 5.6 where a 5m 

highh bend in the channel was eroded over a distance of 10 meter. Even banks protected by 

treess had experienced up to 0.5 meter of erosion (Figure 5.7). On the catchment slopes, it 

couldd be seen that overland flow had occurred almost everywhere. Where Gerlach troughs had 

beenn installed, these were completely buried by sediment (Figure 5.8). 

4.2.4.2. The impact of hail erosion 

Inn the literature littl e or no mention is made about the erosive impact of hailstones during 

extremee events. This is not surprising as the evidence after a storm quickly disappears in semi 

aridd climates. Nevertheless, the authors observed the devastating power of hail stones as an 

erodingg agent and an example of the erosive impact of a hail stone compared to a raindrop 

wil ll  be given. According to Hudson (1995), the median drop diameter of a high intensity 

rainstormm is approximately 2.5 mm following a skewed distribution. The hail stones we 

observedd had a diameter of approximately 1 cm. Using the terminal velocity model of van 

Boxell  (1998) the kinetic energy of a raindrop or a hailstorm can be calculated. Table 5.1 
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Figuree 5.8: Erosion plot (gutter) buried by sediment during event 

showss that a raindrop with a diameter of 2.5 mm has a kinetic energy at the moment of impact 

withh the soil surface of 0.230 * 10 3 J while a raindrop with a diameter of 6 mm has a kinetic 

energyy of 4.8 * 10" J. The maximum diameter of a raindrop is 6 mm as drops bigger than this 

wil ll  become unstable and split up. A hail stone of 10 mm as observed in the field has a K.E of 

1755 * 10"" J which is 750 times as much as a raindrop with a diameter of 2.5 mm and 36 times 

ass much as a raindrop with a diameter of 6 mm. 

4.3.Export4.3.Export of sediment from the catchment 

Itt appeared from stone pedestals that many slopes had lost between 1 and 4 cm of soil but 

thatt very much of this was redeposited both on slopes and in the channel. As far as the wash 

loadd is concerned, it is possible to estimate the discharge using the Manning Equation and 

multiplymultiply the discharge by the average sediment concentration (Table 5.2). However, this 

concentrationn is not really known. Using measured peak concentrations from the previous 

stormm give 21 g 1"' which results in a soil loss of 12.4 tons per hectare (for the wash load). The 

actuall  loss was possibly at least twice as high. 
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Tablee 5.1: Kinetic Energy of a raindrop and a hailstone. Rain max is the maximum size of a raindrop. 

Rainn D50 Rain max Hail 

Diameterr (mm) 2.5 6 10 

Mass(mg)) 8.2 113 480 

Terminall velocity (m s'1) 7.5 9.2 27 

Kineticc Energie (10'3 J) 0.2 4JÏ 175 

Tablee 5.2: estimated provisional discharge and soil loss during the extreme event on November 28' 

1999 9 

Manningg equation: 

channell width (cm) 

channell depth (cm) 

A,, total cross section (m2) 

P,, wetted perimeter (m) 

RR (A/P, m) 

slopee (m m'1) 

n,, surface roughness 

Q(mV1) ) 

vv (m s"1) 

720 720 

102 2 

7.34 4 

9.24 4 

0.79 9 

0.05 5 

0.04 4 

36.06 6 

4.91 1 

5.. Discussion 

5.. /. Consistency with other data 

Thee very high amount of soil loss is consistent with some but not all of the other data that 

hadd been collected and also with the morphology of the landscape. Because all of the Gerlach 

trapss were buried in sediment, they did not work. Although the soils are dispersive, they are to 

somee extent protected by gravel. The high intensity and very high energy of the hailstones 

mustt have made a great impact on erosion during the extreme event. 

Inn Figure 5.3, results of rainfall simulation experiments carried out at different intensities 

cann be seen. The upper slopes have quite high infiltration rates, because they are mainly A 

horizonss with a reasonably high organic matter content and some grass cover. The badland 

slopess had very quick ponding times and high runoff coefficients. The rainfall simulation 

experimentss only allow soils to be compared in terms of rainfall acceptance, because they 

ignoree the run-on from up slope that occurs in real storms. 

surfacee catchment (ha) 110 

runofff coeficient 0.48 

soill loss (ton ha"1) 12.4 
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5.2.Links5.2.Links between slopes and channels 

Fromm the field observations, it was seen that evidence of processes that supply sediments 

too the channel are lost later on during the event as conditions become more extreme. During 

lesss extreme events this might not be the case (Bull et al., 1999). Unlike normal events where 

gulliess and rills form the linkages between upper slopes and channels (Poesen and Hooke, 

1997),, during the extreme event all surfaces where supplying run-off and sediment. Hail 

erosionn was an extremely effective process causing a lot of erosion, also on the channel banks 

andd badland slopes above them. This process is almost never observed because the hail 

disappearss within thirty minutes. 

Thee enormous supply of sediment to the channel is reflected not only in the sediment 

concentrationn but also in the aggradation of a 1 meter layer of gravel along most of the 

channel.. During the later part of the event this gravel was dissected as braided channels 

developedd in it. This has implications for both the sources of sediment and water and its 

transportt capacity at different times during the event and is similar to what Harvey (1984) 

found. . 

5.3.Hail5.3.Hail erosion 

Thee very large difference of kinetic energy between a single raindrop and a hailstone 

suggestt that hailstorms have an enormous erosive impact. This is supported by the fact that 

thee distribution of raindrops is skewed and that hailstones have a more or less uniform 

distribution.. Although the number of raindrops that fall on a square meter is higher than that 

off  hailstones the erosive power of a hailstorm is many times higher than that of a rainstorm. 

Moreover,, hailstones can destroy plant leaves thereby augmenting the area of impact. 

Unfortunately,, hail as an erosive agent has been neglected in the literature. 

5.4.5.4. Magnitude and Frequency 

Thee concepts of magnitude and frequency (Osterkamp and Friedman, 2000; Wolman and 

Miller ,, 1961) and of dominant events for example described by Bull (1999) and Hooke (2000) 

dreww attention to the importance of relatively moderate magnitude events that have a return 

periodd of about 1 to 7 years. Although statistically it can be shown that they are responsible 

forr the most work performed in transporting sediment, they do not change the channel 

morphologyy dramatically (Bull et al., 1999; Harvey, 1984; Hooke and Mant, 2000). 

Accordingg to Maas (2000), extreme flood events in the nearby Rio Alisos with an occurrence 

off  every 5 to 15 years considerably change the valley floor. The 1 in 25 year event in Spain as 
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describedd by Harvey (1984) did modify the channel morphology. Specific characteristics and 

propertiess of very extreme events cannot be deduced from more frequent events. Different 

processess may emerge (such as the hail erosion described above) to produce erosion rates that 

aree far higher than expected. 

6.. Conclusions 

Thee extreme event probably caused more than one cm of erosion over the entire catchment 

andd resulted in the main channel being aggraded by about one meter. In relation, minor 

rainfalll  events played a minor role. Rainfall simulation events did not adequately predict the 

severityy of erosion, possibly because of the very high impact on erosion of hailstones. 

Itt is probably not feasible to monitor or measure an event like this because of the damage 

thatt occurs to instruments and the scale of the erosion. Also moving around the catchment and 

channelss is hazardous. It is hoped that these observations can contribute to a better 

representationn of processes in models. 
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-CHAPTERR 6-

SOILL HYDROLOGICAL RESPONSE TO SIMULATED RAINFALL AND ITS RELATION WITH 

ENVIRONMENTALL CONDITIONS ON THE BOLIVIA N ALTIPLANO* 

Abstract t 

Thee Altiplano of the Central Andes is unknown territory for hydrologists. Despite wetter 

conditionss over the past 500 years, the climate is still semi-arid and the ecosystem is sensitive 

too environmental change. Wind erosion is a serious problem and grazing and the extraction of 

fuell  wood have changed the vegetation cover and type, thereby altering infiltration 

characteristicss of the soil. In this paper, the relation between vegetation type, soil (surface) 

propertiess and the soil hydrological response to (simulated) rainfall is discussed. The aim of 

thiss study was to understand how much water infiltrates after rainfall and hence how much 

waterr would be available for the vegetation and runoff under natural conditions. Although the 

hydrologicall  response to simulated rainfall was complex, in general the cumulative infiltration 

wass high. Ponding took place and saturated overland flow did occur at many sites and in some 

sitess even after few mm of applied rainfall but the water travelled very short distances and 

mostt of it infiltrated within the plot. The resilience of the geo-ecosystem under present 

climaticc conditions is high. However, saturation overland flow will occur more frequently in 

areass with relatively poor infiltration under wetter conditions resulting in soil erosion thereby 

reducingg the water availability for vegetation. 

1.. Introduction 

Thee high plateau of the Central Andes stretches from southern Peru to northern Argentina 

overr a distance of 1800 km and varies between 350 and 400 km in width. The plateau lies at 

altitudess between 3600 and 4100 masl (Allmendinger et al., 1997). In Bolivia, this high 

plateauu is known as the Altiplano, wedged between the Eastern and Western Cordillera of the 

Centrall  Andes. The Altiplano is highly sensitive to climatic induced hydrological changes 

suchh as glacier advances and retreat and the progression and regression of lakes (Clapperton et 

al.,, 1997; Abbott et al., 2000), causing major changes in runoff and availability of soil water. 

Itt is a paradox that more seems to be known about the paleo-hydrology and climatology of 

thiss region than about present-day hydrological conditions. For example, recently a wide 

rangee of studies describing the climate and hydrology of the Altiplano during the past 25,000 

**  Submitted to Journal of Hydrology 
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yearss was published (Clapperton et al., 1997; Thompson et al., 1998; Abbott et al., 2000; 

Argolloo and Mourguiart, 2000; Baker et al., 2001; Fornari et al., 2001; Wolfe et al., 2001; 

RoweRowe et al., 2002). Paleoclimatic and paleohydrological reconstructions showed that major 

hydrologicall  changes occurred during the late Pleistocene and Holocene (Abbott et al., 2000). 

Sincee the second half of the Holocene, the Altiplano became wetter with the most humid 

phasee at 2,000 cal yr B.P and a second wetter phase starting at about 500 cal yr B.P. and 

lastingg til l today (Baker et al., 2001). 

Despitee the wetter conditions on the Altiplano over the last 500 years, its climate is still 

semi-aridd with a high inter-annual variability. This high inter-annual variability is particularly 

duee to the El Nino - Southern Oscillation phenomenon (ENSO) and during El Nino years 

precipitationn is deficient (Vuille, 1999). The climatic conditions, the high altitude and the land 

usee changes since the colonisation by the Incas and Spaniards render the Altiplano a fragile 

geo-ecosystemm that is sensitive to environmental change and concurrent degradation. Wind 

erosionn is a serious problem and extensive parts are covered with dunes (Libermann Cruz and 

Qayum,, 1994). Grazing and the extraction of fuel wood have changed the vegetation cover 

andd type. Dense grasslands composed of graminea have become open grasslands composed of 

tussockk grasses and shrubs and littl e is left of the original Polylepis forest (Beck et al., 2001). 

Althoughh the paleohydrology of the Altiplano is well known, few studies have been 

undertakenn to understand the present hydrology (Braud et al., 2001; Caballero et al., 2002). 

Vegetationn type and properties of the soil surface are known to be important factors 

controllingg runoff and infiltration in semi-arid environments (Yair et al., 1980; Abrahams et 

al.,, 1995; Bromley et al., 1997; Solé-Benet et al., 1997; Bochet et al, 1998; López-Bermüdez 

ett al, 1998; Canton et al., 2001; Wainwright et al., 2001). Therefore, this paper deals with the 

relationn between vegetation type, soil (surface) properties and the soil hydrological response 

too (simulated) rainfall. 

Thee aim of the study was to understand how much water infiltrates upon (simulated) 

rainfalll  and hence how much water would be available for the vegetation and for runoff. In 

thiss way, it was hoped that insight would be gained into the relations between hydrological 

soill  properties and the vegetation. Rainfall simulation experiments were carried out on the 

Altiplanoo of Tarija, southern Bolivia, along an altitudinal transect starting at 4040 masl, being 

thee highest ever recorded, and ending at 3670 masl at the lowest point of the catchment. 
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2.. The study area 

Climaticc conditions on the Tarijeno Altiplano are semi arid; the yearly average 

precipitationn being 298 mm. Precipitation falls in the four summer months (DJFM) with daily 

maximaa ranging from 8 mm to 25 mm. The largest part of the area is situated between 3680 

andd 3900 masl, except for the mountain peaks that reach altitudes of 4700 masl. The highland 

Andeann plateau is bordered by two mountain ranges (one of which is the Eastern Cordillera) 

andd largely consists of gentle slopes that drain into two lakes. In the Eastern Cordillera, the 

dominantt geological formations are Cambrian quartzites and sandstones. On the Altiplano, 

Pleistocenee and Holocene sediments from various origins occur: Boulders, gravels and clays 

weree deposited during the Last Glacial Maximum; siliceous sands in dune complexes; fluvio-

lacustrinee gravels, sands, silts and clays around the lakes and fluvial gravels, sands, silts and 

clayss in the western part (GEOBOL and SUECIA, 1991). During the Last Glacial Maximum, 

thee mountains were glaciated and moraines were deposited on the Altiplano, near the 

mountainn footslopes. The end moraines have been removed by erosion but some side 

morainess are still present. In the mountains, typical U shaped valleys and cirques were 

formed.. Active dunes cover part of the Altiplano. 

Figuree 6.1: location of the rainfall simulation experiments 
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Mostt soils have high lime contents and occasionally a petrocalcic horizon is present at 30 

cmm depth. Compact layers such as glacial til l or buried Bt horizons are common. Sand and silt 

transportedd by wind erosion is entrapped by vegetation and over large areas an eolian cover 

occurs.. Arenosols are common on the gently sloping plains and Leptosols on the steep 

mountainn slopes, while near the lakes Solonchaks occur. More developed soils, generally on 

relativelyy stable surfaces, have a more or less prominent argic horizon and can be classified as 

Luvisolss (FAO-UNESCO, 1988). 

Grazingg by sheep and donkeys is the main land use on the Altiplano. Precipitation is too 

loww for rain fed agriculture and continuous streams suited for irrigation are absent. Vegetation 

onn the Altiplano is typical for the high Andes and is described as Puna, with low shrubs and 

grasses.. In the high Andes, above 4100 masl, semi-desert prevails with dispersed grass mats 

off  Fesfuca spp. and some evergreen shrubs like Baccharis incarum and Senecio refuscens 

(Beckk et al., 2001) Open and low grasslands and bushes characterize the puna between 3600 

andd 4100 masl. Large areas have uniform vegetation types where dominating species are 

BaccharisBaccharis spp., Festuca hieronymi, Stipa leptostachya, Distichilis humilis, Muhlenbergia 

fastigiata,fastigiata, Tetraglochin chstatum and Anthobryum triandrum. Most of these species have 

loww forage quality. The best pastures are areas that consist of Festuca hieronymi or Distichilis 

humilishumilis and Muhlenbergia fastigiata. These species grow in (relatively) humid sites and have 

highh nutritional values. On the eastern slopes sparse open Polylepis tomentella bushes occur, 

representingg the original vegetation (Beck et al., 2001). 

3.. Methods 

Rainfalll  simulation experiments were carried out along a topographic gradient starting at 

40400 masl in the Eastern Cordillera and ending near the lake 'Laguna Grande' at 3680 masl. 

Thee catena includes all geomorphologic units, but focused on the vegetation units within the 

catena.. Thus, along the transect, whenever the vegetation changed, a new rainfall simulation 

experimentt was carried out on a representative plot. The drip-plate type rainfall simulator 

describedd by Bowyer-Bower (1989) was used. 

Figuree 6.1 shows the locations of the sites where the rainfall simulation experiments were 

carriedd out. The transect includes two sites (site 10 and 11) on the colluvial fan of the Eastern 

Cordillera,, two sites in the glacial valley (site 12 and 13), two in the fluvial valley (site 14 and 

15),, two on the gently sloping plain (site 16 and 17) and two sites on the lacustrine plain (site 

188 and 19). Site 10 to 13 can be considered as the upper slopes of the catchment, site 14 to 17 

ass the mid slopes and site 18 and 19 as the lower slopes. 
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Att each site, three different rainfall intensities were used (20, 40 and 60 mm hr~') and 

runofff  was collected down slope in a gutter. During the experiments time to ponding and time 

too runoff were estimated and recalculated to mm to ponding and runoff. The value of mm to 

15%% ponding turned out to be the most practical measurement. By using the rainfall intensity 

-- runoff relation the cumulative infiltration was obtained. The duration of the rainfall 

simulationn experiments was 30 minutes and the depth of the wetting front was determined half 

ann hour after the experiment. Variation in surface characteristics was kept to a minimum and 

initiall  soil moisture conditions were more or less the same for each experiment. An open area 

off  40 cm by 60 cm was rained with water having an EC of less than 100 uS cm'1 to avoid 

slakingg of the soil and thereby influencing the infiltration capacity. 

Att each site, general characteristics such as altitude, slope, vegetation type and cover and 

soill  surface characteristics were recorded and the soil profile was described according to the 

FAOO system (1977) (see Table 6.1). For surface cover, a distinction was made between 

vegetationn cover of low grasses, vegetation cover of shrubs and tussock grasses, litter cover, 

baree cover without crust, crust cover and stone cover. 

Soill  samples for chemical and physical analysis were taken at 5 - 10 cm depth at the four 

cornerss and in the middle of a 30 m x 30 m plot and subsequently the five samples were 

bulked.. An extra soil sample was taken in the soil pit. Results for both samples were 

averaged.. Soil chemical analysis followed standard procedures. pH and EC were measured in 

aa 1:5 soil: demineralised water suspension. Extractable sodium, potassium, magnesium and 

calciumm were analysed in a 1 M NH4OAc extract. This method is rather unsuited for analysis 

off  lime or gypsum containing soils, leading to overestimation of exchangeable Ca and Mg. 

Unfortunately,, this was the only available method in the local state laboratory where the soil 

analysess were carried out. 

Organicc Carbon (C) was determined with the Walkley-Black method (Walkley and Black, 

1934)) and multiplied by 1.72 to obtain organic matter (OM) content. Total nitrogen (N-tot) 

wass determined by the Kjeldahl method (Bremner and Mulvaney, 1982). Available 

phosphorouss was analysed using Olsen's method (Olsen et al., 1954). 

Sampless for the determination of soil water content were taken at 1-3 cm depth before and 

afterr the rainfall experiments. Because differences in soil water content after the experiments 

att one site were small, moisture contents after the various intensities were averaged into one 

valuee (per site). Samples were oven dried at 105°C for 24 hours and weighted. A pressure 

platee apparatus was used to establish soil water at field capacity and permanent wilting point. 
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Thee sand, silt and clay fractions were determined by the sieving/pipette method after the 

removall  of organic matter and carbonates. Aggregate stability was measured with the water 

dropp test (Imeson and Vis, 1984). The water drop test determines how many drops of 

demineralisedd water are needed to destroy an aggregate and is replicated for 20 aggregates for 

eachh soil sample. 

Thee TWINSPAN program (Hill , 1979) was used to group vegetation units. Pearson 

correlationn coefficients were calculated to check the relation between the environmental 

variabless and the hydrological properties. A cluster analysis (Davis, 1986) using the 

hydrologicall  properties {i.e. cumulative infiltration, mm to ponding, mm to runoff and depth 

wettingg front at 20, 40 and 60 mm hr"1 intensity) was applied to distinguish sites with a high 

infiltrationn from sites with a low infiltration. A non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test for two 

independentt samples (Siegel and Castellan, 1988) was used to determine which hydrological 

propertiess and environmental variables differed significantly between the clustered group of 

sitess with a relatively high infiltration and that with a relatively low infiltration. 

4.. Results 

4.1.4.1. General characteristics 

Thee general characteristics of the studied sites are summarized in Table 6.1. At 4040 masl 

onn the steep slopes of the Eastern Cordillera (site 10) the vegetation cover was relatively high, 

ass was the stone content. In general, the stones were embedded in the soil surface, thereby 

reducingg the infiltration capacity (Poesen et al., 1994). Although belonging to the same 

geomorphologicc unit, site 11 (3900 masl) was quite different, having a higher vegetation 

coverr and the highest litter cover of the whole studied area. A soil crust covered 43% of the 

surface.. In the glacial valley (site 12 and 13), a similar discrepancy in surface cover was 

observed.. Site 12 was composed of tussock grasses, while site 13 had a higher cover of small 

grasses.. In site 12, the bare cover (without crust) was as high as 67%, in site 13 it was only 

43%.. In the fluvial valley, the vegetation was composed of tussock grasses, but the soil 

surfacee of site 14 was largely composed of crust, while site 15 had a bare surface (without 

crust)) of 67%. The gently sloping plains were more uniform with surface characteristics of 

aroundd 20% tussock grasses and a litter coverage of 10 - 20 %. Crust cover was relatively low 

(100 - 15%). The lacustrine plains were a very heterogeneous area due to the variable stone 

content:: site 18 had 25% stone cover and site 19 had no stone cover. The crust cover was 

high,, varying between 58 and 70% for site 18 and 19, respectively. Both sites were situated at 

thee lowest part of the Altiplano at 3680 masl. 
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Tablee 6.1: General characteristics of the studied sites 

Sitee Geomorpho- Topographic Height Slope Surface cover (%) 

logicall unit position (masl) ) Small Shrubs- Litter Stones Bare Crust 

grassess tussock 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

Colluviall fan 

Colluviall fan 

Glaciall valley 

Glaciall valley 

Fluviall valley 

Fluviall valley 

Gentlyy sloping 

plain n 

Gentlyy sloping 

plain n 

Lacustrinee plain 

Lacustrinee plain 

Upperr slope 

Upperr slope 

Upperr slope 

Upperr slope 

Midd slope 

Midd slope 

Midd slope 

Midd slope 

Downn slope 

Downn slope 

4040 0 

3900 0 

3820 0 

3810 0 

3770 0 

3720 0 

3710 0 

3700 0 

3680 0 

3680 0 

12 2 

4 4 

3 3 

3 3 

2 2 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

0.5 5 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

5 5 

29 9 

0 0 

3 3 

2 2 

3 3 

12 2 

30 0 

24 4 

40 0 

15 5 

8 8 

33 3 

17 7 

24 4 

17 7 

0 0 

0 0 

7 7 

15 5 

4 4 

8 8 

8 8 

3 3 

20 0 

10 0 

0 0 

10 0 

40 0 

7 7 

5 5 

1 1 

1 1 

14 4 

3 3 

10 0 

25 5 

0 0 

15 5 

10 0 

67 7 

43 3 

3 3 

67 7 

45 5 

60 0 

5 5 

0 0 

20 0 

43 3 

9 9 

20 0 

60 0 

0 0 

15 5 

10 0 

58 8 

70 0 

Tablee 6.2: Vegetation characteristics of the studied sites, n.d. is not determined 

Sitee TWINSPAN Biomass Vegetation cover % 

vegetationn (kg ha "1) Distichilis Antobrium Stipa-Festuca Tetraglochin Bacharis-

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

group p 

II I 

II I 

III I 

II I 

III I 

III I 

III I 

3600 0 

3250 0 

1500 0 

900 900 

12800 0 

1500 0 

2100 0 

1400 0 

n.d. . 

1000 0 

humilis humilis 

0 0 

0 0 

3 3 

25 5 

0 0 

2 2 

0 0 

3 3 

1 1 

30 0 

thandum thandum 

0 0 

0 0 

2 2 

4 4 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

0 0 

11 1 

0 0 

10 0 

5 5 

1 1 

0 0 

30 0 

3 3 

12 2 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

cristatum cristatum 

0 0 

0 0 

8 8 

0 0 

0 0 

5 5 

12 2 

17 7 

0 0 

0 0 

Pa Pa 

12 2 

35 5 

6 6 

8 8 

3 3 

9 9 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

4.2.4.2. Vegetation characteristics 

Onn the Tarijeno Altiplano, vegetation units were sharply defined. Table 6.2 shows that the 

vegetationn characteristics varied widely within and between most geomorphologic units. The 

TWINSPANN analysis (Hill , 1979) revealed that three different major vegetation units could be 

distinguished.. TWINSPAN group II was associated with the colluvial fan and was 
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Tablee 6.3: Thickness, depth and origin of soil horizons and layers 

Site e 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

TWINSPAN N 

vegetation n 

group p 

II I 

II I 

III I 

I I 

II I 

III I 

III I 

III I 

I I 

I I 

Thicknesss (cm) 

Ahh horizon 

6 6 

13 3 

13 3 

13 3 

14 4 

2 2 

16 6 

8 8 

16 6 

11 1 

Eoliann layer 

6 6 

28 8 

34 4 

50 0 

45 5 

15 5 

36 6 

8 8 

--
--

Compactt layer 

Depthh (cm) 

--

48 8 

62 2 

50 0 

14 4 

--
36 6 

19 9 

16 6 

11 1 

Origin n 

Glacierr till 

Glacierr till 

Glacierr till 

Eolian n 

Calcic c 

Clayy illuvation 

Clayy illuvation 

Clayy illuvation 

composedd of tussock grass (Stipa spp. and Festuca spp.) and evergreen shrubs like Bacharis 

incarumincarum with a total biomass of 3250 - 3600 kg ha"1. Site 14 of the fluvial valley also 

belongedd to this group but the tussock grass cover was higher and the evergreen shrub cover 

wass lower. This resulted in a high biomass of 12800 kg ha"1. TWINSPAN group III comprised 

variouss geomorphologic units (site 12 of the glacial valley, site 15 of the fluvial valley and 

bothh sites of the gently sloping plains), most of them belonging to the mid slopes. This unit 

wass characterised by the presence of Tetraglochin cristatwn and a low cover of tussock grass. 

Itss biomass varied between 1400 and 2100 kg ha"1. TWINSPAN group I was associated with 

DistichillisDistichillis humilis and Antobrium triandum and was found on the lacustrine plains and in site 

133 of the glacial valley. Its biomass was 1000 kg ha"1 or less. 

4.3.4.3. Thickness, depth and origin of soil horizons and layers 

Tablee 6.3 shows the thickness of the Ah horizon and the eolian layer and the depth and 

naturee of the compact layer in the soil profile. The thickness of the Ah horizon did not exceed 

166 cm with site 10, 15 and 17 having an Ah horizon of less than 8 cm thick. A layer of eolian 

depositedd sand and silt was present everywhere on the Altiplano except for the lacustrine 

plains.. Its thickness varied from 6 cm at the highest site and 8 cm at the lowest site of the 

gentlyy sloping plains to 45 and 50 cm at sites 14 and 13, respectively. A compact layer was 

presentt in most of the sites. At site 10 it was not observed because the high stone content of 

thee soil inhibited the excavation of a soil pit deeper than 50 cm. Nevertheless, it was probably 
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Tablee 6.4: Average chemical soil properties at 5 - 10 depth 

Site e 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

PHH 15 

8.1 1 

9.0 0 

8.3 3 

8.4 4 

8.5 5 

7.5 5 

8.5 5 

8.0 0 

8.4 4 

8.6 6 

EC1:5 5 

(mSS cm" 

0.19 9 

0.13 3 

0.10 0 

4.54 4 

2.80 0 

0.07 7 

0.13 3 

0.10 0 

2.34 4 

7.43 3 

OM M 
1)(%) ) 

3.4 4 

1.9 9 

1.1 1 

2.8 8 

1.7 7 

0.9 9 

1.7 7 

1.2 2 

5.3 3 

7.3 3 

N N 

0.19 9 

0.16 6 

0.09 9 

0.17 7 

0.11 1 

0.08 8 

0.13 3 

0.10 0 

0.25 5 

0.30 0 

P P 

(ppm) ) 

14 4 

29 9 

8 8 

19 9 

23 3 

10 0 

11 1 

16 6 

53 3 

75 5 

K K 

(mmolc c 

0.26 6 

0.66 6 

0.34 4 

1.40 0 

0.31 1 

0.24 4 

0.55 5 

0.35 5 

1.57 7 

3.25 5 

Na a 

100g1) ) 

0.91 1 

1.73 3 

0.88 8 

2.42 2 

0.91 1 

0.85 5 

1.60 0 

0.94 4 

2.70 0 

14.00 0 

Ca a 

6 6 

5 5 

4 4 

96 6 

20 0 

4 4 

17 7 

4 4 

34 4 

49 9 

Mg g 

6 6 

7 7 

4 4 

13 3 

8 8 

5 5 

4 4 

2 2 

8 8 

13 3 

theree as the colluvial fan unit used to be glaciated and a glacial til l layer was found down 

slopee in site 11 at 48 cm, in site 12 at 62 cm and in site 13 at 50 cm depth. In site 14, the 

compactt layer from 14 to 45 cm depth was a compacted eolian deposit and from 45 to 84 cm 

depthh a Bt horizon. In site 15, no compact layer was present. A petrocalcic was found at 36 

cmm depth in site 16. Compact layers near the soil surface of lacustrine origin with clay 

illuvationn were present in sites 17, 18 and 19. 

4.4.4.4. Chemical soil properties 

Thee pH of the topsoil was higher than 8 throughout the Altiplano except for site 15 where 

thee pH was 7.5 (Table 6.4). The EC varied largely with most sites having values of less than 

0.199 mS cm"1 but sites 13, 14, 18 and 19 having values varying between 2.34 and 7.43 mS cm" 

'.. But apart from site 14, these sites also had high values for K, Na and Mg. Site 11 and 16 

hadd also high values for Na, and sites 13, 14, 16, 18 and 19 had a high Ca value. The OM 

contentt was 3.4% at the highest site on the colluvial fan and 5.3 and 7.3% at the two lowest 

sitess on the lacustrine plains. Site 13 of the glacial valley had an OM content of 2.8% and the 

remainingg sites had values of less than 2%. N followed more or the less the same trend as OM 

andd at sites with a high OM content, the N content was relatively high. Available P followed 

thiss trend as well, although less pronounced. 
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Tablee 6.5: Average physical soil properties at 5 - 10 cm depth, water content before and after the 

rainfalll  simulation experiments and aggregate stability Waterdrop test expressed in the average 

numberr of drops. FC is available water content at field capacity, WP is available water content at 

wiltingg point, AW is available water. 

Sitee FC WP AW Sand Silt Clay Water content (%) Aggregate Texture 

(weightt %) before after stability 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

13 3 

11 1 

6 6 

12 2 

14 4 

9 9 

7 7 

11 1 

27 7 

27 7 

6 6 

6 6 

4 4 

9 9 

4 4 

4 4 

3 3 

6 6 

16 6 

20 0 

7 7 

4 4 

2 2 

3 3 

10 0 

5 5 

4 4 

5 5 

11 1 

7 7 

76 6 

81 1 

87 7 

78 8 

74 4 

87 7 

80 0 

85 5 

55 5 

45 5 

17 7 

11 1 

6 6 

12 2 

18 8 

7 7 

12 2 

8 8 

28 8 

36 6 

7 7 

8 8 

7 7 

10 0 

8 8 

7 7 

9 9 

7 7 

17 7 

19 9 

2 2 

3 3 

14 4 

3 3 

3 3 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

7 7 

14 4 

11 1 

18 8 

14 4 

14 4 

8 8 

14 4 

7 7 

19 9 

25 5 

27.1 1 

4.4 4 

3.3 3 

10.1 1 

18.7 7 

5.1 1 

9.9 9 

8.1 1 

27.5 5 

17.8 8 

loamyy sand/ sandy 

loam m 

loamyy sand 

sand/loamyy sand 

sandyy loam 

sandyy loam 

loamyy sand 

loamyy sand 

loamyy sand 

sandyy loam 

loam m 

4.5.4.5. Physical soil properties 

Apartt from the two lowest sites (18 and 19) all sites had a low field capacity and wilting 

pointt (Table 6.5). The available water was also low throughout the Altiplano but sites 10, 14, 

188 and 19 had relatively high values. The sand fraction was high in all sites and the texture 

wass sandy loam or loamy sand. The sites 18 and 19 of the lacustrine plains were the only 

exceptionn where the silt and clay fractions were much higher. Nevertheless, only site 19 next 

too the lake had a loamy texture. The water content of the Altiplano soils was extremely low 

withh most sites having 3% or less. Site 12 was different with a soil water content of as much 

ass 14% and site 19 had a water content of 7%. After the rainfall experiments were carried out, 

thee water content of the sites out increased very much in most sites: site 16, 18 and 19 

increasedd with 14, 17 and 18%, respectively. Site 14 increased only with 4%. The aggregate 

stabilityy of sites 10 and 18 was very high with 27.1 and 27.5 drops needed, respectively. Sites 

144 and 19 had a high aggregate stability with 18.7 and 17.8 drops needed, respectively. The 

sitess 13, 16 and 17 had a moderate aggregate stability and sites 11, 12 and 15 had a low 

aggregatee stability. 
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Tablee 6.6: Percentage runoff and infiltration for the rainfall simulation experiments 

Sitee Intensity 40 mm hr'1 Intensity 60 mm hr"1 

%% runoff 

7 7 

14 4 

1 1 

14 4 

2 2 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

0 0 

%% infiltrated 

93 3 

86 6 

99 9 

86 6 

98 8 

100 0 

100 0 

99 9 

98 8 

100 0 

%% runoff 

27 7 

8 8 

6 6 

13 3 

21 1 

0 0 

5 5 

21 1 

18 8 

0 0 

%% infiltrated 

73 3 

91 1 

94 4 

87 7 

80 0 

100 0 

95 5 

79 9 

82 2 

100 0 

4.6.4.6. Hydrological properties 

Againstt all expectations, the various hydrological properties did not exhibit a clear mutual 

relation.. For example, sites with a high cumulative infiltration needed few mm of simulated 

rainfalll  for ponding to take place. Or sites that needed few mm's for ponding required 

continuedd rain for runoff to occur. Hence, the soils showed a complex response to simulated 

rainfall.. Therefore, a cluster analysis (Davis, 1986) using the hydrological properties was 

performedd to distinguish sites with a relatively high infiltration from sites with a relatively 

loww infiltration. This analysis showed that sites 10, 11, 12, 15, 16 and 19 belonged to the 

groupp with high infiltration, while sites 13, 14, 17 and 18 represented the group with low 

infiltration. . 

4.6.1.4.6.1. Cumulative infiltration 

Figuress 6.2a and 6.2b show that all water infiltrated at 20 mm hr"1 intensity of simulated 

rainfall.. At 40 mm hr"1 intensity there was still littl e difference between all sites as most of the 

waterr infiltrated in the soil. Only at site 11 more than 10% of the applied rainfall left the plot 

ass runoff (Table 6.6). At 60 mm hr"1 intensity most runoff was produced at site 10, probably 

becausee of the steep slope, and the cumulative infiltration was the lowest of all sites (73% of 

alll  applied rainfall). Site 11 had an intermediate cumulative infiltration and 91% of the water 

infiltrated.. Sites 12 and 16 belonged to the group with high infiltration and more than 94% of 

thee water infiltrated. At sites 15 and 19 all water infiltrated at any intensity (Figure 6.2a). 

Figuree 6.2b shows that site 13 had the lowest cumulative infiltration at 40 mm hr"1 with 86% 
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Figuree 6.2a and b: cumulative infiltration versus rainfall intensity 
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Figuree 6.3a and b: amount of simulated rainfall (mm) to ponding versus rainfall intensity 
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Figuree 6.4a and b: amount of simulated rainfall (mm) to runoff versus rainfall intensity 

off  the water infiltrating. At 60 mm hr"' however, the cumulative infiltration increased with 1% 

beingg the highest of the group of sites with a low infiltration. The other sites had more or less 

similarr cumulative infiltration at 60 mm hr"1 with an infiltration of approximately 80%. 

4.6.2.4.6.2. Amount of simulated rainfall (mm) to 15% ponding 

Althoughh belonging to the group of sites with a high infiltration, few mm were needed to 

obtainn 15% ponding at site 19 at 20 mm hr"' (Figure 6.3a). In site 15, only at the end of the 

rainfalll  simulation experiment ponding took place. At 40 mm hr"' no ponding occurred and at 
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ann intensity of 60 mm hr"' many mm of simulated rainfall were needed to start ponding. Sites 

122 and 16 showed no ponding at 20 mm hr"' and the other sites had intermediate values for 

mmm to ponding at 20 and 40 mm hr"1 intensity. At 60 mm hr"1, mm to ponding decreased 

sharplyy at site 16 while site 11 showed no decrease from 40 to 60 mm hr"'. At the sites 

belongingg to the group with a low infiltration, site 17 needed large amounts of mm for 

pondingg to take place at 20 mm hr"' but it decreased rapidly when a higher intensity of 

simulatedd rainfall was applied (Figure 6.3b). Site 18 had low values for mm to ponding at all 

intensities.. Site 14 showed an unexpected pattern as at 40 mm hr"' the mm to ponding was 

higherr than at 20 and 60 mm hr"' intensity. Nevertheless at 60 mm hr"1 ponding started 

quicklyy after the rainfall experiment was started. 

4.6.3.4.6.3. Amount of simulated rainfall (mm) to runoff 

Figuree 6.4a shows that at sites 12 and 16 no runoff took place at the 20 mm hr"' intensity. 

Att 40 mm hr"' no runoff occurred at site 15 and 16. Site 15 needed 8.4 mm of applied rainfall 

forr runoff to occur at 20 mm hr"1 but at an intensity of 60 mm hr"' runoff started after 1.2 mm 

off  applied rainfall. At site 10, runoff was produced after relative small amounts of rainfall at 

alll  intensities. Site 11 had the highest value for mm to runoff at 60 mm hr"'. Figure 6.4b 

showss that 14 had a high value for mm to runoff at an intensity of 20 mm hr" but that it 

decreasedd sharply at 40 mm hr '. The remaining sites had more or less similar values at 40 and 

600 mm hr"'. When Figures 6.4a and 6.4b are compared it becomes clear that at an intensity of 

600 mm hr"' there was littl e difference between the sites belonging to the group with a high 

infiltrationn and those with a low infiltration and that runoff started after approximately 1 mm 

off  rainfall was applied. At site 17, only 0.5 mm was needed for runoff to take place. 
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Figuree 6.5: depth of the wetting front at three rainfall intensities during 30 minutes 
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Tablee 6.7: Correlations and significance {in brackets) between environmental variables and 

hydrologicall  properties 

\ ww Hydrological 

^xoropert ies s 

Variables s 

Slope e 

Coverr T. Cristatum 

Stonee cover 

Baree cover 

Crustt cover 

%sand d 

%silt t 

%clay y 

Timee to 

15% % 

ponding g 

Amountt of simulated 

rainfalll (mm) to runoff 

Intensityy (mm hr"1) 

20 0 

--

--
--
0.733 (0.02) 

-0.76(0.01) ) 

0.688 (0.03) 

-0.699 (0.03) 

--

200 40 

--

0.677 (0.03) -

-0.76(0.01) ) 

0.655 (0.04) -

--
--
--
--

Depthh wetting front (cm) 

200 40 

0.911 0.92 

(0.000)) (0.000) 

--
0.733 (0.02) -

--
--
--
--
--

60 0 

0.88(0.001) ) 

--
--
--
--

--
--
-0.644 (0.05) 

4.6.4.4.6.4. Depth of the wetting front 

Att site 10, the applied water infiltrated deepest of all sites and there was littl e difference 

betweenn rainfall intensities (Figure 6.5). At sites 11 and 12, the infiltrated water reached 

depthss of approximately 10 cm for the 60 mm hr"1 intensity. Sites 14, 15 and 16 had more or 

lesss similar values for depth of the wetting front and in general the water infiltrated 6 cm. At 

sitess 17 and 19, the wetting front was situated at around 5 cm and at site 18 the wetting front 

wass situated between 2 and 3.5 cm. The depth of the wetting front decreased with increasing 

rainfalll  intensity at site 18. 

4.7.Statistical4.7.Statistical analysis 

Tablee 6.7 shows the correlation coefficients and their significance between hydrological 

propertiess and the environmental variables. Only those hydrological properties and 

environmentall  variables that have a significant correlation coefficient (p < 0.05) are presented. 

Tablee 6.6 shows that there is a clear and positive correlation between the slope and the depth 

off  the wetting front at all intensities. The cover of Tetraglochin Cristatum is positively 

correlatedd with mm to runoff but only at the 20 mm hr"1 intensity. Stone cover has a negative 

effectt on mm to runoff at 40 mm hr"1 intensity but a positive effect on the depth of the wetting 

frontt at an intensity of 20 mm hr"1. Bare cover with no crust is positively correlated with mm 

too 15% ponding and with mm to runoff, both at 20 mm hr-1 whereas crust cover is negatively 
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correlatedd with mm to 15% ponding. Texture is an important variable determining mm to 15% 

ponding.. The percentage sand has a positive effect on mm to ponding while the percentage silt 

hass a negative effect. A higher clay content in the soil leads to a decrease in the depth of the 

wettingg front. 

Thee two clustered groups for infiltration were compared with a Mann-Whitney U test to 

determinee which hydrological property and which environmental variable differs significantly 

betweenn these groups. Table 6.7 shows that only 3 hydrological properties have a significance 

off  0.05 or less namely mm to 15% ponding, mm to runoff and depth of the wetting front, all at 

200 mm hr"1. The group with high infiltration needs more mm for 15% ponding and runoff to 

occurr and has a deeper wetting front. The depth of the compact layer is the only 

environmentall  variable that differs significantly between the two groups. The group with low 

infiltrationn has the compact layer closer to the soil surface. 

5.. Discussion 

Thee variability between and within geomorphologic units was large for chemical and 

physicall  soil properties, vegetation type and cover, soil horizons and layers and soil 

hydrologicall  properties. No relation between the soil hydrological response to simulated 

rainfalll  and geomorphologic unit was found. In general, sites belonging to the same 

geomorphologicc unit responded in different ways. For example, sites 14 and 15 are both part 

off  the fluvial valleys but where site 15 showed high infiltration (high cumulative infiltration, 

highh mm to 15% ponding and runoff) site 14 showed low infiltration characteristics. The 

clusterr analysis showed that except for the colluvial fan, all units had one site that belonged to 

thee group with a high infiltration and one site that belonged to the group with a low 

infiltration. . 

Inn contrast to other studies (Puigdefabregas et al., 1998; Rienks et al., 2000; 

Vandekerckhovee et al., 2000; Martinez-Mena et al., 2001) the topographic position had no 

effectt on the hydrological response as sites on the upper slopes, mid slopes and lower slopes 

showedd both high and low infiltration. The slope did have an effect though limited as only the 

depthh of the wetting front at all intensities was positively correlated with the slope. This is 

surprisingg as the steeper the slope, the deeper the water infiltrates whereas one would expect 

thatt lateral flow on steep slopes would limit the depth of the wetting front. 

Thee surface cover was an important factor in controlling the hydrological response to 

simulatedd rainfall. The cover of the dwarf shrub Tetragochlin cristatum was positively 
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correlatedd with mm to runoff and hence it improved the infiltration. This is contrary to results 

fromm other authors such as e.g. Bochet (1998) who concluded that the dwarf scrub Anthyllis 

cytisoidescytisoides hardly improved the infiltration rate compared to bare soil in a Mediterranean 

environment.. Bare cover was positively correlated with ponding and mm to runoff, both at the 

200 mm hr'1 intensity, and crust cover was negatively correlated with ponding at 20 mm hr" . 

Thiss is in agreement with many other studies {e.g. Bromley et al., 1997; Solé-Benet et al., 

1997;; Canton et al., 2001). Stone cover was negatively correlated with mm to runoff at 40 mm 

hr"'' and positively correlated with depth of the wetting front. This is in line with results of 

Poesenn (1994) who found that the infiltration capacity of a soil decreases when the stones are 

embeddedd in the soil surface. 

Thee relation between the soil hydrological response to simulated rainfall and the 

TWINN SPAN vegetation groups is complex. Of the three sites that belong to group I, two were 

associatedd with low infiltration. The reverse was true for group II where sites 10 and 11 

belongedd to the group with a high infiltration and site 13 was associated with low infiltration. 

Halff  of the sites of group III had a high infiltration; the other half of the sites had a low 

infiltration.. Contrary to many studies stressing the importance of vegetation type in 

controllingg runoff and infiltration (Bromley et al., 1997; Solé-Benet et al., 1997; Bochet et al., 

1998),, in this study no such relation was found. For example, the site with the highest biomass 

hadd a low cumulative infiltration and ponding and runoff took place after few mm of applied 

rainfall.. While other authors described the positive effect of grasses on infiltration (Abrahams 

ett al., 1995; Wainwright et al., 2001) its effect was ambiguous on the Altiplano. Both site 13 

andd 19 had a relatively high cover of Distich Ms humilis but whereas the infiltration of site 13 

wass low, site 19 had favourable infiltration properties. 

Thee pH on the Altiplano was high and several sites had a high EC as well. At the highest 

andd lowest studied sites, the OM content was high. Most other sites had low values for OM. N 

contentt was low throughout the catchment. Field capacity (FP) and wilting point (WP) were 

loww on the Altiplano apart from the two sites on the lacustrine plain. Available water (AW) 

hadd a reasonable value at the highest site and at the lowest two sites, but taking into account 

thee silt and clay fraction a higher value for available water would be expected at these sites. 

Mostt others sites had a low availability of water. Surprisingly, water contents of the soil 

beforebefore and after the rainfall experiments showed no relation with field capacity or wilting 

point.. Most sites had extreme low values for water content before the onset of the rainfall 

experiments.. Despite the low OM content and the high sand fraction of most soils, the 

aggregatee stability was moderate to very high for most sites. In terms of hydrological response 
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too simulated rainfall, the chemical soil properties were not related to the infiltration 

characteristics.. A higher OM content did not improve the infiltration characteristics nor did 

thee aggregate stability of the soil. This is striking as virtually all studies {e.g. Morgan, 1986; 

Hudson,, 1995) stress the positive relationship between OM and aggregate stability and how 

OMM improves the infiltration capacity. The soil texture had influence on the hydrological 

responsee although less than expected. The sand fraction was positively correlated with mm to 

ponding,, the silt fraction was negatively correlated with mm to ponding and the clay fraction 

wass negatively correlated with the depth of the wetting front. 

Whenn the sites with high infiltration are compared with the sites with low infiltration, only 

threee hydrological properties were significantly different: mm to ponding, mm to runoff and 

thee depth of the wetting front, all at an intensity of 20 mm hr'. This suggests that at higher 

intensitiess of applied rainfall differences in hydrological response between sites were 

minimal.. A logical explanation would be the high cumulative infiltration of all sites. As most 

off  the applied rainfall infiltrated, differences between sites were minimal and only relative. 

Thee depth of the compact layer was the only environmental variable that differentiated 

betweenn sites with high infiltration and those with low infiltration. 

Duringg the rainfall experiments, initial infiltration was high and all water infiltrated. At 

loww intensities it took many mm for ponding to take place. At the moment that ponding 

started,, the subsurface soil was saturated with water. As the slope was nearly level, the micro 

topographyy of the plot was very important in storing the water and when the micro 

depressionss were filled, local saturated overland flow took place. In contrast with many other 

semi-aridd areas (Yair and Lavee, 1985), Horton overland flow was of minor importance. 

Becausee this was the first study in which rainfall simulations experiments were carried out 

inn the semi arid Central Andes, the data can only be compared with those on distinctly 

differentt geo-ecosystems. Vis (1991) reported a high cumulative infiltration in the high 

Andeann forests of Colombia but despite the high vegetation and litter cover of the forest soil 

surface,, infiltration was less than measured in this study. Mm to ponding and mm to runoff 

weree more or less similar to Mediterranean ecosystems with comparable vegetation cover 

(Bergkamp,, 1996; Solé-Benet et al., 1997). 

Thee results suggest that under present climatic conditions the sensitivity of the geo-

ecosystemm is low. Daily maximum precipitation falls within the 8 -25 mm range and thus its 

effectt will be comparable to that observed during the rainfall experiments at 20 mm hr"1. This 

meanss that most precipitation infiltrates and will be available for vegetation, thereby 
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maintainingg the status quo where vegetation recovery under present grazing pressure stays 

unaltered.. When climatic change is considered and the trend towards wetter conditions will 

continue,, a differentiation between physiographic units might occur. 

Thee following scenario in terms of the relation between vegetation and 

climatic/hydrologicall  conditions is hypothesised: A moderate increase of precipitation will be 

beneficiall  for vegetation growth as most of the rainfall will infiltrate, even in areas where 

infiltrationn is relatively poor. However, on the steep slopes of the colluvial fan enhanced 

runofff  might initiate sediment transport by means of (inter) rill and gully erosion. The areas 

withh less favourable infiltration characteristics wil l be exposed to a similar process when a 

strongg increase of precipitation occurs. In other words, saturation overland flow will occur 

moree frequently and hence soil erosion processes will counter-effect the vegetation growth. 

Thiss negative feedback might result in a differentiated response where certain areas of the 

Altiplanoo will be subjected to enhanced soil erosion resulting in local geo-ecosystem 

degradation. . 

6.. Conclusions 

Althoughh the hydrological response to simulated rainfall is complex, in general it can be 

concludedd that the infiltration characteristics are good. The cumulative infiltration is high and 

moree than 73% of the simulated rainfall applied eventually infiltrates the soil, even at sites 

withh a steep slope. At sites where infiltration characteristics are less favourable and ponding 

takess place after few mm, the slope is such that the micro topography entraps all water and 

thatt it infiltrates anyway. Saturated overland flow does occur at many sites and in some even 

afterr few mm applied but the water travels very short distances and most of it infiltrates within 

thee plot. This means that most of the rainfall is available for the vegetation and that water 

availabilityy is more or less equal for all vegetation units. 

Noo relation was found for geomorphologic unit, vegetation type and chemical and most 

physicall  soil properties with respect to hydrological properties and infiltration characteristics. 

Organicc matter and aggregate stability did not affect the hydrological response nor did 

biomass.. Soil surface characteristics and texture were related to mm to 15% ponding and mm 

too runoff at a rainfall intensity of 20 mm hr"1. The depth of the compact layer was the 

environmentall  variable that differentiated sites with a high infiltration from sites with a low 

infiltration.. In general, the sites with a favourable infiltration have the compact layer situated 

att greater depth and the sites with less favourable conditions have the compact layer close to 

thee surface. Where the compact layer lies near to the soil surface, the soil becomes saturated 
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withh water thereby hindering further infiltration and enhancing ponding. The depth of a 

compactt layer does not seem to influence the aggregate stability. In some sites with a near 

surfacee compact layer the aggregate stability is high, in other sites it is low. 

Thee sensitivity to erosion of the geo-ecosystem under present climatic conditions is low. 

However,, increased precipitation might lead to a differentiation between areas with 

favourablee and less favourable infiltration characteristics. Saturation overland flow will occur 

moree frequently in areas with relatively poor infiltration resulting into soil erosion thereby 

reducingg the water availability for vegetation. This might possibly result into geo-ecosystem 

degradation. . 
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-- CHAPTER 7 -

LANDSCAPEE SENSITIVITY TO EROSION IN THREE SEMI-ARID CENTRAL ANDEAN GEO-

ECOSYSTEMSS -SYNTHESIS AND FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

1.. Introduction 

Thee Southern Andes counts among the mountainous areas, which are relatively untouched 

byy land degradation as a result of human impacts, because of their remoteness and limited 

historyy of intensive land use. However, they are generally considered to be fragile ecosystems 

underr the present day land use, because of a number of characteristics e.g. their semi-arid 

climate,, steep relief and increasing population pressure. Moreover, this fragility is reflected in 

landd degradation in the form of badlands and other degradation phenomena. In view of the 

expectedd global changes in climate and presumably further increasing human pressure on still 

existingg fragile ecosystems, studies on the nature of and human impacts on these ecosystems 

aree generally considered as essential to predict potential impacts of changing land use and 

climatee and to support policies aiming at prevention or mitigation of negative impacts. 

Additionally,, studies on these relatively well-preserved geo-ecosystems might provide 

informationn on the early degradational stages and processes therein in currently highly 

degradedd geo-ecosystems of the Old World. A recent development in such studies is the 

emphasiss put on landscape sensitivity, rather than on land degradation, i.e. focusing on the 

sensitivityy of geo-ecosystems to erosion. The concept was shown to be very suited for studies 

onn the potential impacts of global changes and changes in land use. 

Givenn the nature of these southern Central Andean geo-ecosystems, their study has to cope 

withh severe limitations regarding the available basic information on abiotic physical 

characteristicss such as its geology, soils, climate and hydrology, as well as with logistic 

problems,, preventing application of sophisticated methods in process studies. Furthermore, 

studiess on landscape sensitivity at regional scale (reconnaissance) requires an equally detailed 

insightt into patterns in geology, soils and other relevant phenomena. In other words, a balance 

hadd to be found between inventory studies at the reconnaissance level and detailed process 

studiess at catchment or even smaller scale, providing information regarding the sensitivity of 

thee geo-ecosystems concerned. 

Thee approach in this research was a combination of bottom - up and top - down aiming at 

understandingg the main processes active and responsible for land degradation, as well as an 

inventoryy study of those objects, which are considered as relevant for degradation and its 

processes,, i.e. vegetation, soils and erosion features. The question arises what results this 
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approachh has produced and whether the information allows for answers to the more 

fundamentall  questions described in the introduction, which are listed below. 

Thee general aim of this thesis was to elucidate the controversy concerning the relative 

importancee of natural and human-induced erosion. This was translated into the question: "To 

whatt extent is land use change responsible for the high erosion rates inferred for South 

Boliviaa specifically, and the Central Andes in general?". In order to answer this question, the 

keyy processes of erosion had to be understood. To achieve this, the following sub-objectives 

weree determined: 

i.. To characterize the major physiographical units and to identify their sensitivity to erosion 

onn a landscape scale 

ii .. To identify indicators for landscape sensitivity to erosion in the Central Andes 

iii .. To study the erosion processes acting at hill slope scale within the most sensitive erosion 

units s 

iv.. To understand the linkages between hill slopes and channels during normal and extreme 
precipitationn events 

AA short explanation of the methodology will be given and the results of the sub-objectives 

wil ll  be discussed in the following headings. The relative importance of human induced versus 

naturall  erosion and the consequences for landscape sensitivity in the study area will be 

discussedd separately. Finally, some general conclusions with respect to landscape sensitivity 

too erosion in the three studied geo-ecosystems will be presented. 

2.. Methodology 

Too understand the sensitivity of different landscapes to erosion in the Central Andes, three 

representativee geo-ecosystems in south Bolivia were studied namely the Mediterranean like 

sub-Andeann valley, the Arctic high altitude (semi) desert of the Altiplano and the arid 

mountainouss desert of the inter-Andean valley. A top - down, bottom - up approach was 

used.. The top - down approach included the study of aerial photographs and satellite imagery 

too select representative physiographic units. These units were visited during a reconnaissance 

fieldfield study where vegetation characteristics and soil properties were studied. The results of the 

studyy were interpreted in terms of sensitivity to erosion and gave insight in the distribution of 

Erosionn Sensitive Areas. Indicators were used to characterize the sensitivity to erosion of the 

units.. On the basis of the top - down approach, two catchments were selected for detailed 

erosionn studies using a bottom - up approach. The bottom - up approach focused on the 
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erosionn and infiltration processes at patch, hill slope and catchment scale of the most sensitive 

physiographicc units of the sub-Andean valley (the badland system) and the catchment of an 

ephemerall  stream of Quebrada Grande on the Altiplano that includes nearly all physiographic 

unitss of the Altiplano. 

AA major problem encountered during this study was the inaccessibility and remoteness of 

thee study area. As many rivers had to be crossed by foot and electricity was not directly 

available,, refined modern techniques could not be used. This put a serious constraint on the 

applicablee methods and methodology and therefore, common sense, easily recognisable 

indicators,, endurance and simple methods were to be used. Another constraint was the lack of 

goodd basic data on geomorphology and soils, not only for the study area but also for the 

completee Central Andes. Therefore, it was very difficult to compare the results of this study 

withh other findings and to extrapolate the results to other areas of the semi-arid Central Andes. 

Thee problems described before were particularly relevant for the rainfall experiments, 

whichh are limited in number and therefore provide indications for trends rather than 

statisticallyy significant and precise data on the hydrological behaviour of the various soils. 

Rainfalll  experiments require good quality water in large quantities. For the areas concerned 

logisticss formed a serious limitation with transport being highly problematic. Given these 

logisticc limitations, a decision had to be taken on whether to expand the number of 

experimentss using only one rainfall intensity or reducing the number of experiments but 

applyingg several rainfall intensities allowing for the establishment of infiltration envelopes, 

providingg more information on the soil hydrological behaviour. A decision was made to focus 

onn the latter thereby paying less attention to the spatial variability, which evidently was 

considerablee but would require a much larger effort to be established quantitatively. 

3.. The distributio n of Erosion Sensitive Areas in three semi-arid Andean geo-

ecosystemss in south Bolivia 

Thee application of the environmentally sensitive area concept in land degradation studies 

hass recently been demonstrated by Kosmas et al. (1999). The notion of sensitivity is important 

inn geomorphology because it explicitly introduces concepts of resilience and persistence. In 

otherr words, the sensitivity depends on the relative rates of weathering, the credibility of the 

parentt material and the depth or volume of the soil available for erosion. The rate of erosion in 

grazingg lands is influenced by the ability of the vegetation to recover after disturbance or to 

resistt the impact of grazing. 
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Althoughh main erosion features such as the badlands in the sub-Andean valley, the dunes 

onn the Altiplano and the stripped bedrock hills in the sub- and inter-Andean valley suggest 

thatt severe erosion is widespread in the Central Andes of south Bolivia, such areas are 

relativelyy localized. While the badlands are actively being eroded, the stripped bedrock slopes 

inn the sub-Andean valley are believed to be associated with erosion under former wetter 

climaticc conditions during the Holocene (Warburton et al., 1998). The dunes are also very 

likelyy to have their origin in former drier climatic conditions, as was concluded by Mann et al. 

(2002)) who studied sand dunes in an arctic environment. The badlands are situated in the 

driestt part of the sub-Andean valleys. The sand dunes are located in the centre of the 

Altiplanoo right east of a lake, in the direction of the prevailing winds. Unlike the stripped 

bedrockk slopes in the sub- Andean valley, the stripped bedrock slopes in the lower parts of the 

inter-Andeann valley are believed to be the result of the present dry climatic conditions where 

soill  formation is limited and all weathered rock is directly removed by erosion after each 

intensivee rainfall event. 

Besidess the physiographic units with spectacular erosion features, more areas are sensitive 

too erosion, though to a lesser extent. Stream upwards in the sub-Andean valley, relatively wet 

climaticc conditions prevail and vegetation cover is higher but nevertheless, strongly eroded 

hilll  slopes occur dissected by many rill s and some gullies. The presence of well-developed 

soill  profiles such as Luvisols suggests a long period of stable conditions prior to the start of 

erosion.. On the Altiplano in gently sloping plains near the lakes, some wind erosion occurs as 

thee low vegetation cover of dwarf shrubs cannot protect the soil from wind erosion. 

4.. Indicators for  landscape sensitivity to erosion 

Thee indicators that were used in this study are based on the concept given by Mouat 

(1992),, which was tested and elaborated in field studies by e.g. Cammeraat and Imeson 

(1998)) and Imeson and Cammeraat (2000). Indicators can be used to quantify the magnitude 

off  stress (e.g. presence of rill s and/or gulies, presence of truncated soil profiles) or to 

characterizee and interprete geo-ecosystems conditions {e.g. by the use of vegetation 

characteristicss and chemical and physical soil properties). 

Givenn the complex relation between geology, lithology, geomorphology, soil properties 

andd biomass, no uniform set of indicators for erosion sensitivity were found for the study area. 

Instead,, every single geo-ecosystem had its own set of indicators. 
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4.1.4.1. The sub-Andean valley 

Inn general, favourable soil (surface) conditions such as low stone and crust cover, 

relativelyy thick Ah horizons, high OM and N content and high water availability indicate a 

loww sensitivity in the sub-Andean valley. The opposite (high stone and crust cover, truncated 

Ahh horizons, low OM and N content and low water availability) indicates a high sensitivity to 

erosion.. The gradient of a slope cannot be regarded as an indicator as not all areas with a steep 

slopee are sensitive to erosion. For example, the slopes of the mountain front are steep but due 

too the high vegetation cover, erosion is limited to north-facing slopes. Despite the differences 

inn lithology and parent material within the catchment of the sub-Andean valley, texture does 

nott change very much and ranges from sandy loam to sandy (clay) loam and loam and hence 

doess not serve as an indicator. The stripped bedrock slopes and the badlands have the lowest 

andd highest biomass of the sub-Andean valley, respectively, so neither biomass serves as an 

indicatorr for sensitivity to erosion 

4.2.4.2. The Altiplano 

Onn the Altiplano, differences in soil surface characteristics within units are larger than 

differencess between units. Therefore, it is very difficult to use it as an easy recognisable 

indicator.. To some extent, a low OM and N content can be used to serve as an indicator for a 

highh erosion sensitivity but here again, differences within units can be large thereby making it 

difficultt to use directly in the field. Low biomass of short grasses combined with a low 

biomasss of tussock grasses and shrubs might be used as an indicator for sensitive areas though 

withh some caution. In general, on the Altiplano, a combination of above mentioned variables, 

togetherr with soil surface characteristics, should be used to determine whether an area is 

sensitivee to erosion or not. Apart from the dunes, being very different and specific, no 

physiographicc unit can be regarded as being sensitive or not due to the large heterogeneity 

withinn the units. 

4.3.4.3. The inter-Andean valley 

Inn the inter-Andean valley, soil properties such as OM, N and available P could be used as 

indicatorss though with caution. Only slope and biomass of shrubs serve as reliable indicators. 

Inn general, the inter-Andean valley is very susceptible to erosion due to its (semi) arid climatic 

conditionss and very shallow or absent soils. The dissected alluvial terraces are the sole stable 

surfacess within the catchment where OM, N and available P are relatively high, the slope is 
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nearr level to moderate and the biomass is the highest of the complete study area. The soil 

surfacee is covered with ventrifacts indicating long periods of stability. 

5.. Hydrological response, erosion processes and connectivity within catchments during 

simulated,, normal and extreme precipitation events 

Rainfalll  simulation experiments in two catchments (the badlands in the sub-Andean valley 

andd the Altiplano) gave insight into the hydrological response of the soil at the patch scale. As 

bothh systems are completely different, they will be discussed separately. In the badlands, open 

erosionn plots and simple rain gauges were installed to monitor the impact of natural rainfall 

events. . 

5.1.5.1. The sub-Andean badlands 

Althoughh badland systems by some authors are regarded as homogeneous (e.g. Nogueras 

ett al., 2000), this is not the case in the badlands in the sub-Andean valley of Tarija where 

vegetationn cover, soil properties and responses to simulated and natural rainfall vary largely 

betweenn topographical positions, which is in line with several other studies (López-Bermüdez 

ett al., 1998; Puigdefabregas et al., 1998; Vandekerckhove et al., 2000; Martinez-Mena et al., 

2001).. Whereas on the vegetated upper and lower slopes most of the rainfall (simulated and 

natural)) infiltrates and no or littl e runoff is produced, the strongly eroded badland slopes 

producee large amounts of runoff, even during relatively low intensities of simulated rainfall or 

minorr natural rainfall events. The mid slopes react intermediately. Consequently, the mid 

slopess are regarded as transportation zones of runoff and sediments. When the runoff reaches 

thee lower slopes, it will infiltrate and the sediments will be deposited. However, when the 

runofff  drains into the badlands which cut through all topographical positions the runoff and 

itss sediment will finally reach the channel as the badlands are directly connected with the 

mainn channel and soil will be removed from the catchment. 

Onlyy during extreme precipitation events, all topographic positions contribute directly to 

thee main channel as Horton overland flow occurs everywhere, even on the densely vegetated 

lowerr slopes. During such events, soil erosion takes place on a massive scale and can 

correctlyy be regarded as the main landscape forming process. Soil losses during an extreme 

event,, including the devastating power of hail erosion, are many times higher than that during 

moree regular heavy thunderstorms. 
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5.2.The5.2.The Altiplano 

Erosionn processes on the Altiplano are mainly associated with wind erosion under present 

climaticc conditions. Nevertheless, hydrological responses to simulated rainfall were studied in 

orderr to quantify water availability for vegetation after rainfall events. Unlike the badlands in 

thee sub-Andean valley where differences between topographical units are clear, the Altiplano 

showss a very complex relation in terms of the hydrological response in relation with 

vegetationn or geomorphological units. A cluster analysis was needed to distinguish between 

sitess (not units) with high and low infiltration characteristics. The main problem was that 

severall  aspects of the hydrological response that were measured (cumulative infiltration, mm 

too ponding, mm to runoff, depth of wetting front) reacted in contrasting ways. 

Itt can be concluded that overall infiltration is high and that cumulative infiltration is as 

highh as 73% or more of the applied rainfall, even when intensities of 60 mm hr"' are used. At 

sitess where ponding or runoff starts after few mm of applied rainfall, the slope is such that 

mostt water infiltrates within the 40 by 60 cm plot. Hence, connectivity at slope level is very 

low,, partly because of the nearly level slopes, partly because of the high infiltration capacity. 

Initiall  infiltration is very high and ponding only takes place when the subsoil is saturated. 

Whenn all depressions in the micro topography are filled, saturated overland flow occurs. In 

contrastt with the badlands system and many other semi-arid areas (Yair and Lavee, 1985), 

Hortonn overland flow was of minor importance in the flat areas. 

Organicc matter content and aggregate stability do not seem to influence infiltration 

characteristicss which is discordant with many geomorphological text books {e.g. Hudson, 

1995;; Morgan, 1986). Although this discordance is not fully understood, local discrepancies 

inn soil surface cover (bare surface, crust surface and type and vegetation cover and type) 

mightt explain a part of it (Böhm and Gerold, 1995; Bromley et al., 1997; Bochet et al., 1998; 

Cammeraatt and Imeson, 1999). 

Thee depth of a compact layer {e.g. Bt or petrocalcic) is the only studied environmental 

variablee that differed significantly between sites with a low and high infiltration. At sites 

wheree the compact layer lies close to the surface, the infiltration was low and vice versa. A 

logicc explanation would be the fact that soil water saturation occurs faster at places where the 

compactt layer lies close to the surface. However, the depth of the wetting front after a rainfall 

experimentt of 30 minutes never reached the depth of the compact layer and only the first few 

cmm were saturated with rainfall. As stated before, there was also no relationship with 

aggregatee stability. 
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6.. The concept of landscape sensitivity to erosion and its implication for  south-Bolivia 

Accordingg to Thomas (2001), landscape sensitivity may be interpreted as being the 

responsee of geo-ecosystems to disturbances at different temporal and spatial scales. The 

disturbancess may be natural (climate change) or human (grazing) induced or a combination of 

both.. As it is difficul t to quantify response without a long-term monitor program, the 

followingg discussion is based on measured indicators and field observations. Hence, an 

interpretationn of all available data is presented, which should be used as a starting point for 

furtherr discussion and research. 

Thee Central Andes has been subjected to continuing climatic change since the late 

Pleistocenee (Thompson et al., 1985; Thompson et al., 1998; Baker et al., 2001). This is 

reflectedd in the presence of former lake levels, paleosoils with buried horizons with high OM 

contents,, Bt horizons and erosion features (e.g. stripped bedrock slopes) that do not reflect the 

presentt semi-arid conditions. 

Ass stated above, the main drivers that influence the landscape sensitivity to erosion in the 

Centrall  Andes are climatic change and land use. The parent material, the soil properties, the 

vegetationn characteristics and the present climatic conditions control the response to these 

drivers.. These controlling factors finally determine the sensitivity of a landscape to erosion. A 

schematicc diagram of the above hypothesized relation is given in Figure 7.1. 

Dr r 
Climate e 

 Change Geology Land use 

Controlling g 
Factors s 

Magnitudee of Response 

A A 

Vegetationn Soils 
Present t 
Climate e 

Landscapee Sensitivity M-

Figuree 7.1: Schematic presentation for the drivers and controlling factors influencing landscape 

sensitivity y 
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Inn the study area, it was found that although the current grazing intensity is generally low, 

somee areas are nevertheless affected by severe erosion. This is due to the high erodibility of 

thee parent material and the semi-arid climatic conditions. The response to grazing is complex 

duee to the interaction with land use history, geology and climate. Moreover, the nature and 

intensityy of grazing have changed continuously over the last 500 years, especially in the sub-

Andeann valley. It is very difficult to obtain quantitative information about past grazing 

intensities.. An apparent recent reduction in grazing intensity does not seem to have resulted in 

lesss erosion in the affected areas. This suggests that former grazing intensity has changed the 

ecosystemm vulnerability to erosion to such extent, that erosion rates are high despite current 

loww grazing intensity. But not only former grazing intensity can be held responsible for the 

presentt erosion. The causes are a mixture of a geomorphic adjustment to base level change or 

ann increase in sediment supply during former wetter conditions (Maas et al., 2000) and a 

reactionn to changes in grazing that accompanied the arrival and management of exotic 

domesticc animals. 

Ass grazing is strongly correlated with soil texture in the sub-Andean valley, it is believed 

thatt grazing takes place in those areas where conditions for vegetation growth are favourable. 

Thesee areas have relatively high vegetation cover and the vegetation species have good forage 

quality.. López-Bermüdez (1998) reported a similar conclusion for grazed hill slopes in semi 

aridd south-east Spain where vegetation recovery after grazing was sufficient to maintain the 

presentt vegetation type and cover. The same holds true for the Altiplano where erosion by 

runningg water is of minor importance as the infiltration is generally very high. A large part of 

thee precipitation is available for the vegetation thereby maintaining the vegetation type and 

coverr after grazing. 

Inn the inter-Andean valley, grazing pressure is very low and only in the neighbourhood of 

settlementss signs of vegetation degradation are present and some soil erosion is visible in the 

formm of rills and shallow gullies. In remote areas, biomass is high and reflects more or less the 

originall  vegetation, although its cover has diminished (Beck et al., 2001). 

Thuss it is in the drier part of the sub-Andean valley (the badlands and eroded hills) that the 

thresholdd for resilience has been trespassed and the system has become very sensitive to 

erosion,, which is translated into hill slopes being severely eroded. Simpson et al. (2001) 

studiedd historical grazing strategies in Iceland and its relation with landscape degradation and 

foundd a similar situation where the threshold values were crossed. In the remaining part of the 

sub-Andeann valley, the sensitivity to erosion is within the threshold of resilience and the soil 

iss being protected by vegetation that limits accelerated soil erosion. On the Altiplano, despite 
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thee presence of the dunes, the landscape sensitivity to erosion is low due the high resilience. 

Thee soil's ability to absorb water enabling vegetation re-growth after grazing is high thereby 

limitingg the negative effects of wind erosion. In the inter-Andean valley, the threshold for 

acceleratedd erosion is very high due to natural arid conditions and the protection of the soil by 

gypsumm crusts. So the human impact is largely negligible. 

7.. Final conclusions 

Althoughh erosion features such as badlands, dunes and stripped bedrock suggest that 

erosionn is a main problem in the three studied geo-ecosystems in southern Bolivia they are 

relativelyy localized. Moreover, they reflect different erosion scales in time, space and 

magnitude.. For example, remnants of non truncated well-developed soil profiles on steep 

slopess suggest stable conditions for long periods of time before the current erosion of these 

slopes.. The distribution of Erosion Sensitive Areas is clearly related to the geomorphological 

positionn and the climatic conditions. 

Whereass chemical and physical properties of the soils on the Altiplano suggest 

homogeneity,, hydrological responses differ largely between and within the Erosion Sensitive 

Areas.. Complex interactions between vegetation and crust determine the soil's ability to 

absorbb water which makes it difficult to interpret the results of the top - down and bottom -

upp approach and to make general conclusions about landscape sensitivity to erosion. 

Regardingg linkages between hill slopes and channels it can be said that present erosion 

processess and soil loss only take place in certain areas in the sub-Andean valley and even 

withinn small catchments that are affected by erosion, differentiation in erosion occurs. For 

example,, in the badland system, erosion is progressing continuously in the badlands and mid 

slopess but in the upper- and down slope parts, stabilizing processes prevail. Regeneration of 

vegetationn and entrapment of sediments down slope limits overall soil loss within the 

catchment.. This proves the importance of studying erosion at different scale levels. 

Comparingg the data obtained during the extreme events with soil losses during less 

intensiveintensive storms it can be concluded that it are the extreme events that largely contribute to 

erosionn and sediment transport and that the majority of the rainstorms only play a minor role. 

Thee results also show how limited the values of rainfall experiments are in understanding 

geomorphicc events. 

Thee main conclusion of this study is that the three studied geo-ecosystems, despite their 

proximityy and (semi)-arid conditions, are very different, both in soils, geomorphology, land 

use,, vegetation and responses to environmental change. Consequently, the landscape 
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sensitivityy to erosion varies largely between the three geo-ecosystems and also within the geo-

ecosystems.. Usher (2001) states that the concept of landscape sensitivity is related to the 

magnitudee of change in relation with the magnitude of response. Whereas the magnitude of 

changee is more or less similar within the geo-ecosystems (i.e. human induced and climate 

change),, the responses vary widely within and between the geo-ecosystems. 

Itt can be assumed that climate change occurred in the same (relative) magnitude within 

andd between the ecosystems. Land use change will not have occurred at the same time at all 

placess as it will have started in the population centres and subsequently will have spread out 

too new centres. Nevertheless, the introduction of new Old World grazers has affected the 

variouss physiographic units within a relatively short time span. However, the magnitude of 

responsess within the geo-ecosystems differed largely. In all physiographic units, the 

vegetationn has changed but in the driest parts of the sub-Andean valley this had lead to severe 

erosionn resulting in badlands. Upstream in the valley, erosion occurs but to a lesser extent 

whereass near the mountain front, in sub-humid conditions, moderate erosion is limited to 

somee north-facing slopes. On the Altiplano, the (wind) erosion is limited to the sand dunes 

thatt exist because of the proximity of a regressing lake, supplying the sand for the dunes. In 

thee inter-Andean valley, erosion of weathered fine particles is common due to the (semi) arid 

climatee that limits vegetation growth. 

Inn conclusion it can be said that the sub-Andean valley geo-ecosystem is controlled by 

parentt material and climate, being the main factors in differentiating landscape sensitivity to 

erosion.. On the Altiplano, grazing is the controlling factor for the sensitivity to erosion of the 

physiographicall  units. And in the inter-Andean valley, climate and geology control the 

sensitivityy to erosion. 
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Thee semi-arid Central Andes comprises a range of arctic, alpine, desert and Mediterranean 

environmentss which are known to be fragile geo-ecosystems and consequently are highly 

sensitivee to environmental change and human impact. There is an ongoing discussion to what 

extentt land use change is responsible for the high erosion rates inferred for South Bolivia 

specifically,, and the Central Andes in general. 

Onee general aim of this thesis is to elucidate the controversy mentioned above concerning 

thee relative importance of natural and human-induced erosion. To achieve this goal, the 

sensitivityy to erosion of the major physiographical units was studied and within the most 

sensitivee erosion units, erosion processes and linkages between hill slopes and channels were 

studied.. The landscape sensitivity to erosion in relation with grazing was studied, too. 

Too understand the landscape sensitivity to erosion in the Central Andes, a case study in 

southh Bolivia is carried out which comprises three representative geo-ecosystems: 

i.. The Mediterranean like sub-Andean valley which is characterized by extensive badlands 

andd which has undergone severe changes in vegetation since the arrival of the Spaniards 

andd the introduction of cattle, 

ii .. The arctic desert highland Andean Plateau (Altiplano) where grazing by sheep has altered 

thee (semi) natural conditions and where vegetation type has changed and vegetation 

densityy and biodiversity has decreased, 

iii .. The inter-Andean valley where vegetation growth is limited by the arid conditions and 

thee presence of very poorly developed soils. 

Ass very littl e data about soils and geomorphology was available for the study area, a top — 

downn approach including an aerial photograph interpretation combined with a reconnaissance 

fieldfield study was needed to get insight into soil geography and erosion patterns in the major 

physiographicc units. The characterization of the Erosion Sensitive Areas shows that although 

mainn erosion features such as the badlands in the sub-Andean valley, the dunes on the 

Altiplanoo and the stripped bedrock hills in the sub- and inter-Andean valley suggest that 

severee erosion is widespread in the Central Andes of South Bolivia, they are not 

representativee as they only occupy relatively small areas. Moreover, these erosion features 

reflectt different erosion scales in time, space and magnitude. Other areas such as the eroded 

hillss in the sub-Andean valley and the gently sloping plains on the Altiplano are also sensitive 

too erosion though in lesser extent. Given the complex relation between geology, lithology, 
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geomorphology,, soil properties and biomass, no uniform set of indicators for erosion 

sensitivityy was found for the three geo-ecosystems. Instead, every single geo-ecosystem had 

itss own set of indicators. Organic matter and Nitrogen could be used as an indicator to some 

extentt but only with caution 

AA bottom - up approach for detailed erosion processes studies was used for two erosion 

sensitivee catchments, namely the badlands system in the sub-Andean valley and the Altiplano. 

Here,, rainfall simulation experiments were carried out to study the soil hydrological response 

andd the linkages between hill slopes and channels. It was found that within the badlands 

system,, upper slopes are stable and that most erosion occurs on the mid-slopes and in the 

badlands.. The lower slopes act as sedimentation zones. Within the catchment, only the 

badlandss contribute to the loss of sediments as the gullies directly deliver sediments to the 

mainn channel. On the Altiplano, the hydrological response to simulated rainfall is complex. 

Noo relation between organic matter content, aggregate stability and infiltration characteristics 

wass found. In general the infiltration is high but at many sites ponding takes place and 

saturatedd overland flow occurs. Although in some sites overland flow starts after a few mm of 

appliedd rainfall, the water travels very short distances and most of it infiltrates within the plot. 

Whereass during normal rainfall events the connectivity between hill slopes and channels is 

low,, during extreme rainfall events all topographic units contribute runoff and sediments. 

Whenn soil losses are compared between normal and extreme events, it can be concluded that 

thee latter is far more important. The devastating power of hail impact during extreme events 

playss a major part in soil erosion. 

Thee impact of grazing to erosion is limited to certain areas. In general, intensive grazing 

takess place where soil conditions are favourable and hence grazing can be considered more or 

lesss sustainable. An apparent recent reduction in grazing intensity does not seem to have 

resultedd in less erosion in the affected areas. This suggests that former grazing intensity has 

changedd the ecosystem vulnerability to erosion to such extent, that erosion rates are high 

despitee current low grazing intensity. 

Finallyy it can be concluded that in the sub-Andean valley geo-ecosystem erosion is 

controlledd by parent material and climate, being the main drive in differentiating landscape 

sensitivityy to erosion. On the Altiplano, grazing is the controlling factor for the sensitivity to 

erosionn of the physiographical units. And in the inter-Andean valley, the climate and geology 

controlss the sensitivity to erosion. 
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Aangezienn de Nederlandse samenvatting voornamelijk voor leken bedoeld is die geen 

affiniteitt hebben met het onderwerp van deze dissertatie (de relatie tussen landgebruik en 

erosiee in de Centrale Andes), is deze samenvatting zoveel mogelijk in populair-

wetenschappelijkee termen geschreven en zal daardoor enigszins afwijken van de Engelse en 

Spaansee versie. 

Dee klimaatcondities in de Centrale Andes zijn semi-aride hetgeen inhoudt dat veel van het 

regenwaterr meteen verdampt en daardoor niet beschikbaar is voor de vegetatie. Vanwege dit 

watergebrekk wordt de vegetatie gekenmerkt door een lage bedekkinggraad waardoor een 

groott gedeelte van de bodem onbeschermd blijf t en daardoor vatbaar is voor bodemerosie. 

Zoalss in elk gebergte, zorgen de hoogteverschillen in de Centrale Andes voor een 

verscheidenheidd aan ecosystemen die elk hun eigen karakteristieken hebben, zowel qua 

geologiee als klimaat, geomorfologie, bodem, vegetatie en landgebruik. In de Centrale Andes 

treftt men ernstige vormen van erosie aan in de vorm van badlands (gebieden doorsneden met 

diepee erosie geulen), duinen en kale rotsen zonder bodem en vegetatie. 

Hett doel van dit onderzoek was om te onderzoeken in welke mate land gebruik (begrazing, 

landbouww e.d.) en in hoeverre natuurlijke factoren (klimaat, geologie, aard van het 

moedermateriaal)) verantwoordelijk zijn voor de erosie. Om dit doel te bereiken zijn 

landschapseenhedenn en hun gevoeligheid voor erosie bestudeerd. Twee landschapseenheden 

diee het gevoeligste voor erosie zijn, zijn vervolgens uitgekozen voor gedetailleerd 

erosieonderzoekk waarbij de erosieprocessen en het verband russen hellingen en de 

rivierbeddingrivierbedding onderzocht zijn. De landschapsgevoeligheid voor erosie in relatie tot begrazing 

iss eveneens bestudeerd. 

Omm de gevoeligheid van een landschap voor erosie te begrijpen in de Centrale Andes, is er 

eenn case-study uitgevoerd in zuid Bolivia waar drie representatieve geo-ecosystemen zijn 

onderzocht,, te weten: 

i.. De Mediterraan-achtige sub Andiene vallei die gekarakteriseerd wordt door badlands en 

waarr de oorspronkelijke vegetatie grotendeels verdwenen is sinds de kolonisatie van de 

Spanjaardenn en de daarmee gepaard gaande introductie van koeien, geiten en schapen, 

ii .. De koude woestijn op de hoogvlakte waar begrazing door schapen de (semi) natuurlijke 

conditiess en het vegetatie type heeft veranderd en waar vegetatie bedekking en 

biodiversiteitt is verminderd. 
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iii .. De inter Andiene vallei waar vegetatiegroei belemmerd wordt door de droge 

klimaatconditiess en slecht ontwikkelde bodems. 

Aangezienn er weinig gegevens over bodems en geomorfologie voor het gebied 

beschikbaarr waren, is er voor een top - down methode gekozen. Dit houdt in dat met behulp 

vann luchtfoto's en satelliet beelden de verschillende fysiografische eendheden onderscheiden 

wordenn en aan de hand daarvan representatieve eenheden voor verdere studie uitgekozen 

worden.. Deze eenheden zijn vervolgens in het veld bezocht om inzicht in de bodems en de 

verspreidingg van erosie te verkrijgen. Voor elke eenheid werd de gevoeligheid voor erosie 

bepaaldd en het bleek dat de ernstigste vormen van erosie op slechts een aantal plekken, zoals 

dee badlands, de duinen en de kale rotsen, voorkwamen. Zij kunnen daarom niet als 

representatieff  voor het hele onderzoeksgebied beschouwd worden. Bovendien zijn deze erosie 

vormenn niet gelijkertijd ontstaan maar reflecteren zij de erosieprocessen die op verschillende 

schaalniveauss hebben plaatsgevonden; zowel in tijd als ruimte en hevigheid. Ook andere 

eenhedenn zijn gevoelig voor erosie maar dan in mindere mate. Het betreft hier de aan erosie 

onderhevigeonderhevige hellingen in de sub Andiene vallei en de uitgestrekte vlaktes op de hoogvlakte. 

Gezienn de complexe relatie tussen geologie, gesteente, geomorfologie, bodemkenmerken en 

biomassaa is het moeilijk om eenduidige indicatoren voor erosiegevoeligheid te vinden die 

voorr het hele gebied van toepassing zijn. In plaats daarvan heeft elk van de drie geo-

ecosystemenn zijn eigen set van indicators. Toch zouden het organische stof gehalte en stikstof 

gehaltee van de bodem eventueel als algemene indicatoren gebruikt kunnen worden, zij het met 

enigee voorzichtigheid. 

Eenn bottom - up methode is vervolgens gebruikt om erosie processen in detail te 

bestuderen.. Een bottom - up methode betekent dat men uitgaande van waarnemingen op plot 

niveauu probeert te extrapoleren naar helling en stroomgebied niveau. Voor deze methode zijn 

tweee stroomgebieden uitgekozen, te weten de badlands in de sub Andiene vallei en een 

gedeeltee van de hoogvlakte. Binnen de stroomgebieden zijn op verschillende locaties 

regensimulatiess uitgevoerd zodat bepaald kon worden hoeveel van de (gesimuleerde) regen de 

bodemm infiltreert en hoeveel van het regenwater oppervlakkig afstroomt. Dit zijn belangrijke 

kenmerkenn om de erosiegevoeligheid te karakteriseren. Tevens kan men op deze manier 

inzichtt verkrijgen op welke locaties erosie plaatsvindt en waar sedimentatie van 

bodemmateriaall  plaatsvindt. Het stroomgebied van de badlands kan in verschillende 

topografischee posities opgedeeld worden die elk hun eigen karakteristieken hebben. Zo vindt 

inn de hoger gelegen hellingen geen erosie plaats omdat al het regenwater infiltreert. In de 
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intermediairr gelegen hellingen echter wordt oppervlakkige afstroming gegenereerd en wordt 

sedimentt hellingafwaarts getransporteerd. Een gedeelte van deze afstroming en sedimenten 

komtt in de badlands terecht die vervolgens verder eroderen daar infiltratie uiterst gering is. 

Eenn ander gedeelte komt in de lagere hellingen terecht waar het water infiltreert en de 

sedimentenn afgezet worden. Aangezien de badlands direct uitkomen in de rivierbedding, zijn 

zijj  grotendeels verantwoordelijk voor het transport van sediment en uiteindelijk het verlies 

vann bodemmateriaal uit het stroomgebied. Op de hoogvlakte is de hydrologische reactie op de 

regensimulatiess een stuk complexer. Zo werd er bijvoorbeeld geen verband gevonden tussen 

fysiografischee eenheden en infiltratie of oppervlakte afstroming omdat er geen relatie tussen 

organischee stof gehalte, aggregaat stabiliteit en infiltratie karakteristieken was. In het 

algemeenn was de infiltratie erg hoog zodat er geen drempelwaarden werden overschreden 

hetgeenn een mogelijke verklaring zou kunnen zijn. Ook al is de infiltratie hoog, op veel 

plekkenn vindt wel piasvorming plaats wat vervolgens leidt tot oppervlakte afstroming. Dit 

waterr legt echter slechts een zeer korte afstand af voordat het alsnog infiltreert. 

Tijdenss normale regenbuien treedt er oppervlakkige afstroming op maar dit regenwater 

infiltreertt uiteindelijk alsnog in de bodem. Tijdens extreme buien daarentegen, wordt de 

infiltratiee capaciteit van de bodems in de sub Andiene vallei snel overschreden en stroomt 

veell  van het regenwater af. Daar waar normaal gesproken slechts weinig water de 

rivierbeddingg bereikt, leveren tijdens een extreme bui alle hellingen water en sediment aan de 

bedding.. Het gevolg is dat tijdens een extreme bui veel meer bodem geërodeerd wordt, dan 

alss vele normale buien bij elkaar opgeteld worden. De verwoestende inslag van hagelstenen 

speeltt daarbij een belangrijke rol. 

Dee invloed van begrazing op erosie is beperkt tot een aantal eenheden. In het algemeen 

wordenn alleen die gebieden intensief begraasd waar de bodem gunstige groeiplaats condities 

biedtt aan vegetatie. Hierdoor kan men stellen dat begrazing op deze plekken min of meer 

duurzaamm is. In andere gebieden waar erosie wel een probleem vormt, is aangetoond dat een 

recentee vermindering in begrazingsintensiteit niet tot een vermindering in erosie heeft geleidt. 

Ditt suggereert dat de voormalige begrazingsintensiteit de gebieden dusdanig verstoord heeft 

datt ze gevoelig zijn geworden voor erosie en dat erosie nog altijd in grote mate voorkomt, 

ondankss de lagere, huidige begrazingsdruk. 

Alss laatste kan men stellen dat in de sub Andiene vallei voornamelijk het moeder 

materiaall  en het klimaat de voornaamste factoren zijn die de eenheden van elkaar doen 

verschillenn met betrekking tot de gevoeligheid voor erosie. Op de hoogvlakte is begrazing de 
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controlerendee factor voor de erosiegevoeligheid van de fysiografische eenheden en in de inter 

Andienee vallei wordt de erosiegevoeligheid door het klimaat en de geologie bepaald. 
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-RESUMEN--

Enn el semiarido Andes Central, se encuentran paisajes que varian entre artico, alpino, 

desérticoo y mediterraneo. Todos estos paisajes son conocidos por ser geo-ecosistemas 

notablementee fragiles y por consecuencia, son sensibles al cambio ambiental y al impacto 

humano.. Existe una discusión continua hasta dónde el uso extensivo de la tierra es 

responsablee de la fuerte erosion, inferidas especificamente para Bolivia y en general para la 

partee central de los Andes. 

Ell  objetivo general de esta tesis es elucidar la controversia, mencionada anteriormente, 

conn respecto a la importancia relativa de la erosion natural y erosion causada el hombre. Para 

lograrr este propósito, se estudió la sensibilidad a la erosión de las principales unidades 

fisiograficasfisiograficas dentro de las unidades mas sensitivas y los proceses de la erosión y las 

conexioness entre pendientes y quebradas. La sensibilidad de los paisajes a la erosión en 

relaciónn con pastoreo también fue estudiada. 

Paraa entender la sensibilidad de los paisajes a la erosión en el Andes Central, se llevó a 

caboo un estudio en Tarija, al sur de Bolivia, que comprendia tres geo-ecosistemas 

representatives: : 

i.. El valle sub-Andino, tipo mediterraneo, caracterizado por extensas tierras malas 

(badlands),, las cuales han sufrido cambios severos en la vegetación por la introduceión de 

ganado,, cabras y ovejas desde la llegada de los Espanoles. 

ii .. El Altiplano, un desierto artico, donde el pastoreo por ovejas ha alterado las condiciones 

(semi)) naturales cambiando el tipo y la densidad de la vegetación, disminuyendo asi la 

biodiversidad. . 

iii .. El valle inter-Andino donde el crecimiento de la vegetación es limitado por las 

condicioness climaticas aridas y la presencia de suelos pocos desarrollados. 

Debidoo a la escasez de datos de suelos y geomorfologia del area de estudio, un enfoque 

generall  incluyendo la interpretación de fotografïas aéreas en combinación con un estudio de 

reconocimiento,, fueron necesarios para comprender bien la geografia de los suelos y los 

patroness de erosión de las unidades fisiograficas mayores. La caracterización de la Areas 

Sensibless a la Erosión mostró que, aunque las caracteristicas principales de erosión como en 

lass badlands dentro de valle sub-Andino, las dunas en el Altiplano y las pendientes rocosas de 

loss valles sub- e inter-Andino, sugieran que la erosión grave esta extendida en el Andes 

Centrall  del Sur de Bolivia; estas caracteristicas no son representativas por solo ocupar areas 
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relativamentee pequenas. Ademas, estas caracteristicas reflejan diferentes escalas en tiempo, 

espacioo y magnitud. Otras areas como las pendientes erosionadas en el valle sub-Andino y las 

llanurass del Altiplano también son sensibles a la erosion aunque menos extendidas. Dada la 

complejaa relación entre la geologia, litologia, geomorfologia, propiedades del suelo y la 

biomasa;; no se encontró un set uniforme de indicadores para la erosion sensitiva en los tres 

geo-ecosistemas.. Por el contrario, cada unidad de geo-ecosistema tiene su propio set de 

indicadores.. La materia organica y el Nitrógeno podrian ser usados como indicadores pero 

soloo con precaución. 

Unaa aproximación general para los estudios de los procesos de erosión en detalle fue 

utilizadaa para areas sensibles de erosión, llamadas sistema badlands en el valle sub- Andino y 

Altiplano.. Aqui, se llevaron a cabo experimentos de simulación de la precipitación para 

estudiarr la respuesta hidrológica del suelo y la relación entre las pendientes y los canales. Se 

encontróó que dentro del sistema de badlands, las pendientes superiores son estables, mientras 

quee la mayoria de la erosión ocurre en las pendientes medias y en las badlands. Las 

pendientess bajas actüan como zonas de sedimentación. Dentro del area de sedimentación, solo 

lass badlans contribuyen a la pérdida de de sedimentos, como los 'gullies' liberan sedimentos 

directamentee al canal principal. En el Altiplano, la respuesta hidrológica para la simulación 

dee la precipitación es compleja. No se encontró una relación entre el contenido de la materia 

organica,, la estabilidad agregada y las caracteristicas de infiltración. En general la infiltración 

ess alta en muchos sitios donde los 'ponding' toman lugar y el flujo de saturación sobre el 

terrenoo ocurre. Aunque en algunos sitios el flujo sobre el terreno comienza después de unos 

pocoss milimetros de precipitación aplicada, el agua viaja cortas distancias y la mayoria de ella 

see infiltr a dentro del area. 

Teniendoo en cuenta que durante los eventos de precipitación normal la conectividad entre 

lass pendientes y los canales es baja, durante los eventos de precipitación extrema todas las 

unidadess topograficas contribuyen al arrastre de sedimentos. Cuando se comparan la pérdida 

dee suelos entre los eventos normales y extremos, se puede concluir que el ultimo es mucho 

mass importante. El poder desvastante del impacto del granizo durante los eventos extremos 

juegaa un papel importante en la erosión del suelo. 

Ell  impacto del pastoreo relacionado con la erosión es limitado en ciertos lugares. En 

general,, el pastoreo intensivo tiene lugar donde las condiciones del suelo son buenas, 

poniéndosee este considerar como un pastoreo mas o menos sostenible. Una aparente 

reducciónn en la intensidad de pastoreo no significa una disminución en la erosión en areas 
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afectadas.. Esto sugiere que la intensidad del pastoreo anterior, ha cambiado la sensibilidad a 

laa erosión tanto, que la velocidad de erosión es alta a pesar de la baja intensidad del pastoreo. 

Finalmente,, se puede concluir que el geo-ecosistema del valle sub-Andino es controlada 

porr material pariente y el clima, siendo el principal conductor diferencial de la sensibilidad a 

laa erosión. En el Altiplano, el pastoreo es el factor controlador de la sensibilidad a la erosión 

dee las unidades fisiograficas. En el valle inter-Andino, el clima y la geologia controlan la 

sensibilidadd de la erosión. 
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STELLINGEN N 

1.. Behalve moedermateriaal, klimaat en huidig landgebruik is voormalig 
landgebruikk een zeer belangrijke factor in het bepalen van de 
erosiegevoeligheidd van een landschap 

2.. Zolang "extreme events" niet meegenomen worden in erosiemodellen blijf t 
hunn voorspellende waarde beperkt 

3.. De erosieve impact van hagelstenen is ten onrechte grotendeels 
verwaarloosdd in erosieonderzoek 

4.. De erosiegevoeligheid op hellingschaal is gerelateerd aan de "connectivity" 
vann runoff en sedimenttransport 

5.. In een dynamisch landschap is geen plaats voor natuurbehoud 

6.. Zelfs gedurende lange droogte is het gras aan de overkant groener 

7.. Ieder persoon is op zoek naar maximale geborgenheid in een minimale 
omgeving g 

8.. Een vermindering van parkeerplaatsen leidt tot meer verkeer 

9.. Een nieuw begin komt vaak neer op het oude liedje 

10.. Er gaat niets boven het doen van iets waar niets boven gaat (Gummbah) 

Stellingenn behorende bij het proefschrift van Ruben Coppus: "Landscape 
sensitivityy to erosion in three semi-arid Central Andean geo-ecosystems" 
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